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Of the three currents of religious, philosophy, that, have, been wielding 
stupendous influence over po.et -Vedic India, ( Saivism, Saktaism and 
, Vaisnavism ) Vaisnavism is the most outstanding.. Of the two .schools 'of 
Vaisnavism viz the Panearatra and the Bhagavata, the latter is conspicuous 
- represented in the 11 Sriraad-Bhagavata Pur ana ?r--- the. work constituting 
the subject-matter of the present thesis.
The; historical aspect of the work in question, such as, the evolutior 
of the Puranas in general, and the Bhagavata. in particular, the evolution 
of Vaisnavism especially Bhagavatism, is dealt with in the * Introduction1 
As to its philosophical aspect, the three fundamentals of Bhagavatisn 
are 2 (1) Bhagavan Sri-Krsna is the ultimate* reality, (2) he is the. pivot 
of the doctrine/of descents and (3) devotion is the means to attain him. 
Accordingly, these three have been dealt with, in details, in the thesis.
'The treatment of the subject is mainly expository and is based upon, 
the original text and the well-known commentator, Sridhara Svami. The 
meanings of terms and expressions in Sanskrit passages have been'considere 
.at their face value and no attempt has been made to adjust any of them to 
any particular viewpoints. ; :-I
The work has so far been thought to be a conglomeration of diverse 
systems of philosophical and, religious thoughts. The readers of the 
Bhagavata Purana have often missed to-find in the text a consistent 
philosophical outlook, and various interpretations have thus been adduced 
mainly, in regard to isolated episodes and in disregard of the poem as a ur 
The present thesis is intended t o be the first attempt to give the 
interpretation in the latter view. ; ;
The main contribution is (1) the assertion of the fourth grade of 
reality , over' and above the first grade of reality „as expounded by Sankars 
.and the second and the .third grades of reality of later Vaisnavism ;
(2) devotion (bhagavata dharma) as a compromise of knowledge (jnana), 
devotion (bhakti) and detachment (vairagya), standing upon.the common
•platform of, actionlessness (naiskarmya) • In the Bhagavata, the', cult of 
devotion seems to have been wedded to absolute monism.
P K 1 W A Q E, •
The Parana is a popular encyclopaedia of ancient 
and mediaeval Hinduism, religious, social and political* 
Enriched by the traditional mythology, cosmology, theology 
and philosophy of the Vedas, the Puranas are next to the 
Vedas in importance* During the eourse of their evolution 
which took several centuries, the Puranas, unlike the 
conservative Vedas, have thrown open their gates to allt 
irrespective of caste and creed, and so they became tfrgfcc 
the Bible of the common people# This popularity can be 
envisaged by the huge bulk which Purana literature, consistin, 
of nearly a hundred works, attained* All the Puranas, taken
together, are traditionally said to have 400,000 stanzas --   i
respectable library themselves# It is no wonder then, that 
the Puranas have acquired a special sanctity which belongs to 
the Vedas* They are also rich mines of information on ancie: 
Indian subjects, though they are primarily religious literatu: 
relating to the whole of India*
Among the Puranas, representing a very important 
category of Indian literature, the eighteen Maha-puranas oecu 
the most exalted place# The Srimad Bhagavata is the most 
famous of the eighteen. It is a work of great celebrity whi 
wields a direct and powerful influence. Being an inspired 
work, it roused interest in a profound Western scholar —
I
Burnouf — r who introduced this great Purana to Europe as earl; 
as 1840. Burnouf, and, after him, his two disciples, Besnaul 
and Roussel completed the French translation of the whole wor] 
in 1898* It was the first of the Piiranas to he edited in 
Europe* Burnouf was attracted by “its crude simplicity and 
grandeur of the style of the Yedas, heroic nobleness of martial 
epos and great richness of modern poetry” • To him, uit is a 
brilliant fruit of imagination fertilised by long culture of 
centuries and incessantly inspired by a receptacle of a 
vigourous and gigantic nature11 #
Burnouf and his disciples were concerned with a 
palatable translation of the work. But, in spite of some 
controversy, the Bhagavata Purana, in the author*s opinion, 
is a philosophical work, rather than anything else. V/ork 
has been done on the Bhagavata, both before and after Burnouf 
bearing upon its various aspects. Sir S. Radhakrisnan,
Prof. S.N* Dasgupta and others have touched upon its philosopl 
The Bhagavata is a colossal work consisting of more than 
fourteen thousand stanzas. To attack its philosophy, in all 
its details, is not intended here. The author proposes to 
deal with fsome* of its philosophical problems, by marshalling 
the heterogenous materials, scattered over the whole work, 
into a consistent system.
In conclusion, the author feels highly grateful to 
Dr# A.V* kunst M*A» Ph.D. for the wise guidance and invaluable 
suggestions that he has kindly offered in shaping the body ant
tile introduction of this thesis* But for his indefatigable 
labour on it, the thesis could not have attained its present 
form. The author expresses his heart-felt thanks for this 
kindness *
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INTRODUCTION
Intro ductTon •
Section 1 
Evolution of the Purana Literature.
(A) Puranas —  the fruits of evolution#—     —  —    -
Wilson observes that uthe Puranas are works of 
evidently different stages and have been compiled under differei 
circumstances” . Indeed, the Puranas, in order to attain the 
status of the encyclopaedia of Hindu life, had to undergo 
constant changes, in response to the varying circumstances of 
national life. The different stages of the evolution of the 
Puranas may be broadly traced as follows
(B) Purana as myths and legends.
A'purana', in its most primitive sense, meant ”mytho~
logical and legendary lore”. Even to this day, the Puranas
are connected with traditional stories* In the sense of
ancient legends, purana may have preceded even the Vedas. Eve;
in the Bg.Veda, we find ancient stories incorporated in the bod;
3 4
of the hymns. The Vedas and the Brahmanas even refer to such
purana. These myths and legends might have been verbally
transmitted, from generation to generation; and, they were
employed to interpret the Vedic passages. The knowledge of
such purana being thus essential, purana,as traditional stories
was then part and parcel of the Vedas, until there came the
5
final moment of its separation from the Vedas.
(0) Purana as 1 Books1.
After the compilation of the Atharva Veda, the Purana
-1-
6
became a distinct type of literature. Mazumdar thinks that
the Purana i.e. the stook of. traditional stories which were so 
♦
long an integral part of the Vedas,* obtained the shape of
1anukramanfs' attached to respective Vedas. Pargiter, on the
other hand, contends, on the evidence of some Puranas and the
Apastaiiiba-Dharma-Sutra, that as early as 900 B.O. there was one
original Purana which, during the course of its transmission,
8
evolved into multifarious "Books". The grounds, for this
9
contention of Pargiter, have been challenged by Keith; and,
10 11 
Winternitz as well as Mazumdar have doubted the doctrine of one
original Purana. It is really difficult to decide whether the
traditional stories were embodied in one original Purana or in
several Puranas, before the time of the Atharva Veda. The
4
period of the Atharva Veda is the definite landmark of the
1Z
traditional stories assuming the form of the "Books1* • Q?he
13 _  14
Gautama-Dharma-Sutra and the Apastamba-Dharma-Sutra presuppose
the existence of purana literature. Hence we can presume that
before the fourth or fifth century B.C., to which these Dharma
15
Sutras are assigned, the traditional stories had been solidifie 
into particular "Books".
(D) Purana as 1 itihasa—purana1
As to his theory of one original Purana, Pargiter say
that "the original Purana dealt with ancient tradition about
16
Gods, rsis and kings, their genealogies and famous deeds". 
Whether there was one original Purana or not, the earliest
-2-
Purana or rather Puranas are found, at least in their earliest
17
days, to he closely associated with Titihasa* (feistory) • The
original type of Purana has been thus designated as 1itihasa-*
18
purana1. This intimate relationship between history (itihasa)
and traditional stories (Purana) explains how the original form
of the Purana (Books) gradually developed into the panea-laksan< 
19 
Purana.
(!) Purana —  the panea-laksaha.
20  : 21  ........
Mazumdar and Pargiter hold that the original form of
the Purana which has been called 1itihasa-purhna1 , developed
from the nucleus of 1vamsahucarita1 i.e. chronology of royal
dynasties, handed down by bards from remote antiquity. It is
thus, they say, that the ksatriya tradition which had already
22
fallen into a state of decadence, had found out a channel of
survival. Sarga (creation), prati—sarga (dissolution for
creation afresh), manvantara (the Manu-periods) and lastly vamsi
(genealogy of gods and rsis) followed vamsXa&ucarita i*e.
23
chronology of royal dynasties as its necessary corollaries.
Farquhar, on the other hand, contends that the Purana, as a
distinct type of literature, began its career as "Book of 
24
origin". Both these views are but theories, and, with our 
present state of knowledge, we do not feel any certain ground 
for asserting one or the other or a third proposition. What­
ever might have served as the nucleus, if any at all, the 
collection or rather collections of the Purana gradually
- 3 -
developed into the panea-laksana Purana out of heterogenous
materials called summarily 1itihasa—purana*•
Of these five elements of panea-laksana Purana, the
sarga, the prati—sarga and the manvantara have been held to be 
25 26
imaginary; the rest historical* Macdonell has traced sarga
27
(creation) to the cosmogonio hymns of the Rg.Veda. Wilson, on
the other hand, has pointed out that the theory of creation, as
found in the extant Puranas, is a borrow from the early samkhya
' 2 8
similar is the case with pratisarga* Sarga and prati-sarga ma,
both have been borrowed from the early Samkhya; manvantara
might have been grafted upon the Purana from the.then well-
established eoncept of Manu, the law-giver, the alleged author
of the Manava- Dharma -Sutra*
Of the rest,, of the five, viz Vamsa and Vamsanucarita
Pargiter holds that the anoient tradition was compiled in 900
B*G* ; further on, historical tradition was added to it by
800 B.C. ; this historical tradition was supplemented by the
chronicles of the kings of the Kali age, which have been dragge
29
down to the early fourth century A.D. fhe three dynasties tha 
have been drawn upon for this purpose, are of Puru, Kuru and
Magadha. Rapson has gone further than this and contends that
30
even the early chronology is historical, though some may be
31
fanciful, belonging to a still early stage. The entire chain 
of chronology may not be historical; but it has been proved 
beyond doubt that the chronology stated in the Puranas cannot
be altogether discarded as fanciful. IThey really contain 
precious historical facts.
i •. — 4—  ■
(a)5 little off dliarma in the" pi^o^laksaiia»
: Yana Kennedy had remarked tf I cannot discover any
3g
other object than that of religious instruction, in the PuiSnas*1 
But in the early concept of the 1 panoa-laksanav Purana, one 
necessarily discovers any other object than of religious 
instruction# If there was any dharma it was only in the sarga, 
In fact, the Puranas could not have much of dharma, because
* i
they were still subordinated to the cause of the Vedas. They 
still served the main purpose of throwing light upon the 
interpretation of the Vedio episodes.
(b) Rise of dharma in the panea-laksana.
It’1 was perhaps when the atheistic thoughts, reflected
even in the earliest Upanisads like the Ohandogya, gained
ground against the sacrificial doctrines of the Vedas, that the
Puranas which were so far subservient to the Yedas, had to be
employed, as defensive weapons, for the amplification of the
Vedio truths# The Vedas, being very conservative, would not
allow any change in them. Hence the Puranas were drawn upon
to cope with the situation. The theory of Manu that the
34
Purana is the interpreter of the Vedas, may thus be understood: 
the Purana had always been employed to interpret the Vedas; as 
episodes, the Purana explained Vedic stories; as the panea- 
laksana, it interpreted Vedic thoughts.
(e) Transition to dasa—laksana Purana.
When the panea-laksana Puranas were employed to
-5-
interpret the 'Vedio truths, they naturally began to grow in 
importance. As the Puranas were meant for challenging the 
atheistic doctrines, they had to import theism, The Ya;jurveda
marked a departure from the concept of elemental (bhautika)
35
deity of the Rg.Veda, This is the starting point of a new 
conception of deity, which found its culmination in the Brahma- 
Visnu-Mahesvara Triad. All attributes that belonged to the
supreme deity of the Upanisads became vested in these gods.
/
Durga and Siva joined the galaxy from possibly non-Vedic fold.
In the struggle for supremacy among these five gods, Visnu and
/
Siva prevailed; and, of the two, Visnu took the lion's share. 
That is why, in the extant Puranas, Vaisnavism is the
4 * *
dominating note. The stream of theism, springing forth from 
the Yajur—Veda, percolated into the panca—laksana Purana, 
through the vulnerable point, sarga. In course of centuries, 
this stream of theism completely overhauled the constitution 
of the panea-laksana Purana. The result was that the panea- 
laksana Purana became an assemblage of metaphysics, theology 
and ethics.
It is primarily due to the evolution of the dharma 
in the panea-laksana Purana, that it was replaced by the concep- 
of the das^-laksana Purana; and, since the religion of Krsna- 
Vasudeva seems to have been the first expression of dharma in 
the panea-laksana Purana, dharma swelled through the channel of 
Vaisnavism.
(d) Two layers of the ‘pahoa-laksana Bufaha.
The stream ef the panca-1 ales ana Purana has laid two 
deposits viz the epics and the extant dasar-laksana Puranas.
It has been mentioned before that the panea-laksana Purana was
existent before the Gautama-Dharma-Sutra i.e. before 40G or
36
500 B.C. Hopkins has asserted that the oldest portions of the
3V
Mahabharata cannot be later than 400 B.C. Hence it is chrono­
logically possible that the1 Mahabharata may be the first solid 
representation of the flexible form of the panea-laksana Purana 
During the early stage of the religious evolution in the panea- 
laksana Purana, the Ramayana and the Mahabharata were compiled. 
The extant dasa-laksana Puranas represent the. second layer as 
given by the panea-laksana Purana. The relation between the 
Mahabharata and the extant Puranas may, accordingly, be 
suggested as follows
(i) The! Mahabharata in the present form is earlier
than the present Puranas. Hopkins has shown that the
' 38 
Mahabharata w,as more or leds oomplete by 300 A.D. But the
extant Puranas were overhauled by the time of the Imperial
Guptas.
(ii) Both the Mahabharata and the Puranas, being 
works of growth, have influenced each other while new matters 
have accumulated in each of them, which are not to be found in 
the other. The Puranas-have freely imported matters which 
might have been sometimes foreign; sometimes, they have 
embodied old matters not incorporated in the Mahabharata;
sometimes* again, the Mahabharata has been drawn upon.
(iii) Still* the kernel of both the Mahabharata and 
the Puranas is derived from the same source viz 1itihasa—purana 
whioh latter on, assumed the name of the panca—laksana Purana.
(iv) It has been suggested that, of the 1itihasa-
purana1, the Mahabharata represents the 1 itihasa? (history) -
side, while the Puranas stand for the purana (legends)-side.
uras
If this m ight -have been the original motive* it could not be 
continued for long; for, both the present Mahabharata and the 
present Puranas are as much history as legends.
(P) Purana the dasa-laksana.
It has been mentioned before that the steady growth 
of the dharma in the panea-laksana Purana revolutionised the 
concept of the Purana and consequently the latter was replaced 
by the concept of the dasa-laksana Purana. That dharma was 
the principal reason for this evolution in the Purana literatur 
may be evidenced by the fact that the five other topics* in 
addition to the five topics of the panea-laksana,Purana, are ai; 
concerned with the dharma. They are sthana (maintenance of 
created beings by God), posana (divine grace to devotees), uti
(residues of karma)..* isa-katha* (biography of the avataras of
/ 39 
Bhagavan and that of the devotees) and asraya (supreme reality)
Obviously these are all related to dharma. Taken together, 
these additional topics would mean that due to the residues of 
action* the individual soul travels in earthly life; God main­
tains all, good as well as bad; but his divine grace shines upc
the devotees; God and his devotees are born in this world to 
liberate the suffering souls. Evidently, this is Yaisnava 
metaphysics and theology; and this explains how the maha- 
Puranas are predominantly Yaisnavite.
40
The ten topics are enumerated by the Brahma-Vaivarta 
41
and the Bhagavata. These ten topics, are to be found more or
less in all the eighteen maha-Puranas. They are distinguished
from the'upa-Puranas in that while the former are possessed of
ten topics, the upa-Puranas have dealt with five topics only.
Therefore, the upa-Puranas are, in a sense, the modern
representatives of the panea-laksana Puranas.
(a) Evolution of the maha-Puranas.
The evolution of the maha-Puranas from the panca-
•laksana Purana was not completed in a day. They neither
evolved simultaneously nor at a single place. They evolved
under varying circumstances and times. Mazumdar conjectures
that the order of their enumeration in the lists, found in 
_ 42
different Puranas, shows the order of their evolution. Parg;ii;e:i
has opined that among the eighteen maha-Puranas, Brahmanda was
the first and the Bhagavata was the last, in the chronological
43
ladder. The other Puranas occupy intermediate place.
The evolution of the eighteen maha—Puranas extends
over centuries. In the Mahabharata, eighteen Puranas have 
44 _ . ‘
been referred to. In the Apastamba-Dharma-Sutra, at least one
45
of the Puranas viz the Bhavisya Purana has been mentioned. 
Again, sholars have agreed that the final shape of the Puranas
-9-
excepting the Bhagavata was given during the period of the 
46
Imperial Guptas.
After them, the Puranas might have obtained accretion
of new materials which are but of minor importance* Hence the
Puranas i.e. the dasa-laksana, may be held to be more or less
completed by the fourth century A.D*, the time of the Imperial
Guptas. How, if Apastamba belongs to 400 B.C., then the
evolution, from panea-laksana Purana, contemporaneous with
Apastamba, to dasa-laksana Purana took not less than 800 years
to complete. The dasa-laksana Puranas were called simply by
4?
the name Purana1 , previously: the name 'maha-Purana1 seems
48
to be as late as 300 A.D*
In the course of eight hundred years, the constitutioi
of the Puranas was completely overhauled. The Puranas are
^  49
traditionally held to oonsist of 400,000 stanzas of which the
50
Visnu Purana is said to have 23000 stanzas. But the #xtant
Visnu Pui'ana, which enjoys the credit of being very little 
■ ' • 51 
changed, contains less than 7000 stanzas. If this be the case
with the Visnu Purana which is held to be very little changed,
what can be expected of others? Moreover, vamsahucarita which
according to one view, has been held to be the nucleus of the
panea-laksana Purana, is found in 5 only, out of the extant 18 
52'
maha—Puranas. . Even in the five Puranas, Yamsanucarita is
' 53
limited to the history of three dynasties only; lastly, the
history of later dynasties has been only indirectly introduced
54 55 56
in the shape of prophesy. hassen and Kirfel have critically
-10
examined the panea-laksana theory with referenoe to the extant 
da^a-^Laksana Puranas.
(G) Further evolution of the Purahas.
P i t ^ — iiiirwi nr-|Hiiu»iM»wpini»nmi— —muinpwmni * n i < p w iw ip w ih b w > w h i >i mi y n  m  <i n Hi mun i p^ mi nni>iiwn— i i i  t t w  urn
The Puranas had the aeoretion of new materials even
after the epoch of Imperial Guptas# Tirtha-stories, rites and
customs, economics, erotics are to name a few. Accordingly,
. 5?
BLP.Sastri has challenged the dasa-laksana theory, approving
.58 '
the definition of the Pur an a , as given by the Matsya Parana, on
59
,the ground of being more rational.
(H) The school of the Puranas.
The tradition of the Parana literature had been
continuously kept up by the sutas (bards). They not only
orally transmitted the Purana literature, but also steadily
developed it. Vyasa and suta may or may not be one and the
same person. Both Vyasa-and Roma^harsana, the alleged son of
6° * '
Vyasa, may refer to a class of people, who constantly championed
the cause of the Puranas.
Suta literally means a chronicler, residing in 1suta1-
country, a part of Magadha (modern Bihar). A suta might also
be a brahmin. Markandfiya ox* Narada are examples on this point.
Suta meaning a particular class is of later origin. The
distinction between ’suta1 as simply meaning chronicles and
’suta* meaning a special class, is found in the Artha-sastra of 
61
Kautilya. The profession of suta was looked down upon, perhaps 
because of Vedic conservatism or a suta’s greed. Thus suta
might have meant later on a particular class prohibited from
reading the Vedas. But it cannot be denied that Brahman as
and ICsatriyas had equally taken up the profession of a suta.
62
Of the six disciples of Romaharsana, five, at least, were 
Brahmanss. Thus the sutas were responsible for the unbroken
continuity of the Purana literature.
Conclusion.
Thus in the hand of the sutas, the Purana had several 
epochs viz (i) legends, (ii) specified Books, ( iii) itihasa- 
purana, (iv) panca-laksana Purana and (v) dasa—laksana Purana.
(The sutas also compiled the upa—Puranas* The Purana literature
\
has thus represented the metaphysical, religious and ethical 
life of a nation, in unbroken continuity*
—1 2 —
S. E O' tr I O' N  II 
(1)
The Bhagavata Purlma.
(A) The fundamental Outlook of the Bhagavata.
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(a) HeligTous atmosphere•
Like the Vayu, the Bhagayata is concerned with
63
Naimisaranyas where, against the background of a prolonged 
sacrifice, the whole of the Bhagavata is held to be narrated*
Suta, the narrator in the Naimisaranya, reproduces, as he says,
—  / 
the Bhagavata which was recited by Suka, in reply to the .
__ 64
question of Pariksit as to what a dying person should perform*
It is thus obvious that the Bhagavata presupposes an atmosphere 
of detachment and philosophic isolation.
(b) TheBhagayata —  the dasa-laksana.
The.religious atmosphere is manifest in the recog­
nition by the Bhagavata that a Purana consists of ten topics
instead of five. The Bhagavata has given two lists of these
65
ten topics in two different contexts where the meaning of
66
these topics has been explained. A comparison of the lists 
shows that the wording in one list does not totally tally with 
that of the other; and the second list is a compromise between 
the first list and the traditional definition of five topics 
(panca—laksana)• Again, these two lists taken together, 
incorporate the five topics but with some improvement upon 
their previous concepts. To wit, the prati—sarga, in panca—
laksana, meant cosmic dissolution (pralaya); but to the
-13-r
Bhagavata, prati-r*sarga includes emancipation (moksa) .
The purpose of the recognition of the ten topics has 
been expressly mentioned by the Bhagavata. It says that the
other nine topics serve the purpose of bringing the tenth
- / 67 
(asraya— tattva) i.e. supreme reality to a clearer understanding
This discloses the philosophic attitude of the Bhagavata.
(c) The Bhagavata1s indifferent attitude.
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The philosophic indifference of the Bhagavata to the 
other values of the nine topics is reflected in its mode of 
their treatment
(i) It asserts that the sarga and the prati—sarga
i.e. creation and destruction are described to expose the
67/1
transitoriness of the world.
(ii) The geography of the world is told, it says, 
for concentration of the mind. Goncentration of the mind upon
the world which is conceived to be the gross body of God, will
68
lead to the visualisation of his subtle form.
(iii) The genealogy, it claims, is simply to
inspire knowledge and detachment in the votary. Thus the
Bhagavata robs genealogy of its historical value and pushes
69
it into the realm of myths.
(iv) The stories, the Bhagavata only declares,
70
are nothing but myths and there is no truth in them. This 
explains why the Bhagavata has very freely tackled the stories. 
Sometimes, traditional stories are elaborated and given
-14—
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philosophical interpretation. Ancient stories have been at 
72 73
times summarised, order of narration and incidents changed*
Even old stories have been challenged on the ground of 
74
irrationality.
The enthusiasm for philosophical transformation has 
thus run riot in the Bhagavata. Maybe, some stories are 
creatures of pure myths; it is also admitted that stories, as 
they stand today, are a compound of history and myth* But the 
extreme position of discarding all stories as myths is in direct 
conflict with the modern research that has considered the 
stories not altogether myths*
(B) Genealogy*
Keeping in mind the philosophical rigour.of the 
Bhagavata it is no wonder that its genealogy, which according 
to one view, is the nucleus of the panca—laksana Purana, would 
be unsatisfactory* It has made certain changes in genealogy 
which is often confused. In fact, the account is little more 
than a string fitted in with connected words and occasional 
terms of relationship. It may be useful only in determining th 
order of kings.
(0) Stories.
As regards stories of the Bhagavata, Holtzmann has
shown the close relationship between the Mahabharata and the 
75
Bhagavata. The Bhagavata is primarily based upon the 
Mahabharata. In fact, it is the only Purana that has stated 
the Purana story in the Mahabharata context. It has drawn upor
—15—
the Mahabharata in general and the Gita in particular. Apart 
from the close affinity of thoughts between the two, the 
Bhagavata has borrowed many slokas, nay, many chapters from
the Gita, ‘ It has been suggested that the Bhagavata Knows only
■the vul/igte of the Gita,
Gf the Puranas, the Harivamsa and the Visnu Purana 
are Krsnaite works of which the tradition says that the former 
is a Bhagavata document while the latter is a Panca—ratra work,
 ^   ffie jLy/'s/ctotc fy-
Both the Harivamsa and the Yisnu Purana presupposeAthe whole of 
the Mahabharata, Sports and exploits of Hrsna- s youth, which 
are merely alluded to in the epic, are told in great details in 
these works. In the Harivamsa, the whole story of ICrsna's
0 0 9 *
youth is told at much greater length than it has been done in 
the Yisnu Purana; and, Thallis/al (amorous sport) is treated as
involving sexual intercourse, The Bhagavata has made improve-
/ • f
ment upon the Harivamsa, While it has taken from the Harivamse 
the life of ICrsna in Gokula, it has invented some new stories, 
The episodes of tasting mud (mrd-bhaksana) or fastening of Krsne 
by Yasoda, his mother, are examples on this point,
Thus the Bhagavata, for its stories, has drawn upon 
the Mahabharata; and, of the Puranas, upon the, Harivamsa and 
the Yisnu Purana.
(D) Speciality of the Bhagavata.
Thus the Bhagavata was entirely devoted to philosophy
and religion that characterise the extant maha—Puranas; it has
freely drawn upon other Puranas for its stories, genealogy etc
~ie~
and is the latest of the extant maha—Puranas, Perhaps on
these grounds, the Padma Purana declares the Bhagavata to be
^77
the quint-essence of all other Puranas, If the last part of
the 12th Skandha and the whole of the 1st Skandha are later
78
additions as H,P,Sastri has held, then, according to the re­
dactors who were responsible for those additions in the Bhaga­
vata, the speciality of the Bhagavata lies in its exclusive
79
description of Hari, It claims that it has given us a unique
80
practical religion and has delineated the character of the 
81 8E
supreme. It professes to be the mature fruit of the Yedag*
It claims to represent the essence of the Puranas, the itihasa, 
/_
the dharma-sastras and the Brahma-sutras. Naturally, it is
84 85
the sun in the galaxy of the Puranas --- the best of all. The
pleasure which it imparts to the reader eannot be found else—
86 . 
where* Vopadeva also remarks that the Bhagavata stands for the
87
Yedas, the Puranas and the literature*
Indeed, the Bhagavata has incorporated fragments from
the Yedas and the Upanisads, It partakes of the nature of a
Purana in so far as it deals with the sarga etc. It is, at the
88
same time, an excellent piece of literature. Passages of the
89
Bhagavata remind us frequently of Kalidasa,
(E) Is the Bhagavata the composition of one author?
l in n    l f .'n  — i— —
Y/internitz and Pargiter have agreed that the Bhagavata
bears the stamp of unified composition, Yaidya has gone furthe
92
and holds that it seems to be the composition of one author.
But, in spite of the fact that the materials in the Bhagavata
-17-
have been co-ordinated and systematised, the Bhagavata is a
1?urana of growth and not written down by a single author.
(a) Inter poTa tioh of three chapters.
Boy suggests that three chapters viz 1/3-, 6/8/— and
12/l/— are interpolations and he contends that the chapter
93
2/7/- contains the genuine list of avataras. Hazra holds this 
94
chapter spurious. Vaidya has expressed the view that 12/1/- 
95
is genuine.
/ _
At the outset of his benedictory verses, Sridhara 
says that the Bhagavata contains, in all, 332 chapters. But 
in the extant Bhagavata, 335 chapters are to be found. Obvious­
ly then, 3 chapters had been interpolated into the Bhagavata
/ „
after the tine of Sridhara.
Another three chapters seem to have been added. From
Hari—lilamrta, a work by Vopadeva, which professes to be the
index of the Bhagavata, it can be found that the 4th Skandha
96 / _
has 29 ohapters, whereas Sridhara has commented on 31 chapters
therein. Similarly, Hari—lilamrta holds that the 8th skandha
97 / / _
contains 23 ohapters, while according to Sridhara, there are
24 chapters. Vopadeva, the author of Hari-lilamrta, preceded 
/ _ 98
Sridhara (1400 A.D.) by a century. So during the course of a
hundred years, 3 chapters were added to the Bhagavata by the
time of Sridhara. From the tendency of the Bhagavata to 
pursue and elaborate traditional thoughts, it seems that the 
10th and the 13th chapters of the 4th Skandha, and the 14th
chapter of the 8th Skandha are interpolations. This conclusion
is arrived at by comparing the table of chapters as found in
/ —
the extant Bhagavata which Sridhara has commented upon and 
Hari-lilamrta.
(b) Manifold•revision of the Bhagavata»
In fact, with a Purana ofgrowth, interpolations are 
but normal; and, hence the author does not call them inter­
polations at all.,.. They are part and parcel of the extant 
Bhagavata.
(i) H.P.Sastri contends that the Bhagavata was 1 at 
,99
least thrice revised1. Comparing the Bhagavata with an egg,
he goes on — 11 The yolk is the kernel, the white the first
revision and the shell is the second revision. The inter-
/ —
locution between Suka and Fariksit from'the beginning of the
2nd Skandha to the first half of the 5th of the 12th Skandhar, is
the real Purana. The introduction in the second half of the
first Skandha, explaining who Suka was, who Fariksit was and
- how they came together* With the sixth ohapter of the 12
Skandha, shows the second development of the Purana. The first
half of the first Skandha and the last half of the 12th Skandha
100
form the third stage**.
(ii) The point of three-fold revision is also
supported by a passgge in Hari-lilamx’ta whioh speaks of three
1 0 1
sets of speakers and listeners of the Bhagavata.
(iii) The Bhagavata also has set down the traditional
19-
102 _ 
ti'ansmission of itself* This shows also that the Bhagavata is
a Purana of growth#
(iv) Burnouf also noticed the varying styles of the
103
Bhagavata# This also s^paks against its coming from one hand.
(c) A recommendation*
A work, like this, should be critically edited in the
line chalked out by Sukhankar in laying down the principles of
A _ _104
the critical edition of the Mahabharata. Much work has been
done towards the critical editions of the Vedaa and the
Mahabharata. It is high time that a critical edition of the .
Bhagavata should be attempted, on the basis of the manuscripts 
105 106
from India and abroad.
U )  The extant Bhagavata.
Though after the latest redaction brought about by
the Tamil saints of the South, the Bhagavata has very little
changed, yet the counting of the actual stanzas as found in the
Bahgavasr edition, discloses the faot that in spite of the
traditional view that the Bhagavata,consists of 18,000 stanzas
and Sridhara1a approval thereto, the edition in question
/A?
actually contains 1407,9 stanzas only. Where areA3931 stanzas?
(F) Evolution of the Bhagavata.
(a) Antiquity of the work.
The Bhagavata has very, little changed after the Alwars
Hence it must have lost nearly 4000 stanzas in course of its
evolution before the Alwars. Winternitz holds that the Bhaga-
107
vata has used very old materials. J. Meier has dealt with
-2q-
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archaism in the Bhagavata, Diksitar has contended that at
least ten principal Puranas (of which the Bhagavata is one)
as characterised by panca-laksana, found entrance from North
into the Tamil country and they inspired the Tamil saints with
109 CL
their ideas and ideals. The Mahabharata contains list of 18 
110
Puranas. Taking together all these data, the story of the 
evolution of the Bhagavata may be briefly traced as follows
Like other maha-Puranas, the kernel of the Bhagavata 
is very old. Though it has constantly changed through cen­
turies., yet even in the extant Puranat old material and old 
language may still be traced. The Bhagavata, along with certai 
other principal Puranas, was imported from Horth to South where 
it received the final accretion of emotional devotion cultured 
by the Alwars for centuries. Though the main bulk of it, 
based upon the Mahabharata and the Yisnu Purana and the Hari— 
vamsa, was more or less complete by the time of the Imperial 
G-uptas, yet it was the Alwars who gave it a finishing touch.
(b) The last phase.
The Bhagavata-rMahatmya of the Padma Purana substan­
tiates the story of the evolution of the Bhagavata, as chalked 
out above.
(i) Story in the Padma Purana.
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In the; Padma Purana, it is told, that Bhakti (devotion 
travelled with her two sons, Jneum and Vairagya (knowledge and 
detachment) from. South to North. Roaming through many countrie
she at last reached Vrndavana, her destination# But the moment
she placed her feet on the soil of Vrndavana, she suddenly grew
$
young while her sons fainted away out of fatigue and old age# 
Subsequently* Narada brought them to consciousness and they 
onoe again gained their youth to the utter delight of Bhakti. 
Narada worked this wonder by reciting the Bhagavata to Jnana 
and Vairagya.
(ii) The story analysed#
The historical faGts, clad in allegory, .{appear to be
as follows
Jnana coupled with vairagya preceded bhakti. If we 
trace the history of sadhana, we find that the oldest Upanisads 
reveal the path of knowledge. It was Krsna who first gave an 
impetus to bhakti-sadhana which, after his death, began to 
develop by leaps and bounds.
In South, bhakti began its career as an intoxicating
emotion, and for centuries, led a rather secluded life in
-
Karnataka, Maharastra and Gujrat. In Vrndavana, however, 
bhakti remained all along fresh and invigorating, because it was 
close^ssociated with Jnana and vairagya* Hence the tide of 
bhakti, in its purely emotional form, heoame assimilated to the 
bhakti of Vrndavana, and this was a compromise of the three 
elements i.e. bhakti, Jnana and vairagya*
The word!punah1 (again), in one of the five chapters 
under consideration, indicates that devotion which had its
emotional development in the.South, travelled formerly from
Horth, The Southern TSail saints developed the emotional
aspect of devotion through practice and translations of the
Puranas, which show their conspicuous individuality. The
Bhagavata bears a definite stamp of their contribution, in its
„ final shaping* It was already existent as the phrase *vartate
purva eva hi1 suggests; and was enriched by the wealth of
emotional devotion of the Tamil saints.
The story of the Padma Purana further shows that
though the Alwars are the. main contributors, yet this type of
bhakti was not confined to their fold. It flooded Karnata,
Ill
Maharastra and Gujrat. Das Gupta has shown that other Vaisnava
saints had preceded the Alwars; Prapannamrta supports this view,
Parquhar contends that side by side with the Alwars, there was a
U S
group of saints who practised emotional bhakti. Thus the 
emotional stream of bhakti, fed by several tributaries, at last 
amalgamated with the bhakti supported by jnana and vairagya in 
the already existent Bhagavata.
The observation of Radhakrisnan, that wi n ‘the Bhaga­
vata bhakti is a surging emotion, which thrills the whole frame,
113
chokes speech and leads to trance1*, does not seem to picture 
bhakti in all its bearings. If the statement means that 
emotionalism is the last word on bhakti in the present Bhagavata 
then, it is opposed to tradition represented in the Padma Purana 
and the Bhagavata*, The only moral that can be drawn from the 
^story of the Padma Purana is that the bhakti of the Bhagavata is
-23-
a harmonious combination of emotion, knowledge and detachment*
At the colophon of each chapter, the Bhagavata has been called
1Paramahamsya-Samhita1, which, also, means 1 a work where emot-
ion is wedded to knowledge re-inforced by detachment*
Nevertheless, it must be admitted that the final redaction
at the hands of the Southern saints, was a grand success* But as
the great bulk of the work appears to have been brought into
existence by the time of the Imperial Guptas when Vaisnavism rose
to its highest peak, the author pays his tribute to the redactor,
a-
belonging to the Gupta period, who was really great poet and
A
philosopher*
(II)
Date of the Bhagavata Purana •
(A) Different views*
A number of views have been put forward by the Eastern 
as well as Western scholars, as to the date of the Bhagavata 
Purana* They are arranged here in chronological order
a b c d 115
(i) Burnouf, Wilson, Golebrooke and Maodonell—  13th Gen.
_  116
( ii) Bhandarkar —  Two centuries before Anandatirtha.
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(iii) Yaidya, Winternitz..........
(iv)
118
Parquhar------------------------ -—  9th century*
(*)
119
Eliot--------- - -------------— — —  8th or 9th century.
(vi)
120
D*S* Sastri-------------- -— — ---  8 25-850 A.D.
(vli)
/ 121
Krsnamurti Sarma-—— --------
* *
-----  8th century.
-24-
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(viii) A.N.Roy ~------------~---550^660 A.D.
'   123
(ix) JEazra-— — ----------a----,-^600 A*D«
It may be noted here that for the determination of the 
date of the Bhagavata, some of the data are as follows
(i) The author of the Bhagavata was acquainted with *
124
Gaudapada.
' ■ 125
(ii) Gaudapada refers to the Bhagavata..
126
(iii) TheMathara Yrtti-refers to the Bhagavata*
f I  _  127(iv) The Yisnu Purana refers to the Bhagavata.
(v) Sankara1s Govindastaka bears the influence of the 3h$J
/ * * ' _  128
(vi) Sankara has commented on the Bhagavata*
All these data are doubtful.
(B) The author1 a view.
The Bhagavata being a work of growth as we have seen
before, no particular period can possibly be assigned to it.
But the Bhagavata seems to have secured this present bulk mainly
by the accumulation of materials of three different periods.
The periods of those accretions may be broadly traced as follows
129
(1) Alberuni (about 1030 A.D.) gives two lists of
130
Puranas, of which one refers to fYaisnava Bhagavata* . This con­
crete fact fixes the upper limit to about 1030 A.D. Again, the
131
mention of Tamil saints in the Bhagavata, and, of the Hunas
132 ‘
accepting Yaisnavism, show that the last phase of the Bhagavata
cannot be earlier than the last quarter of the 5th century. In­
deed, temple worship, in mass scale, attended with katha,
klrtana etc, gives a picture of bhakti-as enumerated in the
-t25t
Bhagatafet, that came after 500 A.D. Thus the last phase of the 
Bhagavata seems to fall between 500 to 1030 A.D.
(2) Though the last phase of the Bhagavata was mainly 
the contribution of the saints of the South, yet the main bulk 
of it might have been complete during the time of the Imperial 
Guptas. Scholars agree that the extant maha-Puranas were all 
compiled more or less during the Gupta period which is con­
sidered to be the epoch of Brahmanical renaissance. If that
be so, the main bulk of the Bhagavata,the only extant work 
representative of the Bhagavata school besides the GitaJ should, 
in all probability, be assigned to that period of the rparama— 
bhagavata* Gupta emperors. In history, no other period can be 
traced when such a work which has been decidedly influenced by 
the Hari—vamsa and the Visnu Purana and which stands for the 
mature fruit of Bhagavatism, might have been compiled except 
that of the Gupta emperors. The saints of the South were de™ 
votees but not scholars. Hence it cannot be conceived that such 
a scholarly work could have been shaped by the Tamil saints. On,, 
the other hand, the Gupta period abounds in scholars. Thus if 
there was any period when the bulk of the Bhagavata could have 
been compiled, it is likely to have been the Gupta period.
(3) But as Winternitz has said, the oldest part of the 
Bhagavata may claim a remote antiquity like that of all other 
maha-Puranas. This pushes the oldest portion of the Bhagavata 
to the period of Gautamj/a and Apastamba* Dharma Sutras.
Thus it may be concluded that the old Bhagavata was
replaced by the .extant Bhagavata during the period of the 
Imperial Guptas-when old materials were co-ordinated and system- 
atised, whereas the wealth of its ethics was re-inforced finally 
by the invaluable contribution of emotional devotion by the 
saints from the South# These are then the three conspicuous 
landmarks in the history of evolution of the Bhagavata Purana# .
(Ill) _
The domiclie of the author of the Bhagavata#
The Bhagavata being a work of growth, the question of
the domicile of the author does not arise. But so far as the
final redaction of the Bhagavata is concerned, there are traces
to the effect that it was Dravida country which had mainly con-
133 '
tributed to its final shaping#
The philosophic attitude of the Bhagavata, its unique
uniformity of composition, its late origin in the present form
1 3 4
while other malia—Puranas were already completed, its variety and 
richness1 of poetic metre not to be found in other Puranas, the 
force of its grandeur and lack of simplicity, its worked out 
variety of style, all combine together to give rise to a couple 
of problems
(1) Was the Bhagavata written by some modern scholar?
(.2) If so, does the word fBhagavataT found in the Purana lists, 
as the fifth of the IB malia—Puranas , refer to the fDevi Bhaga­
vata1 and not to the ’Srimad Bhagavata*?
(IV)
The Vopadeva—theory*
(A) Origin of “the theory#
When did grammarian Vopadeva, the author of Hari-
lilamrta, became linked up with the authorship of the Bhagavata?
ft i*is difficult to say# But some doubt as to its authorship
seems to have loomed large* from'the days of the principal
Puranas* The attempt, by not less than three maha-Puranas vis
1 3 5  ™
Garuda, Matsya and Padma, to define the Bhagavata, anticipates
/
this doubt# Sridhara was the first to give a concrete shape to
136
this doubt, as Wilson has noticed# While commenting upon the
opening verse of the Bhagavata,Sridhara has challenged this view.
i r
In the long-drawn history of doubt asA its authorship, Vopadeva
137
became associated* Lately, three traditional scholars have
dealt with this vexed question#
Of the modern scholars, Wilson, Burnouf and Golebrooke
have all accepted this view that the Bhagavata comes from the
138 139 140
hand of Vopadeva# Vaidya leans towards this view# But Par-
a b 0 -
quhar, Sharma and Sastri have all dissented from it on the
ground of absurdity and un-historicity* It may be noted here
that the only basis for the alleged authorship of Vopadeva is
tradition and tradition only#
(B) The theory revised*
It is now settled that Vopadeva (1300 A*D#) who was 
a contemporary of Jayadeva and Hemadri, cannot be the author of 
the Bhagavata which was already in existence when Alberuni
visited India (about 1030 A#D.) Purther, Madhaa Anandatirtha
-28—
who lived at least fifty years before Vopadeva, referred to the
141
Bhagavata in his commentary on the Gita. In his Madhva-vijaya, 
Narayana Banditac&ya irPforms that textual problems had already 
started in the time of Madhva. How can Vopadeva, under the 
circumstances, be credited with the authorship of the Bhagavata?
Vopadeva has written three works bearing upon the 
subject viz Mukta—phala, Hari-lilamrta and Mukuta of which Hari- 
lilamrta professes to be an index of the Bhagavata. A compar­
ative study of Hari-lilamrta and the Bhagavata discloses the 
following facts
(i) The interpretation of the ten topics (dasa laksan-
142
as) as given by Madhusudana Sarasvati, the commentator of Hari-
_  143.
lilamrta, does not tally with that of the Bhagavata.
(ii) The 12 Skandhas of the Bhagavata have been held t<
have been arranged in the order of eligibility of the listener,
144
that of the speaker and the ten laksanas respectively. Hence, 
in accordance^this arrangement, Vopadeva holds asraya (reality), 
the tenth topic, to have been described in the 12th skandha of 
the Bhagavata. But, according to Sridhara, who claims to put 
forward the traditional view, the 10th Skandha deals with asraya 
Now, had the Bhagavata been written by Vopadeva, how could 
Sridhara, who came only a century after Vopadeva and who claims 
to represent the traditional view, differ from Vopadeva? This 
apparent anomaly disappears if it be said that Vopadeva ex­
plained the Bhagavata from a standpoint which, at least, did
-29-
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not represent the particular tradition which Sridhara might 
have followed.
(iii) Vopadeva recognises Hama and Krsna as of equal
145 ~  status. But according to the extant Bhagavata, Rama is an amsa?-
146
kala of Purusa; Krsna, on the other hand is the supreme deity*
Moreover, he recognises Krsna as an avatara only, but not as
the source of the avataras, as the Bhagavata has done.
„  147
(iv) Vopadeva holds laksmi—pati had descended as Krsna
Hence to him, Krsna is the manifestation of Narayana (laksmi—
pati) . But the Bhagavata tells of Narayana as the manifestation
of Krsna. Vopadeva gives Krsna the credit of being the perfect
1' 1 2-48
and best manifestation of Narayana.
(v) Contrary to the Bhagavata, Vopadeva conceives
_  - , / 1 4 9  
Paramatma Para—Brahma Rama-pati as the supreme (asraya).
(vi) Vopadeva has no where delineated the 'Bhagavata
150
dharma* which constitutes one of the outstanding contributions 
151
of the Bhagavata.
(vii) Vopadeva has recommended the Upanisadic methods 
/ _ 152
of sravana, manana and nididhyasana for spiritual emancipation.
t , _
This is what Sankara has done* But the Bhagavata has been 
equally courteous to the path of knowledge as well as devotion.
(viii) Vopadeva emphasises karma, jnana and bhakti as
153
three independant means. To him, dedication of action to Visnu
is karma-yoga; discussion about Visnu is bhakti-yoga; while medi-
'' ^ 154
tation of Visnu in a lonely place is JLnana-yoga. To the Bhaga­
vata, on the other hand, bhakti-yoga and jnana—yoga are two
-30-
methods, karma-yoga being subsidiary to both of them. The 
nature of jnana-yoga and bhakti-yoga is also not so crude and 
simple as Vopadeva conceives.
To sum up: The position of Vopadeva differs funda­
mentally from that of the'extant Bhagavata;' while the Bha*gavata 
considers Krsna as the highest> and Bama—pati as his manifesta­
tion^ Vopadeva considers Bama^pati as the highest and Krsna as 
his perfect manifestation; again, while the Bhagavata emphasis­
es 1 Bhagavata-dharma1 consisting of bhakti-yoga, with all its 
details, to be the primarily means of attaining salvation, 
Vopadeva recommends sravana, manana, nididhyasana as well as 
karma-yoga, jnana-yoga and bhakti-yoga —  all independent
methods of which bhakti-yoga is but the discussion on Visnu#
# *
_
In fact, Hari-lilamrta is, as Vopadeva frankly admits 
155 ' / _
an index to the Bhagavata; like Sridhara, Vopadeva also claims 
to represent a traditional view. The only conclusion that may 
be drawn, under the circumstances, is that Vopadeva was only 
a writer on the Bhagavata and not of the Bhagavata; further,
he might have drawn upon a tradition which differs from the
— / — 
tradition of the Bhagavata on which Sridhara comments.
(V)
The Devi—Bhagavata theory.
Is the Devi Bhagavata, and not the Srimad Bhagavata, 
one of the 18 Maha—Purana s?
Hilakantha, the only commentator of the DevT Bhagavata
-31-
and the disciple of Sridhara, has tackled this question at 
length# It may be noted here that the ylew of counting the Devi, 
Bhagavata among the maha-Buranas is based upon tradition and 
tradition only. Nilakantha has struck the golden mean by ex­
pressing the view that both the Devi Bhagavata and the Srimad
Bhagavata are equally authoritative, though Puranas vote for
-  ' - 156 the Devi Bhagavata while others for the Srimad Bhagavata.
/- - 15?
Sastri has argued in favour of the Devi Bhagavata
which he places earlier than the Srimad Bhagavata. Farquhar,
on the other hand, has assigned the DevT Bhagavata to a time
157/1
between 900 and 1350 A.D. Wilson doubts the claim in favour of 
- 158
the Devi Bhagavata while Hazra is favourably inclined towards 
/ - 159 -
the Srimad Bhagavata* On the whole, it appears from the trend
of arguments, put forward by different scholars in favour of the
Devi Bhagavata, that none has openly challenged the status of
the Srimad Bhagavata.
The ‘thedry revised.
A comparative study of the two Bhagavatas discloses
the following facts i:—
(i) Nowhere in the Srimad Bhagavata, may be found the
slightest fling against the Devi Bhagavata. But. the Devi Bhaga-
/ ™
vata seems to indulge in alluding unfavourably to the Srimad
Bhagavata, The introductory chapter, in the Devi Bhagavata,
where it asserts,as if in protest, the traditional view that a
. 1 6 0
Purana is panca-laksana, is an illustration of this point.
(ii) Introductory verses of the DevT Bhagavata appear
-32-
to have been written in imitation of the Srimad Bhagavata*
(iii) The Srimad Bhagavata states that the present
163.
Puranas were composed after the present Mahabharata, and calls 
itself to Gome last in the chronological ladder* This chrono­
logy is historical as shown above. But the Devi Bhagavata
asserts that the extant Puranas were compiled before the
16^ ^Mahabharata. This statement cannot be warranted by history.
Perhaps the author claimed remote antiquity for the Puranas in
general, so that, by implication, the antiquity of the DevT
Bhagavata might be established.
(iv) The contents of the Devi Bhagavata speak against
its early origin. The DevT Bhagavata rings of samkhya ICarikaT by 
163 164
Isvarakrsna. One complete chapter seems to be an, amplification
of the Vabaspati Misrafs remark to the effect that all objects 
are built up with the texture of the tripartite gunas; a par­
ticular woman, Padmavati is given as an example of being endowed
with three gunas. There are other philosophic concepts which
/
exhibit some influence of the Sankara school. Its recommend­
ation of incantation of Gay^tri, in exclusion of other methods, 
is most modern; this is still practised by the orthodox Hindus.
All this shows that the Devi Bhagavata is of later 
origin*The Srimad Bhagavata is a work far superior to the Devi 
Bhagavata. That, this is so may be evidenced by the fact that 
while the Devi Bhagavata has only one commentary by Nilakantha 
Bhatta, the Srimad Bhagavata has as many commentaries, treatises
-33-
and summaries as would, taken together, make a respectable 
library*
Though the question whether the Devi Bhagavata or 
the Srimad Bhagavata is a maha-Purana, is merely of academic 
interest, yet it may be concluded that the Brimad Bhagavata 
is undoubtedly a maha—Purana, if the word TmahahPurana* 
signifies a superior type, of the Puranas.
Section III
( D
Vaianaviam arid its evolution.
*  *
Vaisnaviam is one of the most wide-spread religions of 
India* It was the religion of Heliodorus, of the Imperial Guptas, 
of the great Ramanuja, Caitanya and Tukarama. Naturally, it in­
spired the interest of a group of scholars who have worked upon 
165
it, in its different aspects* Grierson has pointed out that
bhakti and prasada (the. doctrines of devotion and divine grace)
166 167
are its special contributions* Garbe has traced its history.
The evolution of Vaisnavism may be broadly divided into
three periods : (l) early period, (2) Paurana period (200-1000
A.D.) and (3) periodAthe sects (1000-up to now).
The early period.
(A)
-34-
Two 'currents of Yaisnavism,
(a) Origin of the two currents.
Yaisnavism is traced in general to the Yisnu hymns of 
the Rg,Yeda and the Purusa'Sukta in particular. But, for all 
practical panttposes, the history of the early period of Yaisna­
vism is more or less the history of the two early yaisnava sects 
viz the Bhagavata sect and the Pancaratra sect. Beyond the 
period of the sects, the story of Yaisnavism is shrouded in 
conjectural uncertainty, Hence the present treatment starts 
from the history of the early Yaisnava sects.
Two theories,
(i) Can da has traced both the Bhagavata and the 
Pancaratra sects to ICrsna, He observes that the teachings of
Krsna were adopted in two different quarters of the Yadava
one „
family where Krsna was born; a under the purview of the Brahmanas,
2-nct „  —  „
another, living in the midst of the abhiras and Saurastraa, He 
concludes : ,fIt can therefore be presumed that from the very 
outset, Yasudevaism might have had two distinct phases —  one
Brahmanic professed by orthodox Brahmins and tribes and castes,
* ~ 168 
and the other un—Brahmanic. professed by "abhiras and Saurastras’V,
He further goes on; ,!Pancaratra evidently grew out of the
primitive worship of Samkarsana, Vasudeva and other Yrsni chiefs
as the hero-gods by the barbarian "abhiras and Saurastras, The
religion, on the other hand, of the G-ita", represents the orthodox
169
phase of Yasudevism in its full developed form1 , Thus, according 
to Canda, Yaisnavism, which he obviously meant by the word
-35-
^  -a- —1 Vasiia-e^ism1 , had two distinct developments viz the Bhagavata
school and the Pancaratra school both of which emerged from
170
Krsna. Several other scholars have supported this view.
(ii) The uj0holders of the Pancaratra school do not 
agree to this view. They are indifferent as to the contention
that the Bhagavata school has sprung from Krsna^ But they
fm *  *
strongly oppose the contention that the Pancaratra is also 
derived from Krsha. Their contention may be briefly stated 
as follows
1. The Pancaratra is associated with the Purusa Sukta 
of' the Rg.Veda. It was rsi Narayana to whom that Sulcta was
revealed. Hence Narayana is the founder of this system,
/ * -  lr?1
In the Satapatha Brahmana, it is described that
mu  _  f
Narayana saw the form of sacrifice cabled pancaratra and by
performing it,he became the supreme.
3. In the Mahabharata, itkis told that seven Tcitra-
sikhandin rsis1 had proclaimed a sastra which was on par with
^  —
four Yedas. This sastra (pancaratra) contained one lac of
172
verses and it was meant for the populace.
All this shows that the Pancaratra was more ancient
tha^krsna who, then, cannot be the source of this school.
Though the nucleus of the Pancaratra may be very old,
yet the Pancaratra, as a system, is later than the Bhagavata
school. In the Gita, which forms one of the oldest part of the
173
Mahabharata, only Samkhya and Yoga are mentioned. It is, in 
the N^rayaniya, which^later than Gita, that the Pancaratra is
—36—
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also mentioned. Hence in between the period of the Gita (not
' _  175
later than 400 B.O.) and the Narayaniya (100 A,D.) , the system
of the Panearatra was framed, If the theory of Ganda be
accepted, then the propagation of Rrsna-cult began first in the
» 0 *
family of Hrsna where he lived. The Yadava family, staying in 
the midst of abhiras and Saurastras, must have been slow to 
adopt the religion of Krsna, Thus, according to the theory of 
Ganda, the-Pancaratra might have come later than the Bhagavata 
school,
(b) Rivalry between the two sects.
Whatever might have been their respective origin, the
two streams of Yaisnavism flowed in parallel channels. During 
the course of their evolution, each strived for superiority, 
followed by jealousy and rivalry. This under-current of 
rivalry seems to be present all the time though traces of it 
may be found few.and far between. Ramanuja who laid on sounder 
basis the doctrines of the Pancaratra, seems to. have been a 
victim of this jealousy. Though he expressly does nowhere 
betray this weakness, yet it seems to be implied by his conduct,
Ramanuja is said to have wanted to substitute the Pancaratra for
Yaikahasa Samhita (a manual for the Bhagavata school) wherever 
he went. Purther, he mentions nowhere the Bhagavata, Under 
ordinary circumstances, a Yaisnava cannot keep reticence over a 
work like the Bhagavata which already existed before Alberuni 
(1030 A.D.) This jealousy is so persisting that,even to this 
day; it is manifest among the sects of the South.
- 37-
(c) Fus^ion of the two streams.
In spite of the rivalry, neither could avoid the 
influence of the other. fhus :■—
(i) fhe doctrine of the Vyuhas propounded by the 
Pancaratra, has found entrance into the Bhagavata as a part of 
the doctrine of the descents.
(ii) For stories, the Bhagavata has drawn upon the 
Visnu Purana, a Pancaratra work.
On the other hand,
(iii) -the theory of descents, first propunded by the 
Gita, a Bhagavata work, is accepted, in modified form, by the 
Pancaratra;
(iv) the Pancaratra recognises the worship of Vasudeva.
(v) Certain stages of their respective evolution, 
disclose the fact that both the schools have been fed by the 
same stream. To wit, the Bhagavata has been enriched by the 
contributions of the Alwars, who are conceived to be the spirit­
ual teachers of the Sri-Vaisnava sect, the successor of the
176
Pancaratra,
(vi) Because of the parallel streams, the border lines 
of the two schools have often been blurred. Heliodorus, the 
Greek, was thus recognised to be *parama-Bhagavata!. If 
Heliodorus was a Vaisnava at all, he could belong only to the 
Pancaratra sect which has not always moved within the stereo­
typed framework of the caste system. How, then, can a
Panearatrin be called 'Parama-r-Bhagavata1 ? Again, the Guptas,
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the *Barama~Bhagavataf t encouraged the worship of Laksmi, the 
consort of Narayana, the supreme of the Pancaratrins# Further, 
the Vaxkhanasa Samhita”, the dharma-saatra of the Bhagavata 
school, is obviously based upon' the Narayaniya, which is clearly 
a Pancaratra document. Only very recently, Moslim became Hari— 
dasa (servant of Hari) in Oaitanya sect which is based upon the 
Bhagavata# fhere are many more instances like this#
(vii) !The Gita', the work of the Bhagavata school, has 
been recognised as a great authority, by Ramanuja, the 
Paiicaratrin, and he commented on it#
(viii) Lastly, because of the close connection be­
tween the two schools, the 'Bhagavata1 and the 'Pancaratra1
180
have been often used synonymously *
(a) (The points of difference.
In spite of their close relationship, the following 
are the main points of distinction between the two schools
(i) (The Bhagavata school owes unconditional allegiance
to the Vedas* The teachings of Krsna, which served as the
fundamentals of the Bhagavata school, are borrowed from the 
181
Upanisads. But there is a tradition which asserts that the
182
Pancaratra, which was on par with the Vedas, was preached by 
seven rsis.
(ii) The Bhagavata school has confined its Jurisdic- 
tion within the four walls of the four castes# It only, unlike
the Vedas, makes ooncession to women and sui§£s. The Panoaratra
school, on the other hand, does not submit to this orthodoxy,
(iii) The Bhagavata has recommended the Dharma—sutras
184 __
for the guidance of its followers, while the Pancaratra has
favoured its own samhitas*
(iv) The Bhagavata has emphasised the doctrine of 
descents while the ParTcaraTtra has stressed upon the doctrine of 
Vyuhas•
(v) The Bhagavata recognises the identification be- 
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tween Siva and Visnu, and supports the worship of five gods, 
Yfhile the Pancaratra propitiates Harayana-Yisnuss the supreme.
(vi) The ritual mantra of the Bhagavata is ,f om namo 
bhagavate Yasudevayan , while that of the Pancaratra is I! om 
namo Narayanaya1 i*;
(vii) The Philosophy of the Bhagavata is monistic 
while that of the Pancaratra is dualistic*
(B)
The evolution of the Bhagavata cult.
(a) Origin of Bhagaivatism.
_  186 
Bhagavatism had sprung from ICrsna-Yasudeva and
steadily gathered strength as time rolled on, until by the
187
time of Megasthenes, it was fully established* It was a new 
model of the old traditional religion* By extracting the 
best out of the Yedaa, Upanisads, Samkhya and Yoga, Krsna- 
Vasudeva preached the cult of self-less devotion to house­
holders*
-40-
(b) TOe Gita".
The association of Arjuna and ICrsna-Vasudeva is held 
JL88
as ,old as Panini. It was during the great Mahabharata tattle,, 
Sc&cfrJir£g # *v/wcA was 189
the-ld by Parg.itert &e- have beea.4 fought between 950 and 925 B.C.
that the Srimad Bhagavad Oita was preached to Arjuna. if this
fact is literally true, then the 9th or 10th century B.C. heard
the first pronouncement of ICrsna*s character, Macnlcol has
tried to show that the Gita is the precursor of Buddhism. While
Keith and Macnicol hare traced the influence of ICrsna—worship 
,191
te Janism. Even, the Oita, in its present form, is pre~
192
Christian, and definitely pre-Paninian.
(o) The Oita ™  the first depository of Bhagavatisrim
The doctrine of ICrsna—’Vasudeva was confined* at the
outset, to the ksatriya circle ; for, Krsria preached his
religion in his own family. The Oita, even in the present form,
193
bears testimony to this fact. It further gives us the glimpse
of a time when the sap of Krsna's religion was becoming dried 
194 _ _
up. The Gita is the first to embody, in concrete form, the
teachings of Krsna—Yasudeva. Perhaps, the teachings of Krsna
were in the form of a dialogue between ICrsna and Arjuna; and
San jay a collected it under the name !ICrsnar juna—samvada* • later
on, it tools: the name ’Oita1 . The OitaT was composed when the
worship of Vasudeva was at its infancy; for, instead of the
doctrine of the four Vyuhas, only Vasudeva is found in it.
195 !96„
Accordingly, Hill and sastri have held the Gita to belong to
—41—
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400 B.C. This fits in with the account by Megasthenes as to
the prevalence of Vaisnavism by 400 B.C.
_  ‘  „ 3-98
In the Gita, 'Bhagavan' means spiritual teacher, and
it is the epithet applied to Krsna0 Accordingly, the sect
representing the Krsna—cult came to be known as the Bhagavata
sect; and the religion which ICrsna propagated assumed the
name 'bhagavata dharma'• His religion was first accepted by
Yadavas the members of his family, specially by the Sattvata
branch and so it was also called 'sattvata dharma*• The word
—  / _ 
'sattvata' lost its family significance as early as the Santi
Parva of the Mahabharata where It came to mean merely a devotee.
(d) The philosophy of the Gita".
The Gita is the layman's Upanisad; as such it is an
/ _ /old one but later than the Svetasvatara. In Vaisnavism it
occupies a place which the Dharma-cakr a—pravartana—su tra does
in Buddhism. In the Mahabharata Santi Parva, the GitaTis held
_ 199
to be the treasury of the Bhagavata dharma. Side by side with
the jnana—yoga of the Upanisads, the Gita-has asserted selfless
♦
karmayoga, perhaps a very old ksatriya tradition. The theory
of the inter-mixtures of jnana and karma ( jnaha—karma— samuccaya-
vada) seems to be an old interpretation of the Gita”, though
/
superseded by the interpretation of Sankara. The teachings of 
the Vedas, Upanisads, Samkhya and Yoga are all incorporated in 
the small compass of the Gita. Some brilliant Bhagavata must 
have composed the Gita, working up old materials into a simply
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unity to meet the demands of his time* The Veda, the devas, 
the Upanisads with the Vedantic- theory of Brahman-lit man, the 
conception of Purusa, Isvara, Samldiya-hnowledge and Yoga- 
practiee, all are profusely drawn upon*. Liberation by jnana, 
by devotionfdivine grace brooding over all of them, performance 
of caste-duty, religious privilege extended to women and sudras- 
are among the tenets of the G-ita~: Krsnaf s doctrine was the
widely spreading flood, carrying all of them in its bosom*
(e) The Hamayana and the Mahabharata.
« i n’if.ifcM'Ux— t m n» himi m m rMr •-*»*■n  n M a * r r a m D * * i k n H * i f lW M m 4 n M M i
The Ramayana and the Mahabharata, in their present 
form, are Yaisnavite, though Vaisnavism may not be their 
dominant note* Of these, the Mahabharata is very important
for the purpose of the history of Vaisnavism. In the Mahabha­
rata, several strat^iay be glimpsed, bearing upon the evolution 
of Vaisnavism. The first wave of it, has represented ICrsna as 
merely a descent* The second wave was responsible for the 
accretion of the Mahabharate/io such an extent that the Bharata 
of 24000 stanzas* became the Mahahbharata consisting of 100,000 
stanzas, the new materials being designated as didactic epic.
The earliest of these materials is* the G-ita.
In the Mahabharata, there are other Vaisnava
—  _ _  —  aoo
materials, besides the Oita, The Oita, E^hisma-stava, Oajendra
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mohsana, Visnu-sahasra-nama and Anu-smrti are called the five * * * * m
jewels in the Mahabharata, After the Gita", Krsna-oult de-
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veloped in the Sanatsujatiya,Moksa—dharma, Bhima-stava eto of
the Mahabharata. A considerable section of moksa-dharma is the
-43-
Narayaniya* Leaving moksa-dharma, the leading idea of the * *
rest is the same as that of the Gital The Anu— gltaT is simply
an imitation of the Gita'* Hence broadly speaking the ideas of
the Oita1 have invaded major parts of the Mahabharata* In other
words, of the two schools, Bhagavatism is the dominating note
in the Mahabharata*
After the Gita', the Narayaniya marks the further
development of Vaisnavism* As the Gita is the first analysis
of the Bhagavata school, so the Narayaniya is the first analysis
of the Pancaratra* It consists of 18 chapters like the Gita”.
207
Probably, it was composed in the first century A*D*
In the Narayaniya, the doctrine of four Vyuhas is
retained, though side by side the doctrine of incarnation is
seen to be flourishing* The doctrine of Vyuhas is, as can be
expected, absent in the early Bhagavata school* The Narayaniya
208 209
describes about the abode of God. Knowledge by the grace of God
210
the identity between jiva and Brahman, karma leading to bhakti,
bhakti leading to divine grace, divine grace leading to jnana
211 _ 
and finally jnana securing salvation, the unity of Samkhya and 
2,12 _ 
Yoga  all these disclose the close affinity between the Gita
and the Narayaniya* The worship of Vasudeva, found in the Gita",
in elementary form, is described here in details.
The Bauranic Vaisnavism.
(a) The Buranas*
The Brahma Purana, the oldest of all extant Puranas,
—4 4 —
is a Vaisnava work* Besides the Bralima Purana, the Padma Parana,
the Visnu Purana, the Vayu Parana, the Brahma Vaivarta Pur aha,
the Skanda Purana, the Yamana Purana and the Kurma Parana—1 *
are all Vaisnavite works* Of the Puranas, the Harivamsa, the
i* ^  >
Visnlfc Purana and the Bhagavata are the strongholds of Pauranic 
Vaisnavism* The Kari—vams'a and the Visnu Purana cannot be 
dated later than 400 A*D* The appearance of these two works 
attest the great place which ICrsna held in Hindu thought at the 
time* The Garuda and the Agni Puranas are * smart af manuals
and the Bhagavata—mantra is used at several places* The
/
Skandopanisad identifies Visnu with Siva*
(b) Samhitas and the Upanisads *
Apart from the Pancaratra Samhitas that provided for 
the development of the Pancaratra school, the Mahainarayan- 
— opanisad,the Visnu-smrti and the Vaikhanasa Samhitas represent4 *  *  *  *
Vaisnavism at this period* The Maha—liarayanopanisad holds the£“ 
Visnu is Brahman from whom come £5 principles. It is the oldesl 
Vaisnava Upanisad and is quoted by Ramanuja* The Visnu-smrti 
is affiliated to the black Yajur-veda. ICrsna receives no 
special mention here* The Vaikhanasa Samhitas are the ICalpa- 
sutras of the Valsnavas and even in the South this day, in some 
temples, the Vaikhanasa Samhitas are used, They are historically 
note-worthy in two ways (i) They show the emergence of sakti- 
principles in the Vaisnava sects and (ii) they are the first 
manuals to express both belief and practice of Vaisnavism*
— 413—
(o) Past wave of Pauranic 'Vafanavism.
< '« *
The Tamil saints represent the |ast wave of Pauranic
Vaisnavism. As early as the first century B.C. , Vaisnavism 
'' £13
travelled from North to South. The Tamil saints were respons­
ible for the final re—touching of the Bhagavata, as they gave
impetus to the emergence of Sri^Vaisnavism from the Pancaratra.
!  _
The Sri-Vaisnavas who represent the intellectual class, encased> 4 *
the religious sentiments of the Tamil saints within the frame­
work of logical representation. Nathamuni, Pundarikaksa, 
Rama-Misra, Yamuna and Ramanuja were the Acaryas (intellectuals) 
of the Sri-Vaisnava sect. Thus the period that immediately 
followed the time of the Tamil saints, marks, on the one side, 
the final shaping of the Bhagavata, while, the starting of Sri—
Vaisnavism, on the other, Since this time, the Bhagavata became
/ -
the Veda for all the sects, except for the Sri—Vaisnava sect, 
that arose one after another on the basis of the Bhagavata. Thus 
Bhagavatism had its third stage of evolution, at the hands of 
several, sects. •-----
Third phase of Vaisnavism.
Sectarian Vaisnavism represents the third phase of 
Vaisnavism. This phase will be dealt with in reference to the 
evolution of the Bhagavatism, as the history of this phase would 
be nothing but the very history of different sects that evolved 
from the Bhagavata. It may only be noted here that in spite 
of the tremendous influence wielded by the sects, Pauranic
Vaisnavism is still thriving through a number of Sanskrit
—46—
and vernacular works
(II)
Propagation of Vaisnavism*
f 4
The worship of Vasudeva, the founder of the religion
of the Gita and the Anu-Gita”, originated among the Yadava family
(Vrsnis and Andhakas) and Kurus, and was handed down by them to 
''; ai4
the Saurasenakas* During the 400 B,C*, the Vasudeva-cult was 
thus confined to Mathura', the country of the Saurasenakas • The 
Bhagavatas are constantly mentioned from the time of Banini 
onwards in the records of the Western part of Northern India, 
but are little known in the Magadha and its neighbourhood,
215
though well-known to Gandhara and Central India, from Ghusandi 
216
and Besnagar Inscriptions, it is found that it had outstepped
the boundaries of Mathura and spread to the Indian borderland
and its fame had reached the ears of non—Indian peoples of whom
217
some became converts to the faith* The Nanaghat Inscription 
(ICO A*D*) shows that Vaisnavism travelled from North to South 
and captured the heart of Maharastra wherefrom it spread to the . 
Tamil country and then flew back with renewed vigour to the 
remotest eox*ners of the Hindu world* Prom the first to the 
third century, Mathura, the birth-place of the Bhagavata-dharma, 
ceased to be its stronghold, perhaps because, during that period 
it was not favoured at the royal courts* During the time of 
the (parama-Bhagavata1 Imperial Guptas, this religion flourished
-47-
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in the Punjab..Bajputana, Central and/ Western India and Magadha.
During this period, Bhagavatism spread to the remotest corners
of India# Aftdr tlie disintegration of the Gupta empire, the
319
religion flourished in Central India# After the Guptas, 
Bhagavatism lost prominence in Northern India# The powerful 
sovereigns, Mihiragula, Yasovarman and Harsa were adherents of 
non-Bhagavata creed. The Bhagavatas were an influential sect in 
the early part of the 9th century when Sankara combats this
zzo
doctrine. Lastly, the Tamil country was the stronghold of 
Bhagavatism, where the Alwars lived. Then comes the sectarian 
Vaisnavism.
Section IV
Philosophical analysis of the Bhagavata Purana.
Introduction.
The three fundamentals.
The Bhagavata is the most outstanding work represent­
ative of the Bhagavata school. The two fundamental principles 
of Bhagavatism are (a) Bhagavan Krsna—Vasudeva is the 
supreme deity and (b) bhakti is the means to attain him. (c) 
The doctrine of descents is a corollary to the first principle. 
Thus Krsna-cult, bhakti—cult and the cult of descents are the 
three corner stones of Bhagavatism.
CD
(A) Th.e Krana-oult,
/ * *
(Philospphical)
(a:) = Krsna-- the svayam Bhagavan.
In the Bhagavata, Krsna is avayam Bhagavan—  the
main and only source of all kinds of descents (avataras). Even
Narayana^Visnu or Vasudeva-Visnu is the manifestation of ICrsna*
ICrsna attained this status through the evolution of Bhagavatism
for centuries. The land-marks in the history of this evolution
may "be briefly traced as follows
0>) Krsna —  a historical figure.
The'question whether Krsiistwas a mythical creature
221
or a historical figure, had long puzzled scholars like Barth 
322 223
Hopkins and-Keith. Barth held Krsna as a popular solar deity,
/  .  *
Hopkins as the patron god of the Pandavas, and, Keith as a
deity of vegetation. These views have been criticised as un-
224 225a b zeiZ,° —
warranted theories; and Hill, Hoy Chowdhury and SastrT have
„ 326a _
shown, on the evidence of the Ghandogya Upanisad, Ghata-Jataka, 
*** b - - 
the Uttaradhyayana-sutra etc, that Krsna was a historical
227 ‘ ’* 228
figure who lived before 6G0 B.C. or perhaps 900 B.C. Indeed,
if the chronology of Pauranic dynasties is not pure myth, as
modern research has shown, then Krsna, described to belong to
the Sattvata branch of the Vrsni family, is, in all probability,
a historical figure.
(c) Krsna ——  one or many?
329
;Scholars have agreed that Krsna was a human teacher. 
The Ghandogya Upanisad has painted him as the disciple of-■ Ghora
-49-
Ahgirasa; and the Gita embodies the teachings of Krsna, incul—
2.30a b' * '
cated to him by the hermit. Roy Ghowdhury and; Hill have shown 
close affinity between the teachings of Ahgirasa and those 
found in the GitaT The arguments of these scholars are con­
vincing and they throw light upon the dictum that Krsna of the
*  *  *
Ghandogya Upanisad and Krsna of the Gita"may be one and the
23ia m  b
same person* Again, Barth and Hopkins have contended that
Krsna of the Ghandogya Upanisad and Krsna of the epic are * # * * » * »
identical. If that be so, then Krsna1s association with the 
teachings of the Gita” which forms an integral part of the epic, 
may not be improbable, for, it does not disturb the chrono­
logical order.
In the Puranas, Krsiia is represented as the disciple 
of Garga, and not of Ghora Ahgirasa as in the Ch.Upanisad, This
has led to the doubt whether the Pauranic Krsna and Krsna of the 
of ' 232
epic andAthe -Ch.Upanisad are one person or two. But unless the
contrary is proved, the two Krsnas may be presumed to be one and
the same person. Garga may be another name of Ghora Ahgirasa;
or, if they are different persons, Krsna might the disciple of
more than one teacher.
(d) Krsna —  a demi-god.
Grierson holds that the Bhagavata doctrine is
233
connected with sun-worship. It would be in fitness of things, 
that the Yadara clan in which first Krsna preached his doctrine , 
would Identify Krsna with the god they worshipped. If the 
subject of their worship was the sun-god, then Krsna satisfied
—50
their oravings for a personal god, by being identified with the 
Buh-god, the impersonal one. But the Suri-god was a cluster 
of several gods, each of whom was called as Sim—god. During the 
further progress of the process of deification, I-Crsna became 
identified with a particular Sun-god viz Visnu# Now, during
t
the early stage of his identification with the Sun—god, Krsna was
334
a demigod# Roy Ghowdhury contends that the transformation of
human Krsna to the state of divinity was. a fact of Indo-Scythian
period* Krsna may be traced as a demi—god, in Pariini i.e.
'S35 _  '
before. 400 B.G., when Vasudeva and Arjuna were considered as 
336
a divine pair.
(<0 Nara and Narayana.
During this period, Vasudeva and Arjuna are also
337
represented as Narayana and Nara respectively. The concept of
338
Narayana is earlier than that of Vasudeva; and is first found 
' / _339
in the Satapatha Brahmana. Narayana-worship may be Upanisadic.
Narayana is always associated with Nara. On the other hand,
340
Megasthenes has traced the connection of Krsna with. Arjuna, a 
member of the Pandu family, from remote times. Naturally, 
when Narayana became identified with Krsna, Arjuna^by the law
of association, could not but be identified with Nara*
^  _  ___
Identification Krsna-Vasudeva with Narayana is first found
_  _  - ' "  . . .  241 ' -
in the Taittiriya Aranyaka (probably 300 B*C.) and the pair of
342
Nara-Narayana may be first witnessed in the Mahabharata* In the
Puranas, instead of Nara-Narayana, Puruga--Narayana is found. It
*  #  ^ +- ■
may be concluded then, that before the Tai. Aranyaka,
r-51—
Vasudeva-Krsna, the demi-god was identified with Narayana;
the identification of Krsna with Visnu came later on, though'
Hill, differing from this, suggests that, by 200 B.C. ICrsna was
identified with Narayana and this identification is preceded
243
by Krsna*s identification with Visnu.
(a) ICrsna and Visnu identified.
 ■; J |llitM "  M il* I. ........................... I I—  ■"in m m in m u m n m
The identification of Narayana with Visnu is
244 a
established by the time of the Baudhayana Dharma Sutra and
b
the Tai* Aranyaka. But as to the identification of Krsna
245
with Visnu,scholars have differed in their views. Visnu is
a Vedic god. In the Brahmanas,the lowest god is Agni and the
246
highest Visnu. Gradually Visnu became a family god. During
the Mahabharata, Visnu became the supreme reality and was 
247 "
identified with Krsna—Vasudeva.
The identification in the Mahabharata was achieved
gradually. The Mahabharata, in its earliest form (i.e. as the
Bharata) was composed while Krsna—worship was at its infancy.
At the hand of Vaisampayana, Krsna was glorified and thereby
the doctrine of Krsna1 s status as *purna avatara1 was established
In the Ramayana, on the other hand, Rama and Krsna are only
part ia^frianifes tat ions. In the Gita, Krsna is Brahman. In the
early Mahabharata, Krsna is only a historical figure but in
the Gita he is a divine figure.
Thus the grounds for the identification of Krsna with
Visnu were complete, by the time of the Mahabharata. By that
-52-
time, Krsna was enjoying a sublimated status# He was already
identified with the Surigod whom he had preached* One of the
Sun-gods vis Visnu, attained, in the mean time, supremacy and
subsequently he became a family deity# Thus there was nothing
left to make the identification incomplete. Though this
348
identification might have started as early as 400 B#C# it was
349' _
established by 300 A#D#, when the Mahabharata, in the present
form, was more or less complete# However, this identification
350
was, beyond any.doubt,by the time of the Imperial Ouptas (400 
A«D#)# Thus from the time of the Mahabharata, Krsna was the 
supreme god,
(e) The doctrine of Descent#
Onoe the supremacy of Krsna was established, the
f  *  *
doctrine of descent naturally followed# Identification of
Krsna, walking in a human form, with Visnu—Brahman, led to t he
natural corollary viz the doctrine of descent, which was first
£51 _
propounded in the Oita and became steadily popular from 300
353
A#D. onward to 400 A#D. when the doctrine, in its developed 
form, ousted the doctrine of Vyuha*
(B) Krsna-cult #
H I B T 0 R I 0 A L
(a) The biography of ICrsna •
Krsna was born in the family of Vrsni, which may be
353 ' ' * 354_
traced even in the Brahmanas# He was son of Devaki and
Vasudeva# The theory of Bhandarkar that Vasudeva and Krsna
-53-
were originally different persons has not been proved# Keith
355
has criticised this view and the-contrary is suggested by Roy
356
Ghowdhury on the basis of Patanjali. Krsna1 s brother was
357 " '
gamkarsana#
♦  *  •
The main incidents of Krsna1s life are connected .
with three plaoes viz Vrndavana, Mathura and DvarakaT. The life
*
of Krsna is tinctured with myths and legends* Different data
358 a b
have been suggested by Roy Ghowdhury and Hill# Ruben has set
down principles for the historical reconstruction of Krsna- 
359 360 a ±fa b 3* fa o
story# ICirfel, Tadapatrikar and Katre have tried to recon­
struct Krsna-story on the basis of the Mahabharata and the 
Puranas# Accepting the tradition of the Krsna— story, tempered 
by historical criticism, the character of Krsna may briefly 
traced as follows
(*) ICrsna — • through religious hooks •
In the Ghandogya Upanisad, Krsna is found to be the
— . - * * * * 262‘ 
disciple of Ahgirasa. Panini mentions of a family of Krsna#
In the Mahabharata, Krsna is born in the family of the Vrsnis, 
described as the friend and charioteer of Arjuna, maternal 
unole’s son of the Pandavas, an adviser to Yudhisthira, re­
spected and worshipped by Bhisma, brave, courageous, calm, 
intelligent, learned, wise, dutiful, influential# He is also 
held there as a yogisvara, incarnation of Ha ray ana and Vis,nu*
In the Gita, he is the spiritual instructor, born in the family 
of Yadus and Vrsnis, and a warrior. In the Hari-vamsa, are
described the childhood of Krsna, his murder of Eamsa etc.
In the Visnu Purana as well as in the Bhagavata, his career 
is
of a hero described in details from childhood.
less historical. But the Vrndavana-life» depicted in the 
Puranas, has been held by the scholars as purely religious 
myth, concocted for the purpose of stimulating devotional 
sentiments. Roy Ghowdhury has tried to show that though the
Vrndavana episodes are taken from Visnu legends, yet gopala
364 _
Krsna may also-be historical. If that be so, Bhandarkarfs
theory that Vasudeva was ultimately identified with gopala
Krsna becomes shaky# Nevertheless, it may be presumed that
the historical nucleus, if there be any, of gopala Krsna was
developed first by the Abhiras, and then by the Tamil saints
from the South, The development might have taken centuries
to complete; for, Vais-navism, along with the concept of
gopeila Krsna, was imported from North to South somewhere in the * * *
300 B.0, and it was only after a few centuries that gopala 
ICrsna assumed the' most loving and lovable personification.
The concept of the gopala Krsna was inherited by the Hari-vamsa
(c) Krsna in Vrndavana, Mathura and Dvaraka,
The life of Krsna in Mathura and Dvaraka is more or
263
and the Visnu Purana, from the Abhiras, and it was 
final shape by the artistic hands of the Tamil saints.
The residence at Grokula is referred to in the 
Narayaniya, In the Mahabharata, Gopie are found as the devotees
-55-
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of Krsna. In the Hari—vamsa, they are adultresses, but there 
• " ' ' " 265
is no mention of Radha in it* Dikshitar has suggested that
Nappinnai of the Tamil saints may be the RadheT of the later
Vaisnavism. In the Bhagavata, she has not been mentioned by
name* Only ’a certain gopT* has been mentioned to have been
J&vati/t. 266
enjoying speeial/Nof Krsna* Subsequently, Radlia’ became a wife 
of Krsna* Finally, Radha7 and Krsna were symbols for individual 
souls and divinity. Neither the Bhagavatas nor the MeTdhvas 
recognise RadheT, But all sects drawing upon the Bhagavata
do recognise her* The earliest sects to recognise her were 
those of Visnusvami and Nimbarka.
(ii)
The bhakti-cult*
(a) The meaning of bhakti*
The word ’bhakti’ is first found in the Svetasvatara
267
Upanisad. ’Bhalrti1 means love coupled with the knowledge of
being sheltered by the object of love* These double bearings
268 a b _
of bhakti are found in Yaska and Panini, In the &3\ta, worship
i
is not simple love but love tinctured with the performance of 
self—less action, glistening with the splendour of knowledge*
The doctrine of tranquil worship (santopasana) as found in the
Gita is accepted by Ramanuja*
(b) The evolution of bhakti.
 1 1 *— “ n  ifimrin—n f m — i— rrrninwrnnruii inwrt i *t i . . m n n f c
Tlxe cult of devotion may be traced, in its germinal
-56-
form, to various hymns addressed to the gods, in the Rg.Veda*
9
Even in that hoary antiquity, different relationships had been
established between the chanter of the hymns and the various
gods who were the subjects of panegyrics. Even ritualism of
the Brahmanas and the doctrine of knowledge of the Upanisads
are flushed with an under—current of bhakti* It was not without
the influence of bhakti that practical ritu&lismawas transformed
™ £69
into contemplative sacrifice (bhavanatmaka-yajna) in which
representative worship (pratikopasana) found expression in the
religion of the Upanisads* This representative worship marks
the transition of the votary from the impersonal to the
personal. Upaaana (worship) is first found in the Atharva Veda.
It steadily progressed through contemplative worship
(pratikopasana) until in the Mundaka Upanisad it was re^inforced* - * ^
by a spirit of self-lessness• UpeLsaniT of the personal, tempered
by selflessness, has found pronouncement in the Gita;
(c) Bhakti in the Bhagavata*
_  " £71 a j*r/ b
As to the bhakti in the Bhagavata, Hill, Earquhar,
27/ c zy/ d
Radhakrishnan and Das Gupta are all inclined to think that
bhakti as found in the Bhagavata, is only surging emotion 
exemplified in highly erotic passages where ICrsna*s dalliance 
with the gopis is described* it may point to utter self- 
abandonment of their love, but it is nothing better than un­
reasoned ecstasy divorced from duties of practical life and the 
dictates of common sense1*. Thus according to all of them, the
—57—
bhakti of the Bhagavata is n very different** from that of the 
Oita; and, it has bad effect upon the society*
Emotionalism, contributed by the Tamil saints, being 
the last wave of bhakti that found entrance into the Bhagavata, 
it is an undeniable aspect of the Bhagavata bhakti. But it may, 
again, be repeated that if the Bhagavata is literally a 1parama— 
harasya samhita1 , as it is claimed to be at the colophon of 
every chapter, and if the episode of the Padma Purana has any 
truth in it, then, the bhakti of the Bliagavata is not merely 
emotionalism;. but emotionalism tempered with proportionate 
ad-mixture of knowledge detachment, and the performance of self­
less action* This point will be dealt with in details, later on,
(in)
The doctrine of descents *
(a) Evolution of the doctrine*
The Rg* Veda gives indication as to the doctrine of 
272 ' , _273 a
the descents* The Satapatha Brahmana and. the Taittiriya
27$ b _
Samhita describe how Prajapati descended as Eish, Tortoise,
Boar and Dwarf* The Oita first expounded the doctrine and 
has, it is said, influenced Buddhism in its concept of nirmana- 
kaya and the stories of the Jatakas. In course of further 
evolution of the doctrine, Visnu became the source of the 
descents and the number of descents began to augment in the
-58-
374 a b
Mahabharata until in the Narayaniya the doctrine of ten descents
was established. The number went on increasing through the
375 a ivr b c i'wd 
Puranas such as the Varaha, Agni, Kurma Yayu and Matsya. The
' _ 276 
Pancaratra recognises 24 descents. By the time of Vopadeva,
376/1
the number of descents soared upto 4b. The evolution of the
theory of descents discloses a spirit of assimilation ewampli—
fied in the inclusion of Buddha-in the category of descents.
Different aspects of the theory of descents have been
277
tackled by different scholars. Katre has latxnched upon a
discussion regarding the descents. B.Bhattaeharya treats the
278
descents as historical figures and has cast suggestions as to
ascertainment of their dates. ' H.P.Sastri, on the other hand,
has utilised the order of ten descents, as found in the con—
,279
ventional list, to fix up the date of the Puranas. He has also
280
traced the evolution of the descents through the Puranas.
(b) Tlie_doctrine in the Bhagavata.
7/hile the Gita" contains no list, the Bhagavata has 
281 ' 
five lists of descents. It seems that the *vibhutis1 of the
Gita have taken the shapes of avataras in the Bhagavata. The
Bhagavata has enumerated 24- saviour descents, besides
282
Manvantaravataras (cosmic descents) four or nine Vyuhas, Purusa 
(the primordial descent), the illustrious triad viz Brahma,
Visnu and Mahesvara, and lastly, 12 other descents all design­
ated by synonyms of Visnu. The five lists taken together point 
to the suggestion that, in order to elevate the status of Krsna,
—59“
the Bhagavata has treated Narayana—Visnu as Puruaa avatara; it 
has aoeepted the traditional doctrine of ten descents and the 
triad of Brahma, Visnu and Mahesvara, designated as gunavataras 
by the Bhagavata. The rest of the avataras who, for the sake 
of convenience, may be designated as 'saviour descents', are 
s’upplied from the list of savants of the Bhagavata-cult * To 
wit, Sanat-kumara, NeTrada, etc, described as descents in the 
Bhagavata, are all upholders of Bhagavatism. Lastly, a dozen 
of descents, known to us from other texts, are given the name of 
Visnu; it can be explained by the very high position of Visnu 
in the hierarchy of gods on the one hand, and, on the other, 
by the lack of ingenuity on the part of the Bhagavatas.
(c) further history of fhe doctrine.
The lack of ingenuity in designating the descents, in 
the Bhagavata, gives us a glimpse of the fact that already the 
doctrine of descents had begun to sink into decadence. By the 
time of Jayadeva, ten, out of a fumbled crowd of descents, 
emerged as conspicuous. Out of the mess, Hama, Krsna, and 
Dattatreya had the fortune to be propitiated by the populace. 
They still share that fortune.
Section V 
Influence of the Bhagavata.
(a) Ramanuja and the Bhagavata•
The influence of the Bhagavata, on sectarian Vais-
- 60-
navism, cannot be over-estimated* Excepting Ramanuja, all * ^
the other Yaisnava sects are based upon and inspired by the 
Bhagavata. Indifference of Ramanuja towards the Bhagavata 
may be due to three reasons First, Ramanuja considered
the Puranas, in general, to be of secondary importance*
1__________________________________ _
Secondly, he belonged to the Pancaratra sect, and accordingly, 
owed allegiance to the Yisnu Puritna, which is said to be 
affiliated to the Pancaratra* thirdly, because of his 
sectarian bias, he might have had deliberately passed over the
Bhagavata which belongs to his rival sect* We may venture to
— _ - e-
say that Ramanuja may not have been unacjuainted with the
2.83 A 284
Bhagavata* In his classification of the Puranas, he might
have been influenced by the Bhagavata* Sharma has gone
285 _
further to the extent of asserting that Ramanuja has actually 
quoted from the Bhagavata.
(b) Other sects and the Bhagavata*
Phe first sect to emerge from the Bhagavata was that 
of Madhva, professing the doctrine of the 1bhedabheda*« 
Isvarapuri, who initiated Gaitanya, the exponent of the Yais- 
navism of Bengal, belongs to this school* Next to Madhva, 
comes Yisnu-svami who professes the doctrine of the 1 sariiucoaya* 
Saint Bilvamangala belongs to this sect* The schools of 
Yallabha and Gaitanya have drawn upon this sect. Phen coines 
the scholarly Nimbarka professing the doctrine of the 
1 bhedabheda* , from the felagu country* I-Ie waived the
traditional rigour of the Bhagaratas. Sandilya, the author
- 61-
of the bhakti—sutra, probably belongs to this sect* Next in 
the chronological order, comes Vallabha with the 1suddhadvaita* 
doctrine* Suradasa belongs to this sect. A standard work of 
this sect is the 1Bhakti-mala1; the followers of Ramananda and 
Itavira owe allegiance to this sect* TulsT-diTsa is a disciple 
of Ramandnda* Among the Maratha devotees who came under the 
influence of the Bhagavata, the Mahanubhavasf JnanesVara and 
Tukarama are worthy of mention.
Thus Ramanuja and Madhva in the south, Sri-sect
(Ramanandis), Brahma-seot (Madhva), Rudra—sect (Visnu— svami),
Sanakadi—sect (Nimba.rka) Mirabai, Kavir and Vallabha in the
west, the saints of Mathura in the North, and Gaitanya,
Candidasa and Vidyapati in the east, all contributed to turn
into Bhagavata^ the whole of India* The stupendous influence
of the Bhagavata is further noticeable in the large number of
translations, treatises, commentaries and abridgements of the 
286
Bhagavata, which, taken together, would make up a respectable 
library.
Solicitation.
Though the Bhagavata, being a work of growth, received 
heaps of diverse materials for centuries, yet the assimilative 
and oreative genius of its redactors, marshalled them into a 
coherent system. Some of the philosophical problems, which will; 
now follow, are built and answered upon the presupposition of a 
harmonious unity of these materials.
- 6 2 -
V O L U M E  I
REALITY IN THE ABSTRACT AND THE CONCRETE
E A' R T  I
M  METAPHYSICAL APPROACH TO REALITY,
Introduetion.
The Srimad Bhagavata has, at the very opening sloka,
contemplated the supreme truth with the remark satyam param 
1 , ' 
dhimahi. In the very next sloka, it has laid down that
absolute reality (vastava vastu) is to be realised through this
work, not as a philosophic abstraction, but as a concrete
reality embraced in the heart of hearts, by a person going
through this book. Hence quest for truth, it can be presumed,
has been the living substance of the philosophic trend of
thought in the Srimad Bhagavata.
Chapter I 
Nature of Reality.
What is the nature of the supreme truth (para satya 
or vastava vastu) which the Bhagavata holds to be the goal of 
its philosophy? The most outstanding answer to this funda­
mental question has been given in the next chapter. Reality, 
according to the Bhagavata, not being a distant possibility 
reigning in a sublime altitude unapproachable by the aspiring 
individuals, is1 held to constitute the very essence of the man. 
This is why desire to know the essence of the individual soul 
involves the knowledge or reality. So it is that in connection 
with the desire of knowing the essence of the ego ( jivasja
—63—
tattva— jijnasa) the supreme reality has been propounded by the 
Bhagavata in the well-known sloka as follows
vadanti tat tattva-vidas tattvam yaJJ ^iaaham advayam.
/ 2A
Brahmeti Parana tmeti Bhagavaniti sabdyate..
This stanza has a couple of famous interpretations —— 
one by Sridhara SvamjT, another by JivagosviunT*
Sridhara♦
The, interpretation of Sridhara may be summarised
as follows
The votaries have spoken of reality as being non—dual 
consciousness. People of diverse creed have differently 
designated this non-dual consciousness* Thus the followers 
of the Upanisads designate it as Brahman. The Yogins call 
it Paramatma while the devotees name it as Bhagavan*
It is clear from what has been stated above that 
Sridhara holds that Brahman, Paramatma and Bhagavan are but 
different names of the same truth viz non-dual consciousness.
J ivagos vami".
Jivagosvamif on the other hand, has discovered 
hierarchy among the three consecutive grades of reality, viz 
Brahman, Paramatma and Bhagavan, Thus, according to him 
Brahman is the first revelation, in the mind of those divested 
of the spirit of devotion. Mere knowledge, unattended by 
bhakti, (devotion) reveals Brhhman as a blank mass of intellig­
ence. It is only with the spirit of devotion that the votary
—64—
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can penetrate through that mass of intelligence and discover 
Bhagavan, the centre of that cosmic consciousness. Though 
Bhagavan per se is formless yet he assumes spiritual form. 
Paramatma, on the other hand, is a special manifestation 
endowed with nearly the same capacities which Bhagavan possesses, 
with the distinction of a specific form which has been con­
ceived to be four-handed# Being a representation of Bhagavan, 
Pafamatma has been called, by the vaisnava school of Bengal, 
as the vilasa of Bhagavan. The living substance running 
through Paramatma is the same as that of Bhagavan. In this 
way, Brahman is the first manifestation of reality which comes 
about with the aid of pure knowledge, while Paramatma and 
lastly Bhagavan are revealed when devotion operates upon the 
votary* It.is therefore evident that there is a hierarchy 
among the revelations via Brahman, Paramatma and Bhagavan.
JivagoavamT explained.
This hierarchy may be illustrated by a description 
of Narada (Sieupala-badha-kavya) coming down upon the earth 
from the distant horizon to the presence of Bhagavan krsna.
The description runs as follows
cayas-tvisam ityavadharitam puraT * 0
tatah saririti vibhavitakrtim.
vapur vibhaktavayavam pumaniti :
■ '4
kramadamum Narada ityavodhi sah*
,f]?irst, Narada appeared as a lump of lustre in the
distant horizon; gradually he began to come nearer and nearer
— 6&-
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and from the lump of lustre he began to appear in a human form. 
Still nearer, he could be recognised as a male and lastly he 
was fully recognised to be none else than Narada.”
Evidently, the difference of perceptions is 
accountable by the distance,though the object of perception 
remained the same all the time. So with the case of the 
perceptions of Brahman and Bhagavan. The intuitional 
knowledge of the votaries is the only evidence in the rev­
elations of Brahman, Paramatma and Bhagavan. The example of 
Narada testifies to the fact that the perception of him as a 
lump of lustre shows that the perceiver is far away from the 
object; while, recognition as Narada indicates that the object 
is close at hand of the perceiver. Carrying this analogy into 
the field of intuitive vision,it may be held that the perception 
of Brahman as an un-differentiated mass of intelligence shows 
that the votary is visualising reality as we see a distant star, 
while perception of Bhagavan with his spiritual form fully diff­
erentiated reveals the fact that we have attained the stage when 
reality stares us in the face directly.
Though we are realising the same truth which we lad 
realised as Brahman, yet the full-fledged splendour of the 
realisation of Bhagavan makes a difference. Thus Brahman as
an undifferentiated mass of intelligence is sometimes described
5
as the external splendour (ahga-kanti) of Bhagavan. The same 
reality viz non— dual consciousness reveals itself with its
- 6 6 -
conditions undifferentiated as Brahman and with its potential­
ities perfectly manifested as Bhagavan* Brahman is a
revelation from a distance while Bhagavan is revealed as truth
6 ^
!l in1 flagranti** * Evidently then Bhagavan is a higher grade of
truth than Brahman; and, Paramatma-, Being endowed with con- 
ditions differentiated, stands higher than Brahman; while, not 
Being embellished with the perfect manifestation of all poten­
tialities, he is lower than Bhagavan# Phus Brahman, Paramatma
and Bhagavan are the three hierarchical grades of reality as
comprehended By the progressive spiritual intuition of the 
votary# In this light, the sloka (vadanti etc as mentioned 
above) means that non-dual consciousness is the reality, which, 
again is revealed as Brahman, Paramatma and Bhagavan, in re­
sponse to the progressive journey of the votary towards the 
summit of introspection*
Ghapter II
HT W i i ii in iii# nif ^
Nature of reality — — its four grades•
let us now examine the merits of the interpretations
given By Sridhara and jrvagosvami in order to determine the 
sense of the sloka which is held to represent the metaphysical 
standpoint of the Bhagavata.. fhe Bhagavata itself has claimed 
at the very outset that it is the mature fruit of the Vedas 
(Nigama-kalpa-taror galitam phalam). following this observation 
of the Bhagavata, we shall henceforth interpret the Bhagavata in
the light of the Upanisads.
— 67—
If the contention of the Bhagavata, that it stands
for and vivifies the Upanisadic truths, is to be taken literally,
then, we dare say, the metaphysical position of the Bhagavata
can be ti^ I  understood in the light of the Upanidads*
The authenticity of some of the Upanisads has been
often questioned* But there is unanimity as to the authenti-
/ .
city of the Upanisads that have been commented upon by Sankara*
Again,of these, the position of Mandukya has been held to be .
the highest as may be evidenced from Muktikopanisad which
*
observes -
-  J7
kaivalya—muktir -ekaiva paramarthika— rupini
iyam kaivalya—muktis tu kenopayena sidhyati
8
Mandukyam ekam evalam mumuksunam vimuktaye
* _ ^  j ^  * / 9
tathap^asiddham eejnanam dasopanisadam patha
* _
According to the Muktijaopinsad, Mandukya is the \  
representative of all the Upainsads* Let us see, in the light 
of the Mandukya, how the dark portals of the above-mentioned 
sloka (vadanti etc) can be illustrated. Our contention is 
that the same central truth beathes through Mandukya as well 
as the Bhagavata as represented by our sloka*
(A) The four grades as propounded by the Mandukya 
Mandukya has, at the outset, identified all pragmatic 
existence with Brahman and then has identified the individual 
soul with Brahman* Then it proceeds to describe the soul
- 6 8 -
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as catuspada i*e. having four feet (four grades)
Xst grade»
0?he Mandukya reads about the first grade as follows;— 
jagarita—sthano bahih-pra jnah saptanga ekonavimsatimukhah
/ nsthula-bhug vaisvanarah prathamah padah
In the light.of Sankara, this passage may be inter­
preted as follows The first grade comprehends the pragmatic 
existence (;j agar i ta—s thana) }. it is conceived to have seven limbs 
(drawing upon the analogy of sacrifice) , it is possessed of five 
sense organs* five conative organs, five pranas and four inter­
nal organs mind etc (nineteen in all); it is connected with 
gross objects and lastly it is called vaisvahara for it re­
presents composite bodies and Is identified with all material 
existenceo
Second grade.
Next goes the description of the second grade:-
svapnasthanoiitah-pra jnah saptanga ekonavimsati—mulchah
. ' _ JL2 ' '
praviviktabhuk taijaso dvitiyah padalu
/ ,
Sankara comments ;- ftThe second grade is as if in a dream 
(svapna-sthana)« So the Atharvana ^ruti says:-atraiva devah 
svapne mahimanam anubhavati. Here consoiousnesB operates 
internally* Hence the second grade is called taijasa in that 
it is consciousness unsophisticated with external objects” *
fhird grade <»
(Then the third grade is described as follows;—
yatra supto na kancana kamam kamayate na kancana svapnara pasyati
-69-
tat susuptam. susupta—athana ekibhutah prajnana-ghana
‘  _  13
evanan&amayo h^0mandabhuk cetomukhah pra jnas tritiyah padah.
ltfhe third grade is marked by the absence of any
desire or distorted vision. At this stage, all are integrated
into one indivisible whole. It is solidified consciousness.
It is ‘all bliss. It is the state of realisation of bliss.
Here mind only opex^ates in the occurence of dream etc. It is,
again the state of omniscience1 .
fhis third gx^ ade has been further described as:-™
■ esa sarvesvara esa sarvajna eso^naryami yonih sarvasya
- ^  -  - 14
prabhavapya—yau hi bhutamam.
\m 0*-
N'TMs is the lord of all, all-knowing inner con­
troller; this is the cosmic base from which all beings emanate 
and into which all enter1*«
4th grade.
Lastly the fourth grade is described as follows : —
Nantah— prajnam na bahih-prajSam nobhayatah— prajnam na prajne£- 
ghanam na prajnam na prajnam. adrsyam avy&vaharyam agfahyam
• y  * ^
alaksanam acintyam avyapa de syam ekatma— p r a t ya-earam prapancop-
-asama^w-santam sivam advitam caturtham manyate sa atrna sa 
^ r 15 *
vijneyah.
Hfhe fourth grade is divested of internal or external 
consciousness or any.state falling between these two types of 
consciousness. Nor is it solidified consciousness. It has no 
object to behold, yet, it is not other than pure consciousness.
It is invisible, unspeakable, unconceivable, indefinable,
—70—
inscrutable;indescribable; yet it is self—consciousness 
marked by tlie absence of all diversity# Naturally, it is 
calm, auspicious• This is the true nature of the soul*' and 
this is the goal of all knowledge1* *
(B) The Bhagavata and the Mandukya compared*
(l) The ~4th grade#
It is interesting to trace these thoughts in the 
sloka (vadanti etc) of the Bhagavata* Following the order of 
the description of the Bhagavata, let us start from the fourth 
grade * Our 'contention is that the fourth gra.de as described 
by the Mandukya xs identical with the non— dual consciousness of 
the Bhagavata^ .. In the Mandukya, the description of the fourth 
grade is mainly negative in that it cannot be described 
(avyavaharya, avyapadesya)« Yet the Sruti could not refrain 
from describing it positively. It is thus held to be atma— 
pratyaya-sara and naprajna. The substance of this description 
is that the fourth foot consists in the nature of consciousness 
which is advaita, or, in terms of the Bhagavata,advaya. Hence 
the fourth foot of the Mandukya is the advaya jnana of the 
Bhagavata.
VOly the fourth grade is consciousness.
To account for holding the fourth grade as conscious­
ness by the Mandukya as well as the Bhagavata the following may 
be suggested.. We are steeped in ajnana which has driven us to
— 7 1
spiritual striving, to get rid of the troubles which ajnana 
produces. How, even if the promised land of perfection is not 
free from the coils of ajnan^, then the purpose of spiritual 
strivings is at once frustrated. 0?o crown the spiritual 
aspirations with success, ajnana is to be ousted. Jnana being 
contradictory to ajnana, the Upanisads and, in their track, the 
srimad Bhagavata have presumed the ultimate (turiya) as cons­
ciousness. .It is by picturing the ultimate as non^-dual con^ 
sciousness that our innate cravings for some thing positive have 
been satisfied. Yet the Upanisads as well the Bhagavata are 
fully aware that the ultimate cannot be described positively. 
Hence all conventional concepts are negated against the ultimate. 
Here is a quotation from the Bhagavata to show the
trend of thought regarding the ultimate
/ / /  _
sasvat-prasantam abhayam pratibodha-matram
suddham samam sada—satah param atma-tattvam.
• 4
/ m
sabdo na yatra puru-karakavan kriya—rtho
— .  —  ^  _
maya paraity-abhimukhe ca vilajjamana.w'
tad vai padam bhagavatah paramasya pumsa
/ * 16Brahmeti yad vidur ajasra—sukham visokam.
If we compare the Mandukya with these slokas we arrive 
at the conclusion that the ideas of the former have been faith­
fully incorporated in the above passage of the Bhagavata.
Reality - the fourth grade is positive•
The negative description of the ultimate may, in some
minds, give rise for misconception. It may appear to be simply
-7&-
a philosophic abstraction* Hence to clarify this atmosphere 
the Bhagavata asserts the ultimate existence as forming the
r
essence of the absolute. So the Bhagavata reads
rupam yat tat prahur avyaktam adyam
Brahma jyotir 1iir-gunam nir-vikaram
satta-matram nir—visesam niriham
1 17
sa tvam saksat visnur adhyama-dipah.
The Mandukya also has established the nature of
i
reality as pure existence beyond doubt by using the adjunct’ 
atma-pratya-sara. In other words, the nature of its pure 
existence is self-evident, for, none is ever doubtful of ones 
own existence. Existence of the individual soul is the 
existence of the ultimate because the Mandukya clearly states 
tl sa atman * And this truth has been reiterated in the Bhaga— 
vata where the question of determing the essence of jiva hasA
started the determination of reality as mentioned above. Hence 
the ultimate being the soul, its existence can never be 
challenged.
Thus the assertion of the ultimate as non—dual cons­
ciousness has served twofold purpose. It has on the one hand
Os
conti/dicted the extravagant claims of the nihilists who have, 
according to the astika philosophers, driven reality into an 
inconceivable negation, while, on the other, It has satisfied 
our innate thirst for a positive entity. Hence the fourth 
grade is advaya jnana of the Bhagavata. It is pure existence.
-75-
It oan never "be denied * Toeing the soul of all’. Still it is
beyond all description. It is in fact what the Bhagavata has
18
summed up in a sentence yat tad rupam i.e. reality is what 
it is *
The ultimate reality as described above has three 
grades via Brahman, Paramatma and Bhagavan, though the ultimate 
is also described as the fourth grade. The word flpada1f is to 
be taken in relation to Brahman, Paramatma and Bhagavan, meaning 
11 grade11 as revealed in the progressive advancement of enlight- 
ment; but, if applied to the advaya gnana, i.e. the ultimate, 
it means ’'goal1'. Acarya also remarks to the same effect;— 
trayanam visvadinam purva—purva—vilapanena turiyasya pratipattir
iti karana—sadhanah pada-sabdah. Turiyasya tu padyate iti
_ ' / 19 ■ / -
karma—sadhanah pada-sabdah. With reference to Visva etc 1pada*
means ’medium1 while as applied to the ultimate, the word 
signifies 1 goal1 *
«
The third grade.
The Bhagavata, following the description of the third
grade by the. Mandukya, quoted above, recognises Bhagavan as
30
ananda marked by the fullest manifestation of all potencies.
Jiva-gosvami in Sat-sandarbha,Aas accordingly defined Bhagavan
' ' • SI
as ananda endowed with all potencies fully revealedi Again, the
presence of infinite potencies in Bhagavan has led to his
as . .
designation as ananta. Of course, the Bhagavata, besides 
giving the interprelation of 1ananta* as having infinite
-74-
potencies, has attempted at other interpretations also,
m
Bhagavan is ananta as he possesses infinite merits, and as he
is the receptacle of all the wodds which are like atoms in
24:
comparison with his infiniteness,
The second grade.
Now this perfect ananda, in order to become the goal 
of manfs emancipation, has to condescend to the individual soul. 
But the limited capacity of the individual soul cannot com­
prehend perfect ananda. Hence Bhagavan standing for perfect 
ananda has to narrow down his scope to come within the compass 
of human comprehension. In other words, he must be manifested 
to be grasped by the individuals.
The concept of pure matter.
■ The medium which would limit him down to a perceptible 
form cannot be conceived to be outside him, since Bhagavan 
would then become determined from outside. It is to be assumed 
therefore, that the medium.belongs to his intrinsic nature which 
is not affected by this process. Naturally the medium,with a 
unique character of its own, cannot belong to the material 
existence which drags the soul to limitations. Thus that 
element which serves as the medium of the Bhagavan for his
manifestations is beyond the world of nescience. It is called
, 25
vvisuddha-sattva i.e. pure matter. Pure matter is the
solidified manifestation of YogairiayeT. Yogamaya" is the
collective' name for the infinite inherent potencies of ananda
—7 5—
whioh the Bhagavata calls Bhagavan; and the Yogamaya accounts 
for the manifestations of the infinite without injuring its 
innate nature.
Paramatma as Yasudeva
Thi*ough the medium of pure matter, Bhagavan i.e.
ananda as marked by the perfect display of all potencies, is
revealed to the individuals as Paramatma. The Bhagavata has
oalled the pure matter as vasudeva and accordingly has named
Bhagavan as vasudeva of the devotees (sattvatas), for Bhagavan
is revealed through pure matter.-
Creation is the dream of Patamatma, for, he is the
svapna—sthana as noted down by. the Mandukya (see supra). It is
for this limited manifestation of Bhagavan as Paramatma that
the latter has been described by the Bengal school of Vaisnavism
_2?
as the vilasa (manifestation) of Bhagavan, Paramatma as the 
revelation of Bhagavan has been called by the,Mandukya as taijasa
The firstgrade.
B rahman .
Yasudeva is related to creation in its speciilative
stage ( iksana). But creation is actualised in Brahman. Now,
creation being a phenomenon, presupposes a Tbefore’ and an 
1 after1 , and, conveys with it the/id/ea of cosmic activity.
Hence we can conceive a stage when there was a cosmic lull.
This state of static existence is designated as Brahman, It is 
like the sombre stillness of atmosphere before the rise of a
tempest. lienee Brahman has heen conceived as a still expanse
26
of intelligence which, breaks into the cosmic process of creation.
Burusa^
On the other hand, the,state of reality, when creation
_ 29
is on, has been designated as Purusa by the Bhagavata. While
Brahman is the passive existence at the background of creation,
Purusa is the manifestation of Brahman within the creation®
50
Due to this, Purusa is conceived to be a descent, whereas
Brahman, Paramatma and Bhagavan are acknowledged as the three
grades of the ultimate, that have transcended the cosmic
process. The description of the Mandukya as ekona—vims^ati—
*  *  *■
mukha and sthula—bhuk may point to this Purusa whom the Bhaga­
vata conceives as endowed with the principles beginning from
mahat down to the five suble^elements which are all nineteen in
31
number recognised by the Samkhya system; and this Purusa is
' 32
conceived by the Bhagavata to be enjoying the gross objects.
Again, the epithets like jagarita-sthana, bahih-prajna,
vaisvanara all appear to indicate Brahman which oozes out, as
it were, in the shape of Purusa incorporating.within his body
33
all phenomenal existence.
Pron^ fohat has been stated above, it follows that 
Brahimn/ind Purusa being the different stages of the same 
principle have been taken by the Mandukya as one and are 
summarily described as one grade. . The Bhagavata has elaborated 
and analysed this grade into two aspects viz Brahman and Purusa,
-77-
so that the four grades of the Mandukya correspond to those 
of the Bhagavata*
Chapter III
Different epithets;: of the three grades,
Sat, chit and ananda.
Bhagavan stands for ’ananda* Paramatma for jhana
^is another name for revelation,while Brahman is passive
existence.-* These are the grades of reality* the fourth grade,
which the Bhagavata, in the wake of the Mandukya, has described
as advaya ;jnana* It may be noted here that the ultimate i,e,
the fourth grade of reality is also described as Brahman by
the Bhagavata, due to its being the ultimate source of mani-
34
festation (vrwhana). Hence it is that Brahman the ultimate
« 4
is referred to in the Upanisads sometimes as sat, sometimes
as cit and sometimes as anandaj’ (4mr«, The reference as
saccidananda is,except for the Nrsimha—uttara— tapani Upanisad,
never explicitly mentioned in the same context* The Ananda—
vallT may be referring to it, but nothing can be definitely
said)^ sat being existence, cit being jnana*
The Bhagavata has defined sat as that entity which
persists in all three stages of the cosmic process via creation,
sustenance and destruction; and Brahman, the first grade in
35
the hierarchical order, can naturally be called sat. Sat may
be another name for satya* The Bhagavata considers that entity
36
as satya which persists for all the times*
-78-
This is how Brahman, the ultimate, the fourth grade
of reality can also he described as 1satyam jnanam ahandam
anantam Brahma/: e
Avidya—pada, vidya— pada and anaiida-pada .
P r*- pa d a—v ih hut i-maha—na ray ana— Upanisad describes
the three grades of reality as avidya-pada, v.idya-pada and
ananda—pada, respectively. Brahman, the first grade of
reality, is avidya—pada for it is from Brahman that avidya
emanates and fetters the individual soul. Paramatma is vidya—
pada for vidya-pada stands for consciousness while Bhagavan
is ananda—pada.
Abhaya, ksema and amrta.
•  #
In the purusa— sukta which the Bhagavata also repre-
37 ,
sents, these three grades have been described by the terms
'abhaya*, ksema1 and'amrta* respectively. Brahman is the
state of abhaya for it is only in Brahma-kaivalya when the
individual soul merges into the cosmic soul i.e. Brahman, that
38
all duality involves bhaya (afPlication) disappears. But mere 
warding off of afflication is not enough. Release from burden 
needs be supplemented by peace. Abhaya has got to be attended 
with ksema i.e. welfare. Paramatma is this state of welfare. 
But welfare reaches its aenith when infinite bliss dawns upon ’ 
the votary. Bhagavan is this infinite bliss.
Jagrat, svapna and susupti•
The three grades of reality may, in another aspect,
be described as jagrat, svapna and susupti i.e. waking state,
-79-
sleep and dreamless sleep. These states, however, in the 
present context, belong to the fourth grade which we have 
dealt with above and have named non-dual consciousness. We 
know that the individual soul experiences in its pragmatic 
life the three states* But in regard to the individual soul, 
they are due to the influence of ignorance. Hence all three 
may be metaphysically called to be the states of dream, in­
cluding the waking state. It is only when the individual soul 
transcends these states by attaining Brahman that it becomes 
awakened* Brahman the first grade, signifies, this awakening 
to reality, and then it becomes,, in fact, the fourth state, 
additional to the three pragmatic states of waking (Jagrat) 
etc. .Thus the fourth state of jiva is Brahman, the first 
grade of reality, equal to jagrat. It is in this sense that 
the Bhagavad Gita observes :—
ya nisa sarva-bhutanam tasyam jagarti samyami
_ ‘ 39
yasyam jagrati bhutani sa nisa pa^yato muneh.
But the votary has to advance further to the states of 
svapna and susupti of reality in order to reach the climax of 
perfection. Paramatma* is the state of svapna because his 
dreamy speculation (samkalpa) matures into the manifestation 
of the cosmic process.
Bhagavan is the state of susupta in as much as the 
turmoils of creation as well as cosmic hankering have all ceased 
in him; and, he is peacefully indulged in the realisation of
his intrinsic nature of bliss. That is why the Mandukya descr­
ibes him as anandamaya. As all diversity efcelsces into one
- 80-
integral whole in the concept of Bhagavan; so he is described 
as susupti.
Aum
Patanjali says that pranava i.e. aum is the 
designation of God, (Pranavah tasya vacakah) • ,fTasyaR indi- 
cates isvara, according to Patan^ali. Isvara, to him, is the
primordial teacher unaffected by prgamatic impurities (klesa,
— — f \ —* /
karma, vipaka and asaya)* Isvara stands for three aspects
of reality i.e. Brahman, Paramatma and Bhagavan. The pranava
40
may be described similarly, as the Mandukya has done in its
speculation on the sounds aum. In this speculation, the
Mandukya holds that 1 a1 is Brahman, ,ul is ParameTtma and Tm*
is Bhagavan. I'here is also in aum, according to the Mandukya,
a fourth unutterable sound which stands for the transcendental
ultimate. The idea behind it is to convey,that the realisation
of aum is equivalent to the realisation of reality in all its
degrees of hierarchy.
Brahma;,; Y isnu and Mahesvara.
»  *
Dhyana-bindu-Upanisad describes Brahman, Paramatma and
Bhagavan as Brahma", Yisnu and Mahesvara on the basis of their
*  *■
close relationship with 1 a* and !uT and Tm1 respectively. The
Upanisad observes:—
#
om ityekaksaram Brahma dhyeyam sarvair mumuksubhih,
*  t  *  »  m
prthivyagnis ca rgvedo bhur ity^eva pita-mahak.
*  * *
akare tu layam prapte pr&thame pranavams’ake
*■ #  *
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antariksam yajur vayur bhuvo visnur ;janardanah*
4 * * * *
ukare tu layam prapte dvitrye pranavamsake
/ ' ~ ' /41~43 
dyauh auryaJa sama—vedas oa avar itj^-eva mah.es varah.
^  /
Here Brahma, Yisnu and Mahesvara are not used in the
sense of presiding deities of sattva, rajjas and tamas, accounting 
for creation, sustenance and destruction of the universe; for,
1 aT , /u1 and Tm* stand for three grades of reality as shown 
above by the evidence of the Mandukya* It appears that Brahman* * f
is called here Brahma in so far as Brahman is energised into the 
cosmic process, whereas Brahma is held responsible for the 
creation of the gross universe* Similarly, Paramatma is yisnu 
by virtue of his nature of revelation, whereas Bhagavan has been 
represented as Mahesvara because all merge into the indivisible 
essence of Bhagavan*
tat tvam asi*
Q?he three grades of reality may also throw some light
upon the interpretation of maha-vakya viz tat tvam asi.
44
According to the Bhagavata, tvam is Brahman; tat is Vasudeva 
while asi, as 9?ri-pada-vibhuti-maha-narayana- Upanisad observes, 
stands for identification attainable at the state of Bhagavan.
Is o this the Bhagavata reads :---
tasmins tada labdha—rucer mahamate
/ —  
priya— sravasy-askhalita matir mama.
_  ‘ _
yay—aham etat sadasat sva-mayayay 45
pasye mayi Brahmani kalpitam pare.
Here Narada visualised the identification between him
-sa-
/
and the cosmic soul i.e. Brahman, the first grades Sridhara,
while commenting on the next sloka, remarks that this realisation
_ / 46 -
of Brahman is the realisation of ftvam? (tvam-padartha-suddhi) .
According to the Bhagavata, Brahraan is the true nature of the
individual soul, though 1 tvamMs generally used to mean the
individual soul•
Again, after this realisation, Narada had to go through
a course of training when
yenaivaham Bhagavato Yasudevasya vedhasah 
- ‘ 47
mayanubhavam avidam yena gacchanti tat-padam,
Sridhara also indicates that the realisation of 
_ / 48
Yasudeva is tat-padartha-suddhi.
We may supplement the meaning of nasiH from fri-pada-
vibhuti—malia-narayana*-. Upanisad where Maliavd'snu i.e. Bhagavan
addresses the votary entering ananda-pada in the following
strain
tvam Brahmas i, ah am Brahmasmi, avayor antaram na vidyate,
*  •
tvam evaham, aham eva tvam.
It shows that the identity between the individual soul 
and Bhagavan is perfectly complete in ananda—pada.
Lastly, when the individual soul and Bhagavan coalesce 
into one integral whole, the sense (akhandartha) of the above- 
mentioned maha-vakya glistens forth as non-dual consciousness, 
the fourth and last grade of reality.
All these interpretations of different epithets as
—8 3 —
applied to the grades of reality substantiates our view viz that 
the Bhagavata has in conformity with propounded reality,
the fourth grade, as advaya jnana with three hierarchical 
gradations; Brahman, Paramatma and Bhagavan, The Mandukya as 
well as many other Upanisads support this view; Patanjali and 
the Gita fall in line with this contention*
C H A P T E R  IV 
Analysis of the'Metaphysical structure of reality.
INUETKRMINATI ON OP ’THE ABSOLUTE*
The Mandukya describes the realisation of the fourth
grade of reality as follows:- samvisati atmana atmanam ya evam 
48/1 _ _ ' '/
veda* Acarya has.explained the passage thus;— samvisati,
■ * A
atmana — svenaiva; svam - paramarthikam atmanam, ya evam veda.
On the evidence of Mandukya it appears from the trend of this 
Interpretation that the fourth grade is the intrinsic nature of 
the votary.
.The fourth grade standing for the perfection of the 
individual soul cannot be touched by determination.' If the 
state of perfection involved determination then the individual 
soul would be doomed to be imprisoned in prggmatic life for ever. 
If all spiritual strivings are worth making, the state of 
perfection represented by the fourth grade is to be recognised 
as beyond the scope of determination, and must be conceived as a 
state of absolute independence.
Independence accounts for the fact that reality, 
though eternally non—dual, yet can be dressed in a variety of
i
forms, The Bhagavata has described this phenomenon several 
times in the life of Krsha whom the Bhagavata identifies with 
Bhagavan. To the bewildered eyes of Brahma, a strange thing
happened-. The Bhagavata has put the following In the mouth 
of Brahma
adyaiva tvad rtersya kirn mama na te mayatvam adarsitam
ekofei prathamam tato vra^a-suhrd vatsah samasta api
tavanto^i catur-bhujas tad—akhilaih sakam mayopasitah 
_  _ _• 48/a
tavantyeva jagantybhus tad amitam Brahmadvayam sisyate.
e
lfTo-hay, is revealed to my eyes your divine sovereignty.
First, you were one and only one; then you became all cowherd
boys and calves; further, you became expressed as all the
worlds; next all became four-handed (the popular form of God)•
*
- -c -
Lastly, all this heterogene^y became integrated into non—dual 
Brahma1 .
The Doctrine of divine sport •
This absolute independence (svacchandya) of reality
explainss !k)w multiplicity plays against the background of
absolute non-duality. The position may startle logic but
48/3
reality is the melting crucible of all contradictions. It is 
designated as divine sport.
But. sport cannot be done alone. A child require^ a 
toy to play with. So does the absolute. Yet how can Brahman,
- 8 5 -
which is non—dual, manage for a second to play with? To avert
this trouble the non-dual is conceived to bring a second out of
e
its own being by its absolute soverignty and yet to remain non—
* 48/4
dual for ever# The second is but a shadow of its own self.
The concepts of sakti and saletirtian.
Reality thus plays with a second as a child plays with 
48/5
its own shadow.. Now, this fact has been logically represented 
as.follows:— Due to the divine will to play, which is another 
name of its soverign nature, reality/i.e. the foufth grade) 
bifurcated itself; one is the static existence while the other 
is the dynamic movement. If reality was only to evolve into 
dynamic movement without a static existence serving as the 
background of the dynamic movements, then cosmic dancing would 
have been impossible. A dancer always requires a stable ground 
to dance upon# Conveying this idea into the field of meta­
physics, reality has two aspects: one is static, the other is
dynamic. The- static existence is called saktiman while the
dynamic movement is designated as aakti.
<
These two aspects sire symbolised in the conception of
goddess kali dancing upon the chest of Siva, lying beneath her
/ / - — /
feet as a dead mass (sava) . Both kali and Siya are naked for
both are symbolic representations of indetermined intelligence 
(anavrta caitanya) or in the language of the Bhagavata, non-dual 
consciousness, that has transcended all limitations# Again,
being the base of kali, the static existenoe is held to be the
- 8 6 -
substratum of the cosmic dynamism* A n  transcendental and 
cosmic manifestations emerge from these two aspects of reality, 
in order to satisfy the eternal thirst of play*
Bhagavan and Yogamaya'*
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Gn the analogy of the playing child, we may conceive
that the first manifestation of reality, in its static aspect,
becomes pronounced as ananda—maya, under the urge of divine
play* Thus anandamaya is the first manifestation of saktiman*
This anandamaya. is the third grade of reality, the Bhagavan of the
Bhagavata; and the sakti, the dynamic movement corresponding to
49
this Bhagavan, is Yogamaya. 1
The instinct of play began to be. pronounced as full- 
fledged arrangements were being done to satisfy it* The 
concepts of Goloka and Yrndavana are specimens of these arrange­
ments. They are conceived to be divine cities where Bhagavan 
is settled along with his sakti, Yogamaya. It is for this 
pictorial conception of being housed In the city (pura) that
Bhagavan acquired the designation of purusa; and, Yogamaya, his
50
potency, came to be conceived to be a woman, his bridp. Though 
the Bhagavata has used the term 1purusa1 to mean primarily
51
reality as dwelling in a composites body built up by five elements, 
yet, on the analogy of staying within, Bhagavan, (the third 
grade) has also been c&lled purusa. He is thus called parama— 
purusa as residing in Goloka, the heavenly city, enjoying the 
company of Yogamaya", his spouse.
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Faramatma and Xafami ♦
The instinct of divine sport became further inspired
and manifestations began to descend from the super-cosmic plane
to the worldly one. The starting point of these manifestations
is represented in the conception of.Narayana designated as
Paramatma by the Bhagavata* Pie stands for vidya-pada, i.e.
for consciousness; because, the cosmic manifestations were
__ 53
originated in the shape of divine speculation (iksana) which
the Tr.TJpanisad describes as the awakening of Pfarayan<yferom
slumber (unmesa). Paramatma is held to be. a representation*
of Bhagavan for, only one viz nob—dual consciousness is engaged 
in play. Reality has acquired designations like Brahman, Parama4 
tma and Bhagavan in response to the different states of the un— 
foldment of the instinct of divine sport.
The energy corresponding to Narayana is designated by
_  —  5 4 -
the Bhagavata as Visnu-patni i.e. Laksmi. As Narayana is a
* • * *
specific manifestation of Bhagavan, similarly laksmT is the
#
vilasa (manifestation) of Yogamaya. ..Although the principle 
underlying the two is one and the same, yet Yogamaya is termed as
Laksmi because of her different functions at this stage.
0 . -
It is thus that the link of non-duality is never 
broken, through all the manifestations, whether empirical or 
transcendental. Sakti is transformed into all sorts of 
manifestations while saktiman who serves as their base, pervades j 
all, in order to enjoy the wealth of happiness brought about by
these manifestations. Thus reality in its static aspect, is
— 88—
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the universal base, and is at the same time, all-pervasive* It •
is in this sense that the Gita- observes
yo mam pasyati sarvatra sarvam ca mayi pasyati 
-n' / _ / 54/1
tasy-ahamina pranasyami sa ca me na pranasyati. 
w  • * 5 5
The Bhagavata remarks to the same effect.
The manifestation of reality may be considered to be 
against its nature since the latter is defined as self-contented 
(apta—kama) and thus inaccessable to any further experience of 
pleasure. At the same time, however, the manifestations 
implying pleasure are inside the intrinsic qualifications cf
‘ -4,-
reality^which therefore will necessarily have to #prtake of
A
the qualifications of all its hypostases.
Brahman and Atmamaya.
The suspense of reality which is to be brought from 
the state of speculation into the state of existence is called 
Brahman, and Brahman's potency of bursting into existence is 
called A tma—maya. Atmamaya functioning as the sakti of Brahman, 
has been conceived as the principle of heterogeneity • it is 
the vilasa of laksmi which, in its tufcn, is the vilasa of Yoga­
maya as aaid above* Sakti has the Justification for acquiring 
a name separate from Yogamaya and Laksmi in as much as the 
stages of Yogamaya and LaksmT are marked by the constant 
revelation of non—duality though duality plays against their 
background. That is why votaries, ascending these planes of 
Laksmi and Yogamaya, become firmly grounded in non-duality though
they can feel duality surging like ripples over the non-dual
-89-
surface. But the stage of Atmamaya is different,
Purusa and Maya1 arid cit-sakti^.
4
Atma-maya anticipates contradiction between duality
and non-duality. Contradiction becomes complete when Atmamaya
57 __ 58
evolves into two contradictory potencies, Cicehakti and Maya,
Conditioned by these two potencies Brahman became Purusa, the
first descent,
(A) Maya,
Aoeording to the Bhagavata, Maya seems to have three­
fold function. It first formulates individual soul by settingr
up a partition in Brahman, the first grade, fhis process of
formulation of individual soul has been described by the Srutis
59
as the process of outburst (vyuccarana) , Secondly, the individ­
ual soul loses the sense of its true nature that the individual 
soul is Brahman; and, aggrieved by the loss of its nature, 
wails for its svarupa. In the meantime the pragmatic existence 
clasps it in response to its wailings. The motirning individual 
soul, thirdly, wistfully embraces the world as its svarupa and 
it is thus that gradually troubles begin,
(a) Maya and Avidya', 
fhe process of bi^eaking up into so many parts of
Brahman, designated as individual souls, is the primary function
_60
of Maya, The function of embracing a fictitious self by the
*
individual soul, forgetting its true nature, is conceived, by
the Bhagavata, to belong to AvidyaT which consists of five knots
/ *** -» — 5l
(panca-parva avidya) leading to empirical life, fhus the
-a90*
Bhagavata aeems to make a distinction between Maya and Avidya
of which Maya provides fall from heaven; whereas, Avidya makes
the individual soul drink the water of forgetfulness and induces
the individual soul to embrace a counterfeit self as its own*
fhese two functions of Avidya*, viz veiling and inducing to em~
_  / 62 
brace are described as avarana and viksepa in the Sankarah school
(b) Avidya and Brakrti,
0
Again, the Bhagavatasseems, to set up a distinction 
between the universe as it is and as it appears to the eyes 
distorted by Avidya* The Bhagavata seems to affirm that the
universe per se does not trouble the individual soul; it is
*
due to the misapprehension of the universe that the individual 
soul suffers. In other words, the principle of bondage and 
the principle of cosmic evolution seem to be different according 
to the Bhagavata* The principle of bondage is named as Avidya
rr
while the principle of cosmic evolution is designated as Prakfci 
63
or Gunamaya.
— 7f-
The conception of Prak'ti is apparently a borrow fena
6 4  A -  ^
the Samkhya system, as other Puranas have done; a nd naturally,
the PurSnas in allegiance to the samkhya system, 1b  ve to main­
tain the truth .of the universe* Yet the1 truth of the universe 
has been subordinated to the truth of reality, by the Bhagavata* 
Thus the universe is not absolutely true,for none is absolutely
Y „
true except reality, Accordingly, pralcti which the Samkhya 
school holds as eternal^has been described by the Bhagavata as
—91—
derived from Maya.
We may re-tellthe same -truth by affirming that Mgcya, 
according to the Bhagavata, has two different evolutions 
Prakrti or, to borrow a Tantric terminology, aklista ajnana
*■ » f
which though not causing suffering, provides for the show of an
external universe: and, Avidya or klista ajaha i.e. the cause* -
of all phenomenal afflictions,
(c) Maya" and Vidya.
It. may be recalled that through all these manifestations 
the instinct of divine play is going to be satisfied. If the 
satisfaction of that instinct involves suffering to the individual 
soul, brought about by Avidya, then the. purpose of divine in­
stinct seems to defeat itself* If suffering of the individual 
soul is the eternal doom to be provided for the satisfaction of 
divine instinct of play, then this instinct is certainly of 
obnoxious nature* The ultimate truth cannot be conceived to 
possess this, obnoxious nature, for then the ultimate truth cannot 
be the ideal of all human aspirations. After all, the individual 
souls are not other than Brhhman, the first grade, as shown 
above; and thus the suffering of the individual souls means, 
in a way, the suffering of Brahman. Thus suffering, if at all, 
is to be recognised to be a temporary phase. Accordingly, 
reality has been conceived by the Bhagavata to have an eternal 
knack of extricating the individual souls from the bondage* It 
is Ingrained in creation from its very start and Is designated
- 9 2 -
by religion as divine grace# The Bhagavata has conceived it as 
emerging from Maya" in the form of the third principle distinct
_ _  ~  T - _
from Avidya and Prak'ti* The Bhagavata calls this thirdA
principle Vidya.
Vidya* operates to exterminate Avidya” and thus makes 
for the release of the individual souls. The Bhagavata has 
held Vidya as well as Avidya to have equally emerged from Maya# 
Ijt Is because of their emergence from the same stuff, viz# Maya, 
that Vidya may react upon Avidya,. for, two absolutely alien 
elements cannot react upon each other# This hinherent Vi&ya" 
can be brought to surface with the teachers touch called diksa
. nr
(spiritual initiation) , whereby Avidya, Prak'ti and lastly
Maya gradually fall off.
(d) ■ Mayaf& Kala, Karma and Svabhava.
Prakrti begins to evolve into subtle and gross
creation as conceived by the Samkhya school but with' a few
variations. With the Samkhya, Prakrti is the equilibrium of
•  *
the tripartite energy viz Sattva, Ha^as and Tanias. The process 
of creation has been conceived by the Bhagavata as follows:—
... Prakrti is the equilibrium of the three gunas; the 
state of suspense which Prakrti represents, must first be broken 
so that evolution may proceed. After the equilibrium has been 
disturbed, an onward push is required, followed by an arrest of 
the movement, so that principles (tattvas) may come into being. 
The disturbance of equilibrium, onward drive, and, lastly,arrest
of movement are held by the Bhagavata as being domst by kala,
A
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Karma and Svabhava another set of three principles, all emerg-
 67
ing from Maya*
' (B) Qit-sakti*
TPrakti moves on, on its progx*essive journey, due to
the operation of Kala, Karma and Svabhava under the superinten-
68
dence of Purusa, the first descent# In each of the successive
#
stages of the cosmic evolution, the three principles are always
at work so that under the guidance of Purusa, the .arrest may
be broken afresh, another onward push followed by arrest of
69
movement, may be possible# Phis superintendence of Purusa
has been done by the aid of Git—sakti, another principle
„ 1°
distinct from Maya, which co-operates with the cosmic process,
and at the same time, assists Vidya in kindling it up into
r _ In­
flames to swallow Avidya, Prakti and Maya.
A
Summary#
Ihe Bhagavata conceives the static aspect of reality
as having three grades of manifestations viz Brahman, Paramatma
and Bhagavan, the first of which further manifests itself as
Purusa, the controller of the cosmic, process# On the other 
»
hand, the dynamic aspect of reality has its successive unfold- 
raent in Yogamaya, Laksmi, Atmamaya, Cit—sakti' and Maya, the 
last of which gives rise to two different sets of principles, 
each consisting of three viz (a) Vidya, Avidya and Prakrti and 
(■fa) Kala, Karma and Svabhava. All these manifestations are 
woven into the fabric of the instinct of divine play#
-94-
It may onoe again be recalled here that though differ­
ent names have been assigned to account for diversity of func­
tions, yet Bhagavan, Paramatma and Brahman, with Its manifesta­
tion as Purusa, are not three or four distinct principles but
t
one and the same, though endowed with distinct functions. Simi—
/
larly, the different designations of sakti are in fact the dif­
ferent names for the same principle. The Bhagavata has summari­
ly described the static and the dynamic aspects of reality as
73
Purusa and Prakrti*
*  •
The concepts of Purusa and Prakrti.
—  * .
As has been mentioned before, the Bhagavata has 
_ 74
described Bhagavan as parama-purusa; it has similarly called
~  ^  _ -  7 5
Parama t-ma as adi—purusa; and lastly, it has called Brahman,
76“"
Purusa. So all the three different grades of reality may be
collectively included in the category of Purusa. Similarly,
all the different grades of Sakti may be incorporated in the
77
category of Prakrti which means dynamism.
But Prakrti and Purusa are not two different concepts
mutually exclusive, but refer to the same reality which the
77/1
Bhagavata describes as non-dual consciousness. In this way,
in spite of diverse manifestations, the chain of absolute non-
duality is never broken.
The doctrine of 28 categories.
Prom the conventional standpoint, the Bhagavata acknow-
78
ledges twenty eight principles. Prakrti assumes two designa­
tions in view of its state of equilibrium (avyakta) and its
-95-
state when the equilibrium is disturbed (i'riguna). Phe concept 
of Prakfti is split into four categories vis, the Avyakta and
9
the three gunas. Prakrti and Purusa thus make five principles.
fhe other principles are Mahat (universal intelligence),
Ahamkara (the principle of individualism^ five sense organs,
five conative organs, mind, five subtle elements (suksma bhuta)
79 ~ .
and five gross elements. All these make up twenty eight
categories (tattvas) which may be enumerated in any order on
80
the basis that cause and effect are one or two categories.
Considering bause and effect as one and same, we can 
hold that from Mahat down to the five gross elements, all evol­
utes of Pralcrti are nothing but Prakrti. If so, then there 
are two principles, Prakrti and Purusa, both of which, ultimately 
merge into one integral whole described as non—dual consciousness.
We-may conclude, on the basis of the Upanisads, that 
the structure of the ultimate reality is non—dual consciousness 
which is endowed with three grades of manifestation viz Brahman, 
Paramatma and Bhagavan. * ,
Chapter V
Intuitional and psychological evidence as to the grades.
(A) Intuitional evidence.
So far we have tried to establish the grades of
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reality on the basis of authortative texts* We howepropose to 
corroborate the same by the evidence of actual realisations- of 
the votaries* The Bhagavatarhas itself laid much stress upon 
the realisation of the votaries. It claims that the delineation 
of reality is based upon the utterance of the enlightened persons, 
The Bhagavata has given several instances of votaries whose 
soteriological apprehensions substantiate the doctrine of the 
grades of reality. - Pragapati Kardama, maharsi Malayadhvaja, 
Bevajlhuti, the mother of ICapila are all traditional examples on 
this point.
Prajapati ICardama 
Thus the Bhagavata describes how PrajiTpati Kardama 
reached his perfection, in the following strain
mano Brahmani yunjano yat tat sadasatah param* 
gunavabhase vigune ekabhaktyanubhavite* » 
nirahainkrtir nirmamas ca nirdvandvah samadrk svadrk*
m » #  *  *
pratyak-pras^anta— dhir dhirah prasantormir ivodadhih.. 
Vasudeve Bhagavati sarvajne pratyagatmani. 
parena bhakti—bhavena labdhatma mukta—vandhanah..
“atmanam sarva-bhutesu Bhagavantam avasthitam, 
apas7yat sarva-bhutahi Bhagavatyapi eatmani. . 
icehahdvesa vihinena sarvatra sama-cetasal 
Bhagavad—bhakti—yogena prapta Bhagavati Jjiatih. .
kardama first attained eligibility for the revelation 
of Brahman by !eka—bhakti1 and then he could vision it. Thence—
- 97-
forward, he acquired some special merits when Vgsudeva was re­
vealed to him by Tpara-bhaktiT ; lastly he realised Bhagavan by 
1 BhagaVad^bliaktj—yogaf and thus secured what the Bhagavata des­
cribes as Bhagavati gati..
Maharsi Malayadhvaja.
The life of Malayadhvaja tells the same story. The 
Bhagavata s a y s —
tapasa vidysya pakya—kasayo niyamair yamaih. 
yuyuje Brahmanyatmanam vijitaksanilsTsayah.,
■ m 9  #  •  »
^  /
aste sthanur ivaikatra divyam varsa—s&tam sthirah.
»  * * ■
Vasudeve bhagavati rianyad vedodvahan ratim.. 
sa vyapakatayatmanam vyatiriktatayatmani. 
v i dva n svapna ivamarsa—saksinam virarama ha•. 
saksad Bhagavatoktena guruna Harina.nrpa* 
vi^uddha— jnana—dipena sphurata visvato—mukham,•
pare Brahman! catmanam pa rani Brahma tathatrnani.
’ ’ 82
iksamano vihayeksam ssmad upararama ha..
Here also the successive grades of reality have been 
realised by Malayadhvaja in the progressive course of his 
evolution.
Devahuti, the mother of Zapila*
These successive stages of attainment have been sum­
marised in the life of Devahuti„ the mother of ICapila, of 
whom the Bhagavata describes
evam sa ICapiloktena margenaciratah param.
*  •  »
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atmanam, Brahma, Nirvanam, Bhagavantam ayapa sa*.
A tma—labha is technically described by the S"amMiya 
school as Purusa—kaivalya where the votary- realises the distinc­
tion between buddhi and Purusa, and consequently', between body 
and Purusa* Brahma-labha is another name for Brahma-kaivalya
as the followers of Sankara have described i.e. the realisation 
of individual soul as identified with the cosmic soul. Nirvana— 
labha is the realisation of Yasudeva and final is the Bhagaval— 
labha.
These and many other instances may substantiate the 
view that Brahman, Paramatma and Bhagavan are three successive 
grades of reality, in hierarchical order, comprehended by the 
progressive realisation of the enlightened ones.
Psychological evidence.
Sat o
The recognition of three grades of reality may also be
*
justified by psychological approach to the subject. Until the 
individual soul attains Brahma-kaivalya, it cannot be said to be 
sat i.e. self-reposed; for, being Garried away by taints (mala) 
that pollute its being, it is nothing better than asat. It is 
only when the individual soul putting asunder the pragmatic coils 
soars beyond pragmatic existence, that it may become sat; for, it 
has then abandoned the association with asat, for the Brahma- 
kaivalya' is the state ‘of sat.
Cit
The mere attainment of the state of self-repose cannot
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be the final goals' Release from the burden of pragmatic lif e
may mean ease; but, it is more negative than positive. Thus
cessation of all afflications (duhka—nivrtti) cannot mean thev ,  ^ . *
state of perfection® In fact, the teachings of pragmatic life 
point to the truth that ahanda deserves always to be the goal of 
life in either its material existence or Its.philosophical 
journey. The individual soul, after Brahma-kaivalya, has to 
move forward towards ananda which is a positive entity. This 
journey from the sat to 'ananda, unlike the material movement 
faintly lighted up with the wane streak of modal knowledge, is 
illuminated with the light of perfect consciousness. This 
mellow light of consciousness stands for Yasu&eva. Hence sat 
can be held to be succeeded by oit. In other words, Brahman is 
superseded by Paramatma?.
Ananda.
Spiritual strivings are, at their best, nothing but 
modal knowledge. Modal knowledge is an off—shoot of Maya, for, 
Vidya*, the highest type of modal knowledge, has emerged from the 
Maya. The individual soul may attain Brahma-kaivalya and may, 
consequently, transcend mrtyu (death) or bhaya (affliction), by 
means of the modal knowledge which, is, in a sense, Avidya in 
being a Manifestation of Maya*. Since spiritual strivings are 
crowned with amrta or ananda?, one cannot strive for "ananda until 
One Is free from anxiety. This ahanda is realised through the 
Vidya when the votary has passed the whole way illuminated by
-100-
pure consciousness . Vasudeva stands for tlie Vidya. Thus avidya 
leads to Brahma—leaivalya while Vidya" makes for ananda* The 
Isopanisad observes that crossing death by Avidya", one finally 
attains ananda by Vidya# Ananda is but another name for 
Bhagavan.
Chapter VI 
Grades of the Bhagavata.
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Grades as represented by Sankara.
(A) Interrelation of the grades*
What is the interrelation among the grades? Are the 
grades independent of one another or are they relegated independ­
ently to the structure of reality as its independant aspects, or, 
is there a close unity among the grades?
We may summarily discard the first alternative^as the 
recognition of so many independent principles would militate 
against the non-dual struture of reality. Similarly, the grade 
cannot form links in the chain of hierarchy, as shown above, if 
they are independent aspects. Hence, the third possibility 
only is open to us.
In fact,, the Bhagavata has also adopted it as consist­
ent with its philosophy. The Bhagavata has expressly stated
that the essence of Bhagavan is the non-dual consciousness via
84
the Brahman of the Upanisads. In other words , the third grade
-101-
is but a manifestation of the fourth grade. Similarly, Para— .
matma or Yaau-deva, (the second grade) is traced to Bhagavan
_ _  85 '
(the third grade) whomsthe Bhagavata calls Krsna. So also,
Brahman (the first grade) is a revelation of Yasudeva (the 
86 87
second grade)• Lastly, Purusa has his essence in Brahman.
The Bhagavata has descx^ibed this fact in another way
i.e. from top to bottom. Thus turiya (the fourth grade) is
_  8 8
said to be'manifested as Bhagavan or ICrsna. Krsna, is manifested
• * —  89
in the shape of Yasudeva, in the state of meditation and vision.
Yasudeva reveals himself as Brahman; the latter has expressed it 
90 ‘ 91
self as Purusa, the inner controller.
According to the Bhagavata, each of the successive
grades is the manifestation of its immediately higher grade, till
we come up to the fourth grade, the non-dual consciousness.
Again, the fourth grade incorporates within itself all the three
grades taken jointly and/or severally. The structure of the four
grades is so that each higher grade implicates all grades that 
92
are below it.
On this principle* Bhagavan i.e. ICrsna of the Bhagavata
1 ■ *  m 1
is described as the second or first grade. To him are also as­
cribed the functions and characteristics that are generally 
assigned to the second or the first* This explains how krsna 
can function as adya-purusa Harayana dispelling maya with the 
aid of cit-sakti* Similarly, Bhagavan is conceived in the form of
purusa though Brahman should be held.prima facie to have been
94 .
manifested as Purusa. Conversely, Purusa, the first descent, is
\  .tv
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described as adi—purusa i.e. Narayana, the second grade.
It is on the same principle, that the avataras, who 
seemingly descend from Purusa as their nearest source, are des­
cribed, as having descended from and haying the characteristics 
of the grades beyond Purusa#
The intrinsic identity among the grades and the in-
96
corporation of the lower grade into the higher may be viewed 
from another point of view. The hierarchy among the grades is, 
from the psychological aspect, the progressive manifestation of 
potency in the votary duringthe oourse of his ascending the 
spiritual scale until he becomes Bhagavan with all potencies 
fully manifested# Viewed in this light, the micro-and-macro- 
cosmic identity may be reconciled.
(B) Grades propounded by Sankara•
The viewpoint that turiya, the ultimate, incorporates 
all the three lower grades, is also recognised by Sankara though
in a somewhat different way. Acarya remarks:-- -
sarpadi—vikalpa-pratis.edhenaiva raj ju-svarupa—pratipattivat 
tryavasthasyivatmanas turiyatvena pratipdpadayisitatvat;
tat— tvam-asitivat# Yadi hi tryavasthatma—■vilaksanam turiyam
 .     ■/ —— ^  " / -. ___
anyat, tat, pratipattidvarabhavat sastropadesanarthkyam sunyata—
97 A
pattir va. -
/ . —
Obviously Sankara holds that turiya incorporates all
the three grades. He also recognises Brahman of the Upanisads 
as consisting of four grades. But the fundamental distinction be­
tween Sankara and the Bhagavata lies in the fact that Santa ra
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lias iiad to discard the three other grades as illusory (mayika) •
The reason is not far to seek. Sankara has, at his disposal, 
only Mays', the principle of illusion, which he has employed to 
explain all dynamism* The Bhagavata, on the other hand, holds 
that all the three grades are really existent* To uphold their 
existence, the Bhagavata recognises principles such as Yogamaya*, 
atmamaya etc, wider in scope than Maya* Having in mind the small
/A*r
significance of Maya, TrtUpanisad has called the first grade,A ’ *
which is connected with Maya*, to be the starting point of des­
truction (mrta) while the other three grades as eternal (amrta)*
(a) The plea for examining the Mandukya.
Here then the Bhagavata differs fundamentally from
/ *
Sankara as to the nature of the grades* According to the 
Bhagavata all the four grades are true while Sankara maintains 
the fourth- grade (Brahman) as true and discards all the rest as 
illusory* Now, this divergence of opinions is based upon the 
conflicting interpretations of some passages of Mandukya*
The problem may be solved by the settlement of the 
question whether the description of the four grades in the 
Mandukya refers to the individual soul or to the cosmic soul*
Sankara holds that the grades in the Mandukya refer to the indi­
vidual soul; so except for the fourth grade which is the perfec­
tion of the individual soul, the other three grades, standing for 
the pragmatic life, are illusory. The Bhagavata contends that th<! 
grades refer to reality and they are all true not illusory.
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( b) Sankara's Contention.
The Mandukya describes the entire creation as equal to 
Brahman. Immediately after, it identifies the atman (as ayam 
atma) with Brahman. Following this statement, there is an iden­
tification of the ' ay am atma' with the catuspada (sorya& atma 
eatuspadj£$). This leads Sankara to the1 conclusion that catuspada 
(four grades) referring to *a y a m t m a 1 must belong to the indi­
vidual soul; for, the phrase ' ayma atma* means the individual
/ „
soul. The gist of Sankara1 s contention appears to be that
Brahman cannot be referred to by the term 1 this1 which is wont
to mean an object close to the observer's hand. Hence the four
grades that are described in the Mandukya as belonging to Tthisf
soul are obviously referring to the individual soul and not to
the cosmic soul. Therefore the four grades as belonging to the
individual soul are to be interpreted as pointing to four states
of jiva via waking state, dream, dreamless sleep and the fourth
state transcending all the three former pragmatic states.
(c) Sankara' s contention examined.
On this point, we submit that the description of the
four grades in the Mandukya primarily refers to the four grades
of reality,viz Brahman, Paramatma, Bhagavan and advaya jnaha.
The grounds on which our contention is based are as follows
1. Let us first ascertain the meaning of t he word (atma? which
the Mandukya refers to as 1 this1 ; for, the Mandukya describes
-  -  /  .
the four grades as relating to 'this' atma. How, Sankara himself
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interprets 1 ayam 'atma' * as the donotative sense of TOm’ i.e.
reality immanent as well as transoehdant. (Omkarabhidheyah
97/1
paraparatvena vyavasthitah),. and thus the phrase cannot, refer 
to the individual soul.
2. After delineating the fourth grade, the Mandukya concludes 
with the remark:— sa'atma, sa vijneyah i.e.this is the souloand 
this is the goal of knowledge. If atma means the individual 
soul, then the individual soul would be referred to by the 
Mandukya as the goal of knowledge. But this is against the 
tradition of the Upanisads.
3. There are definite indications In the other passages of the 
Mandukya, that cannot be consistent with the reference to the 
individual soul but can be considered in regard to Brahman only. 
The Mandukya describes the third grade as follows
esa sarvesvara esa sarvajna eso^itaryanii esa yonih sarvasya 
prabhavapyayau hi bhutaham (i.e. this is all-knowing, the 
lord of all, the inner-controller, the ultimate source of a ll 
beings and accounts for their origin^and destruction)» The 
individual soul could by no means be described as such.
4. All Upanisads are held by Sankara to have their final import
in Brahman. He has clearly stated this while., interpreting the
fourth Brahma-sutra (tat tu samanvayat) If the passage of the
Mandukya refers to the individual soul, then this fundamental
/
proposition of Sankara falls to the ground. There is ho other 
passage in the Mandukya which may refer to Brahman, to save the
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position of Sankara. Herloe it is consistent even with Sankara*£ 
proposition that the fourf::\r grades described in the Mandukya ref­
ers to Brahman and not to the individual soul.
5. In fact, Anandagiri has tried to explain that the four
grades described in the Mandukya do refer to Brahman though
/
apparently the Sruti may seem to describe the four grades as
referring to the individual soul.
But W e  point held out by the commentator still differs
from our standpoint. Though according to the commentator, the
grades may be referring to Brahman and not to the individual
soul, still, save and except the fourth grade, the other three
grades are illusory, We* on the other hand, contend that all
the four grades are real as referring to the Brahman of the
Upanisads*
#
(D) Corroboration of our contention.
Our contention that the four grades refer to reality 
and not to the individual soul is also substantiated by the 
evidence of Tri.Upanisad. The Upanisad reads as follows:—
katham Brahma ? saguna—nirguna-svarupam Brahma ; pada— 
catustayatmakam Brahma. Eim tat pada- ca t us t ay a tmafcam Brahma*■ * " - * si * *
bhavati ?, A v idyiT-padah suvidya-padah, "ananda-padah turiya-
padas ceti  Mulavidya- prathame pade, nanyatra; vidyanandaturi
yamsah sarvesu padesu. vyapya tisthanti. Evam tarhi vidyadTnam
bhedah katham ? tat—tat—pradhanyena tat^tad—vyapadesah. Yastutas
tu abheda eva. tatra adhastanam ekam padam avidya^&avalam bhavati;
-  _  ‘ 98
uparitana—pada— trayam suddha—bodhananda—lakaanam amrtam bhavati.
The same view is held by the Bhagavata*
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(E) Why Sankara ’interpreted the grades to belong to Jiva?
To appreciate the interpretation as given by San&ara*
/
the following point deserves consideration. Sankara was born in 
an age when Buddism had penetrated India through 'and through.
A
It was in those days when reality* as something positive, was to 
be defended not only means of logic against the negative intend
ks
pretation of the Buddists, Hence the task which lay before 
Sankara was to re-place Buddhism by the Upanisadic tradition and 
to uphold reality as a positive entity and the individual soul 
as identical with Brahman. Thus Sankara had to emphasise the 
fourth state of the individual soul as identical with Brahman, 
the positive reality.
Thus, whatever the interpretation of the Sunya-vada may
/ ,
be, to Sankara, the establishment of the positive reality of the 
atman (atma-pratistha) was the sum and substance of his philos­
ophy. For this, he had to discard all impositions upon the 
individual soul as illusory; he ultimately asserted the posi­
tive entity of the 'atman by identifying it with Brahman. SanKara 
had established Brahman as something positive and not negative. 
This he did on the basis of the Upanisads. All his attempts are* 
therefore* centred round discarding the limitations (upadhis) of 
the individual soul, so that i^ may rest at ease* grounded upon 
its intrinsic nature of pure existence (svarupa—sthiti).
(F) Sankara and the Bhagavata compared.
(a) Sankara's position explained.
I.—./j i BO M 1,1 mu'Swi ii. 'ifiBi » i mi J.‘e»'■ iq
V/© pnopose "to tiirow upon tlis position of snn3$nx,&
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by an illustration .from the Yqga-vasi$ha. There is a story that 
a prince was lost in a forest. The prince himself was not aware 
that he belonged to a royal family. He wandered for years in the 
forest until he was found one day. He was cleansed, shaved 
and washed. Ultimately, he was crowned.
Sankara has established the identity of the individual 
soul lost into the maze of pragmatic existence. His philosophy 
is mainly concerned with the question of cessation of afflictions 
(duhkha—nivrtti).Peaceful rest marked by the termination of all 
mundane limitations seems to be the goal of his philosophy.
But it must not be assumed that,in order to do justice 
to the demands of his time, Sankara had no time to notice this 
pure existence of the soul, culminating in the states of know- 
ledge and bliss. To Sankara, also, Brahman of the Upanisads 
was not only sat (existence) but also cit (intelligence) and
ananda (bliss). This fact may be illustrated by the interpre—
f —tation of Sankara dealing with the aphorism —  ^tat tu samanvayatT
where Brahman is as existent as he is self-luminous and self-
contented (idantu paramarthikam nitya-trptam svayam-jyotih-
*  * * *
svabhavam)•
(b) Position of the Bhagavata.
The Bhagavhta following the trend of the Upanisads, 
has developed upon Bankara, by conceiving reality as having four 
eternal grades, Brahman, Par amatma, Bhagavan and non-dual conscious* 
ness. It holds that spiritual aspirations reach their
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perfection by soaring beyond pure existence of reality to non­
dual consciousness, through the medium of pure knowledge (cit) 
and pure bliss (ananda)»
(c) The Bliagavata supplements Sankara.
With the aid of Maya*, the principle of illusion,
Sankara ascended to Brahman which he recognised to be the fourth
state of the individual soul. In order to reach this goal,
/
Sankara had to discard the three other pragmatic states of the
individual soul, vig waking, dream and dreamless sleep. Thus ;
/ ,
Sankara employed the method of exclusion for the attainment of 
Brahman, the fourth and ultimate state of the individual soul.
The Bliagavata has recognised the position of Sankara.
It admits that in order to reach Brahman, (the first grade of 
reality) , one should resort to the method of exclusion j&r dis­
carding the three pragmatic states vis waking state etc. But 
the Bhagavata does not stop there. It soars further from 
Brahman to Paramatma, then to B hag avail and ultimately to advaya 
jnana. For this further soaring, the Bhagavata has employed
the method of trascendence, in supplement to the method of ex- 
/ .
elusion of Sankara. It is an outlook whereby all manifestations 
whether cosmic or supercosmic are integrated into one spiritual 
Qpmmonwealth. The method of .transcendence posits that Brahman 
incorporates within itself the, world though ^he realisation of 
Brahman was obtained, at the outset, by discarding the world.
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The method of transcendence further posits that Brahman is trans­
cended by Paramatma and so on^until we reach/£ion-dual consciousnes
(d)■Difference of stahdpofrits,
/
Sankara, by employing the method of exclusion, had to
shut out the objective world, in order to reveal reality beyond
/
the objective world. Sankara* s outlook contemplates a contra­
diction between absolute reality and the world. One cannot have 
the vision of reality and that of the world simultaneously• The 
Bhagavata, 011 the other hand, seems to entertain a standpoint 
where this contradiction has coalesced into one integral whole 
marking the absolute harmony between world and reality, This 
standpoint has been expressed by the Bhagavata which observes 
that under four circumstances, non-dual consciousness emerges 
as the living substance of reality. They are i—
asij jnanam atho hyartha ekam evavikalpitam.
-  _  99yada viveka—nipuna, adau, krta-yuge-yuge..
wThe duality between reality and the world melts away under four 
circumstances. To the wise, there is never any duality; before 
the creation there was also no duality. In the golden era, it
is conceived that there was an enlightened mass of people to
whom unity was a living truth# Lastly, duality fades away
when any one transcends the space-time scheme1 #
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Chapter Til 
Is reality of the dualists higher
m ■i'wi i— — — w * * — ■ MMn  .................  n«'» " w  i ■ j.n i
than
that of~The monists?
(A) fundamental misconception.
The Yaisnava sects which arose after Sankara often 
contend that reality which they worship as the highest, is 
higher than that of the Sankara school* Brahman of Sankara, the$ 
assert, is only a light of Bhagavan, the supreme of the Vais- 
nava sects.
Krsnadasa Kaviraja, a great exponent of the Yaisnava 
school of Bengal, writes, at the introduction of his work T0ai~ 
tanya—caritamrta1 about the Brahman of the Upanisads as follows 
1yad advaitam Brahmopanisadi tad apyasya tanubha.’
w  *
Brahman of the Upanisads is nothing but the light of Krsna,
Though in later Yaisnavism, this contention has been
*  *
much emphasised to embitter the relation between the monists and 
the dualists, yet, it must be pointed out to the credit of 
earlier Yaisnavism, that the fundamental unity between Brahman
*■ _ v .
and Bhagavan, was not lost sight of by scholars like Rupa-
gosvamr and Jiva—gosvami. Thus Rupa observes
Brahma nirdharmakam vastu nirvisesam amurtikam*
• -  r ' 1 0 0  
itI suryopamasyasya kathyate tat prabhopamam.,
“ Though the living substance between Brahman and 
Bhagavan is the same, yet, Brahman is described by analogy to be 
the light of Bhagavan, because of its character of undifferen­
tiated mass of intelligence.”
—112—
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Jiva also corroborates this view.
(B) Krsnadasa "Kaviraja? s' view reviewed.
*  0 l n   i.......... ................................ ................................ ................................
The claim of the later Vaisnavas is based upon the
confusion between Brahman, of the Upanisads and Brahman, the
first grade. We agree to the contention of .Krsnadasa Kaviraja
that Brahman, the first grade, Is the splendour of Bhagavan,
the third grade of reality, but we cannot accept the view that
Brahman of the Upanisads is the light of Bhagavan, Krsna of
# * *
the Vaisnavas. Brahman of the Upanisads and Brahman, the first
grade, are two distinct concepts. Brahman of the Upanisads
means reality consisting of all the four grades i.e. Brahnan,
Paramatma, Bhagavan and advaya Jnana. The Bhagavata has clearly
used the word ’Brahman1-.-' in the meaning of all the grades of
102
reality, taken together# Evidently, therefore, the word 
’Brahman1 as used In the sloka ’vadanti1 etc, and interpreted 
by us as the first grade of reality, is the lowest, in the scale 
of the grades.
Why does the Bhagavata describe the first grade as 
Brahman? Because the first grade pervades the world (vrwhana). 
Brahman, the-first grade, or, to borrow the terminology of 
Tr.Upanisad,avidyaipada is so designated because MayaT, the 
dynamic aspect of Brahman, has evolved into the material world. 
Though really Maya evolves, yet Brahman is aaid to evolve because
/ / J-03
of the Identity between sakti and saktiman.
Thus the concept of Brahman of the Upanisads and
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Brahman, the first grade, being different, the contention of
ICrsnadasa Kaviraja, based upon the confused identity between
the t wo 33 rahmans , i s unme r i t e d •
'Reality of' the Gital
The Gita’ throws some light on this point. The Gita
seems to have acknowledged the grades of reality, though in
different terms. Brahman, first grade, has been designated as
Ksara, by virtue of its/6osing out into pragmatic existence
through its potency, maya. Vasudeva or Paramatma, being the
mere witness, is called aksara. But beyond KTsara and aksara,
is uttama purusa who controls all; being the supreme lord, he
_  „ 1 0 4
is also.called Paramatma. The supreme lordship of uttama 
purusa closely corresponds to the description of the third 
grade in the Mandukya:—
?esa sarvesvarah....• esontaryami1 etc. It suggests that the
third grade -of Mandukya is the Paramatma of the Gita.
Thus it appears that ksara, aksara and purusottama
of the Gita, correspond to Bhagavata1 s Braliman, Paramatma and
Bhagavan respectively.
(D) Brahman of the Sarava Upanisad«
Sectarian Yaisnavism is fed with the doctrine of the
Bhagavata. It is, again, the misinterpretation of the Bhagavata,
that has led the later Yaisnavism to that extravagant claim.
In fact, the word 1 Brahman* , misunderstood by the Yaisnavas In
*• *•
Bhagavata context, is not unique with the Bhagavata, to mean the
—114—
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first grade. The Sarava Upanisad also uses the word ’Brahman1 
to mean the same thing via the first grade
Parat parataram Brahma, yat-parat parato Earih,
-/ c lostat-parat parataro hisas tasmat stutyodhiko na hi..
(E) Our suggestion.
Still the use of the word ’Braliman' in 1vadanti* etc 
is not quite happy, we admit. A distinction is required to 
avoid confusion between the two Brahmans? . What the Gita calls 
ksara, the Bhagavata calls Brahman, 'We refer accordingly,- to
i
the Brahman, the first grade, as ksara—Brahman-:;■' 4&nd to the• *
Brahman of the Upanisads as aksara-Brahman.
m t  -
How, with Krsnadasa Kaviraja, we admit that ksara—
*  +  *  -
brahman, as an undifferentiated mass of intelligence, is the
light of Bhagavan. We, at the same time, assert, on the basis
of the Bhagavata, that aksara—Brahman as consisting of all the
four grades, is higher than Krsna whom the Bhagavata calls
Bhagavan, the third grdde. Aksara./ Brahman, the sum-total of
all the four grades, is the Brahman of the Upanisads. How can*
this Braliman of the Upanisads be:the light, of Krsna?
-115-
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CHAPTER Vllle
Reality of th e Wo rid 
and
non-duality of reality.
Tit — nir^ —rp in  ii iwin • n nn t nrn.iin~iii mJtiifc i '■ir ir ~t 1 ' in hi "i "i —i—“ ~i—^  r1—
(A) Maya explains nlux^ality,
Maya is the principle? whi cb the Bhagavata holds ? 
to account for the appearance of plurality. The Bhagavata 
has defined Maya" as followss»
rtettham yat pratiyeta na pratiyeta catmani.
^  _  106
tad vidy&t atmano may an yathanh&so ye/bha tamah , •
The principle which accounts for the appearance of
the worldj without any objective counter-part, is Maya. .Real™
ity shows itself as the empirical world which has diversity
107
in its sfructure, Maya is the potency of ksara-brahman 5 and
there is identity between safcti and saktiman*. The. ksara-
107/1 *
Brahman is manifested as the empirical w or Id .> While Maya 
cannot create anything real in the sense of absolute, ksara-
Brahman, lying at the background of creation is appearing,
  ‘ 108
through the Maya., as the phenomenal world. The world being
the appearance of Brahman? has no reality apart from, ksara-
Brahman. Thus the world of apparent diversity does not affect
the doctrine of non-duality* of reality,
(B) Relations between reality said the world.
The intimate connection between the world, said reality 
(ksara-Brahman) has been approaced in the Bhagavata, through
117*
all- possible concepts. It says of the universe s -
jasmin yato yena, ca yasya yasmai
yad yo yatha kurute karyate ca.
paravare^am paramam prak prasiddham
109
tad Brahma tad dhetur ananyad efeam..
110
There are other instances on this point.
Behind the appearance of plurality, absolute indeter­
mination is at work. The reality has manifested the world in
111
order to realise its own intrinsic beauty and charm. It has
ma.de itself Immanent in creation, in the shape of Purusa., the
first descent who enjoys the objective universe* But reality
is not only imminent in the universe, it is also beyond the
universe. All conception of the hierarchical grades Is based
upon the view that reality has transcended the universe* Thus
112.
reality is both immanent and transcendent!
(G) Purusa - the custodian of non-duality*
The concept of purusa as the reality, imminent in 
the creation, justifies non-duality even if confronted with 
the empirical plurality. While the Individual souls are wan­
dering In the maze of plurality which appears to them the 
only truth, the concept of non-duality does not appear to their 
conventional reasoning. It Is purusa who always keeps burning" 
the torch of consciousness revealing non-duality as the inner­
most core of apparent diversity.
Like Fatanjali, the Bhagavata has conceived Purusa., 
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as the primordial teacher, always ready, from, the start
of creation, to instill into the truman mind the divine spark 
of knowledge, to which non-duality is the living truth* Purusa 
is eternally awake to the spiritual vision of non-duality*
The individual souls are all endowed, with vidya thanks to 
Purusa, so that even within the pragmatic existence, there is 
at least one person -viz Purusa to whom non-duality is truest or all 
the times.
The apparent diversity of the world fits in, in this 
way, with the non-dual structure of Braliman. Monism reigns, in 
the Bhagavata, as the highest concept of reality.
(D) Final conclusion as to the Interpretation of 
Tvadanti* etc.
Reality has been approached from, different angles 
and the final conclusion as to the nature of reality is that 
reality is non-dual consciousness, the same reality pervades 
all the grades viewed in their hierarchical order.
In this sense, both the interpretations by Sricihara 
and Jivagosvami of the sloka rvadanti-t- etc, can be reconciled. 
Reality is one and only one - says Sridhara$ reality has dif­
ferent grades - says Jiv&gosvami. We propose to supplement both 
these truths b^r/asserting that reality is not exhausted in the 
three grades. It has Incorporated the three grades but is 
still something more. It Is the fourth grade which the Bhag­
avata calls non-dual consciousness. This Is the highest truth 
of the. Bhagavata.
CH&.PTER IX.
F ro m g ib s t r a c t  t o  c o n c r e te .
(A ) K rs n a  -  th e  BliaA’avan. o f  th e  Bhagav a ta ,.
• ■ ■
The p r im a r y  t a s k  o f th e  P u r earn l i t e r a t u r e  i s  t o
p r e s e n t  p h i lo s o p h ic  t r u t h s  i n  such a  fo rm  t h a t  even  laym en
w i l l  be  a b le  t o  a s s im i la t e  them.. A c c o r d in g ly ,  th e  a b s t r a c t
c o n c e p t o f  B h a g a va n , ( th e  t h i r d  g ra d e  o f  r e a l i t y , )  i s ,  t o
th e  B h a g a v a ta , K rs n a , a l i v i n g  p e r s o n a l i t y  o f  f r e s h  and
b lo o d ,  a p a ra g o n  o f  b e a u ty  p e r p e t u a l l y  re n e w in g  i t s e l f ,
p la y in g  upon, h is :  i n v i n c i b l e  l u t e  and w a rm ly  e m b ra c in g  cow he rd
women a sse m b le d  a t  th e  b a n k  o f  th e  Jum na, i n  th e  f  u l  I-m o  o n -  l i  t
n ig h t s  o f  th e  a u tu m n . K rs n a  o f  th e  B h a g a v a ta  i s  th e  p o p u la r
» •  *■
em bod im ent o f  t h e  a b s t r a c t  p r in c ip le -  v i x  p u re  b l i s s  ( a h a n d a )« 
With*, th e  h e lp  o f  a l l e g o r y ,  m e ta p b e i* , c r e a t iv e  Im a g in a t io n ,  th e  
P u ra h a s  h a v e  p re s e n te d  th e  a b s t r a c t  p r i n c i p l e s  i n  c o n c re te  
fo rm s  t o  a p p e a l t o  th e  common p e o p le .
(B ) I s  K rs n a  a  c o n t r i b u t i o n  o f  th e  B h a g a v a ta  ?
*  9  »
We h a v e  shown above t h a t  th e  f o u r t h  g ra d e  o f  r e a l i t y  
i s  in d e s c r ib a b le .  B u t  as th e  P u r anas a re  o u t  t o  d e s c r ib e  
r e a l i t y  to  common p e o p le ,  th e y  h a ve  to  f a l l  b a c k  up on  th e  
h ig h e s t  p o in t  w h e re  s a b d a  can  I 'e a o h , . T h is  h i ^ i e s t  p o in t  i s  
B h ag avan . The B h a g a v a ta  h a s ,  a c c o r d in g ly ,  d e s c r ib e d  t h i s  
t h i r d  g ra d e  as th e  h ig h e s t  r e a l i t y  th o u g h  i t  i s  n o t  r e p re s e n te d  
th e r e  a s  B h a g a v ih  b u t  as lu te -m o u th e d  K rs n a .
1 2 0 *
Krsna Is however, not the original contribution of* 
the Bhagavata as the Idea may be seen afloat before. Neverthe­
less, Hie lovely structure of the concept of Krsna, that 
appeals to and stirs the innermost core of our being is def­
initely the Bhagavata! s most outstanding contribution to 
the world literature.
(C) The concept of Krsna analysed*
* * •
(1) Is Krsna itythleal ?
* » •
In order to judge the life and personality of Krsna 
from; philosophic standpoint, it Is necessary to trace the^  
principles and circumstances under which the concept of Krsna 
has developed. Our attempt has twofold purpose in view. It 
will, on the one hand, show how the popular concept of Krsna 
has been deduced from the abstract concept of reality by the 
creative imagination of the Hindus, while, on the other, it 
may supply materials against those who are prone to discard 
the stories in the Puranas, charging them, as legends and myths 
and fabrications of imagination running riot*
(2) Krsna - Bhagavan.
The Bhagavata has laid down the equation that Krsna
and Bhagavan, the third grade of reality> are identical. It
— 113/1
boldly asserts that Bhagavan. means Mukunaa. Mufcunda is
113/2
another name for Krsna. Thus, indirectly, the Bhagavata.
holds that Bhagavan and Krsna are Identical. The Bhagavata
has also explicitly expressed the Identification that Krsna.
is none other than Bhagavan himself (Krsnas tu Bhagavan 
114
svayami ). a
xgaviai Krsna cannot be other than, blade, (a) We 
have seen before that Bhagavan, the third grade of reality 
stands for susupti-pada^ It is a state wher/aLl diversity fuses 
into one integral, whole. This phenomenon ox alX-absorp11 on 
reminds us of moonless night (amaba,sya), when the world be­
comes, a,s it were, absorbed in alI~embracing gloom.. Bhagavan
115
being the melting crucible of all diversity, may. have been
described as dark, (b) The absence of all colours is black.
Bhagavan, being marked by the absen.ee of all conditions, may
• have been,'. on Hie basis of popular analogy, described as
black, (c) Tomf , the mysterious: syllable, has been described 
before ’
y as suggesting the three" grades of reality. We have seen that
1 a 1 stands for Brahman, tu t for paramatma and tm l for Bhagavan.
The Dhyanablndu Upanisad describes the colours of these as
followss ■ '
akarah pitavarnah syat raj o.~guna uiiritah.
»  »  •  »  *
ukarah sattvikah suklo makarah. krsna-1 amasah . a 
*  *  »  » •
Here *mr or Bhagavin has been clearly described as
black.
(4) Krsna - the name of Bhagavan.
Originally, Bhagavan, the third, grade, was krsnai 
(black). Later on, Bhagavan' became rKrsna.-n tWith the develop­
ment of Yaisnavism, Bhagavan, the krsna (black) became Bhagavan 
Krsna, meaning a particular personality standing out against 
the other concepts of reality.
~l oo
JUC-, iCt .
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(5) Krsna - Siva.
As Krsna Is only a designation of Bhagavan, the third 
grade of reality, Krsna. and Hudra are identical, for, both the 
designations refer to the same truth.
(a) Brahmopanisad has described reality as follows j- 
athasya purusasya catvari sthanani bhavanti s « 
habhir, hr day am., kanthani, murdha ca,. tatra catus- 
padam Brahma vibhatif jagarite Brahma, svapne Visnuh, 
susuptsn Rudras, turiyam alesaram..
Here we find that, in the catus-pada series, Brahman, 
the third, grade is mentioned as Hudra.
(b) From. Varava, Upanisad also the status of Hudra 
as the third grade of reality may be/ascer t aine d % »
par at par at ar am Brahma, yat par at par at o Harih.
-/ - ctat par at parataro his as tasmat stutyodhiko na hi . *
—* / /
Isa of *the Sarava Upanisad is Hudra. as can be 
gathered from the context.
(c) Again, Visnu and Siva, (Hudra) are described in
*i •
the S'kanda Upanisad as mutually identical s -
Sivaya Visnu-rupaya Slva-rupaya Vlsnave,
/ " . “  /o 117
Sivasya hrdayam Visnuli Visnos ca hrdayam Sivah
According to the Bhagavata sls-e, Visiiu and Krsna 
are identical^ it follows, then, that Si vet and Krsna are also 
identical..
All this shows that the conflict between the Saivas 
and the Vaisnavas is unmerited^ for, both ’of them, worship
123.
the seme reality, though the names may be different.
(6 ) Krsna - the two-handed.
Krsna is the name for Bhagavan, the third grade
which is conceived to be tie final goal of attainment (priTptm)
Beyond that, is the fourth grade which the Mirdukya has des-
eribed as inscrutable. The conception of attainment may be
carried only up to the third grade, in other words, Bhagavan
±b /to empirical individuals;, the perfection of all spiritual
aspirations. Hie is the highest ideal of humanity. Bhagavan,
then, standing for the perfection of humanity, may be conceived
118, 119,
as two-handed as all human beings are,
(7) Lute of Krsna.
* * *
(a) Indetermination. of the absolute
* m u .    nr nnniiiiii i nn, ~r . l r n m i n ^ n i  g m »n*T|in n .i,m . nrT»i     r ^  tX n.mwrnwwiHi n » . im iii,n in im u
The lute of Krsna, has gained fame due to Its power
of breaking the fetters of pragmatic existence (durjara-geha™
/ . 120 ’ _
srhkhala) and drawing towards him. all gopis living in Vrndavana..
The absolute is working behind the spiritual and material mani­
festations, But It has a knack to bring back all diversity to 
its original status of non-dual consciousness. If reality had
only the Independence to unfurl., without the power to bring 
ishe
back to original status, then the indetermlnation of
ideality could not be absolute, but conditional. Thus immersion 
and emersion both pertain to the intrinsic nature of reality,
(b) Gopis,
Thus while creation Is complete, the Individual souls 
are natur^ally endowed with lust f or enjoying happiness. All
1 2 4 :.
individual souls, are, in a way, gopis as they are all in search
of Krsna, standing for ehanda* The alluring nature of Incan da
is symbolised in the concept of Krsna1 ^  lute., '.It is due to 
their desire for realising perfect''aman^da that the gopis take
to spiritual strivings, by cut 'ling asunder the knots of pragmatic
existence and at last meet that panama Purusa*
(c) Vrndavana.
 ^ niwry >1*. WtM
Bhagavan had promised that he would not move a single
step out of Vrndavana. Hence Vrndavana is the place where
_ 121 — / '
Bhagavan resides for ever. Isopanisad deleaves that reality
has pervaded everything. Hence all existence whether cosmic
or spiritual Is blessed with the presence of Is^ a, the supreme.
All this Implies that we are all gopis and are all inhabitants
of Vrndavana.
This attraction has been variously designated as
divine grace, the fervour of devotion and lastly the lute
of Krsna. Krsna Is so called for he attracts (karsatiti lirsnah). 
•  .  .  * • *  *  *  *  .  *
(d) Secret of rasa. lilaT
Thought we all are inhabitants of Vrndavana, yet, for 
us, Bhagavan is still asleep. His lilas commence with fkunja~ . 
bhahga* I*e. with the moment when, lying with his beloved, he 
will be awakened by the gopis. In other"words, we are to 
awaken, the highest In us by means of consciousness so that 
we can witness the infinite lilas of Bhagavan* It is only 
when the barriers of pragmatic existence are broken that the. 
individual soul Will attain, the deepest embrace of Bhagavan.
This, in fact, is the secret of rasa-lila where all souls, 
like gopis, become one with Bhagavan*
(e) Ananda, - The final goal*
Enjoyment of innate ecstasy has been responsible fox1 
different manifestations of reality* And so, Brahman, or
rather Purusa, enjoys the gross world; Paramatma enjoys_ 122. 
the subtle, while Bhagavan enjoys pure bliss.
Gaudapada remarks s ~
Visvo hi. sthulabhun nityam Taijaso pra^vivikta-bhuk. 
'ahanda-bhuk tatha Frsynas ttridha bhogam nivoclhata *.
sthulam. tarpayate visvani praviviktsm tu taijasam.
_    * ' 123
anandas ca tatha prajnau tridha trptim nibodhata . *
Again?Gaudapada concludes s e
   ^ t”__ — .
bhogartham srstir ityanye krdartfoam iti-xapare^ 
dalvasyaisa avabhavoyam. aptakamasya ka sprba ..
CD) Krsna - the perfection cf emotional life.
* * *
Moulded of beauty said charm, Krsna stands for the 
perfection of emotional life. S.Freud has pointed out that 
I<itoa (sex instinct) is the root-instinct that constitutes the 
foundation of our life* The artistic concept of Krsna is 
the result of the paramount sublimation of that instinct.
Here lies the special ■contribution of the Bhagavata 
that it has presented to us a concept of reality and an appro­
priate method of spiritual approach (sadhana) by which Kama, 
the root-instinct of our life, may be so sublimated that the 
votary, without excluding any of his mental phenomena, will 
find the highest fulfilment of spiritual life, by the attain-
126.
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ment of para bhakti (supreme fervour of devotion). The 
Bhagavata concludes that by listening to the dalliances of 
the gopis with iCrsna, the votary would conquer kama (the base 
sexual instinct) , followed by the dawning of para hhekti s«- 
vikriditam vraj a-v&dhufohir I dan ca, Visnoh
X  •  *  ’  -  *
sraddhanvitofeusrnuyad atha varnayed yah.
bh&ktim param Bhagavati. prati™labhya fcin'Siji:
-  / 2 2 5
hrd-rogam asvapahinotyarlreim dhirah , .
~  _
Conclusion - Bhavata, the sattvata-samhlta.
The BhaTgavata describes itself as Sattvata-samhitlP
_ " 127
and as such it owes allegiance to Vasudeva, the supreme' deity*
Tlioughthe Bhagavata is essentially engaged-with Krsna, yet
its allegiance to Vasudeva is not affected; for, krsna is but
•  *  *
the essence of Vasudeva.
The Bliagavata seems to have classified the four
grades of reality into two sections. It calls the first three
/ 128 129
grades as sabda-Brahman, while the fourth grade as para-Brahman«
Again, the Brahman, of the Upanisads-, consisting of fur grades,
130.
is the para-devata of the Bhagavata.
For all practical purposes, Bhagavan Krsna is the 
para devateu He Is the highest point of sab da-Brahma. Hence 
the Bhagavata, a colossal embodiment of sabda, is justified in
being mainly engaged/w ith Krsna and- his manifestation,
—  /
Vasudeva*
127* 
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Chapter 1
Sri-Krsna - the f inal" imp orb 
of the Bhagavata.
CA) The Bhagavata. - concerned with Sri~ICrsna<
The Srimad Bhagavata is sc^alled because it is pre­
dominantly concerned with Sri-Ersna. This point is el aba? at ed 
by means of an episode at the beginning of the Bhagavatas 
Vyasa, the alleged composer of the Mahabharata, was still un­
satisfied* With a restless niind, he approached ITarada, a gee at 
hermit? in order to ask about means for peace of mind* XTarada, 
retorted that the main reason9 why Vyasa was still unsatisfied, 
lay in the fact that s though he had described various subjects 
including reality, yet he has not composed any work which is 
exclusively devoted to the description of reality*> Mind can­
not attain peace unless reality has been described, in its de­
tails. Thus, the Bhagavata exclaims g . * * *.
/  .
idam hi pumsas tapasah srutasya va
svistasya sulcbasya ca buddha- datt ay oh *
avic$utor tho kavi&hir nirupito
/ - 1
yad uttamah™slolca-gunaaiuvarnanam0
/ 2
This 1 uttamah-sloka* is none else than Krsna. So 
• - *.
the episode implies that it was.because the Bhagavata is primarily
128.
concerned with Sri-Krsna that Vyasa* s purpose was fulfilled 
and he found peace of mind, whether Vyasa is the author of 
the Bhagavata- or not, the episode wants to bring home the 
fact that the Bhagavata is built upon the cornier stone of the 
life and activities of Sri-Krsna. So the Bhagavata has con­
cluded with the remark % -
atra samkirtitah saksat sarva-papa-haro Harih.
    / _  _ 3
narayano hrsikeso bhagavan sattvatam. patfh.,
(B) The Bfiagavata incorporated the teachings of Krsna
The intimate* connection between Krsna and the 
Bhagavata may be also shown in a different argument. In Haim- 
is ar any a, where the whole of the Bhagavata is alleged to have 
been recited, the assemly of the hermits had asked Suta, the 
narrator, the following j-
vruhi. yogesvare Krsne brahmanye dhama-varraani.
_ / d
svam leastham adhunopete dharmah. kam- sarsnam gatah ..
"How that Krsna has departed from this world, tell 
us to whom has religion resort, in the absence of Krsna."A • • •
/
Suta replied, s -
Krsne sva-dhamopagate dhamia™jnafia-dibhih saha*
/- —  c B
kal an nasta-draam esa puranarfcodhunoditah e.
' X
"After the departure of Krsna, religion which was so 
long sheltered in Krsna, found a new abode in the Bhagavata."
(C) Theological standpoint as to the relation be-
tween ’Krsna, and Bh.f?
*  #  »
The- theologians contend that though Krsna, had apparen­
tly departed from, this world at the end of the Bvapara era, yet
he, in fact, cash off his human form and took shelter ip the 
Bhagavata which served as his verbal form.* This explains why;- 
listening to the Bhagavata inspires devotion towards Krsna, as 
the Bhagavata claims
yasyia vai Krsne parama-piruse. ■ ■
/ _  J?
bhaktir utpadyate pumsah s oIca-molia-bliayapaha. .
The theologians take pains to giv/e a-psychological ' 
analysis of the process involved in the origin of devotion to­
wards Krsna. To substantiate their view they quote the Bhag­
avata as follows 5~
srnvatah sradhaya nityam. grnatas ca sva-cestitsm. 
natidirghena lcalena. Bhagavan vis ate hrdi.. 
pravistah Icarna-randhrena svaham bhay a-saro~ruham. 
dhunoti samalam Krsnah salilasya yatha sarat .. 
dhautatma purusah Ki^sna-pada-niulaii na muncati.
/  ' -  ■ / Jmulcta-sarva-par ilcle sah panthah. sva-saransm yatha. ,
The. substance of the abcv e is that listening to the 
episode of Krsna, produces devotion, by jourifying the mind. 
Devotion, as we shall see later, is understood as a type of 
revelation and'not merely sublimated emotion. Xt means intuit­
ive knowledge i.e. direct perception. Yet the question iss 
how can sound, which, listening to the episodes of Krsna stands
for, lead to perceptual, knowledge^ The theologians have quoted
/
the well-known theory of the Vivarana school of Sankara, which 
holds that even sound (sab da) can produce perceptual knowledge . 
For instance, listening to the Vedanta, may lead to the percep­
tual knowledge of Brahman.
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This process lias found a, practical demonstration in 
the life of iTarada who conveys his autobiography to Vyasa in the 
following strain -s-
ittham s arat-pr avrsilcavrtu Hareh 
vi^rnvato menus avam. yasomalam.
samkirtyamaiiay munibhir- mahatmabhih
K ^
bhatih pravrttatma-raj as-tsmojpaha.„ . • - - - -
The status of Marada is very high in the Bhagavata, which
holds that the doctrine of devotion (sattvata tantra) was pro- 
9
pagated by him; his very life demonstrates the theory that lis­
tening to Krsna produces devotion.
The fundamental contention of the theologians as to the 
relation between Krsna and the Bhagavata is that Krsna has found 
embodiment in the Bhagavata. The moral is that Bhagavata stands 
for all that was best in Krsna, Thus the theologian view throws 
light upon, the fact that the Bhagavata is substantially given to 
the episodes and teachings of Krsna,
(D) Krsna - the soul cf the Bhagavata*
> • ~~...   I tfTi^-nu-^mnriir Ti III ifm i ■> inmiiiw mi u ..itr.iiwn  ■■ irpn .  ■■ TwnnrTpi itii i ii iu i niiiH iw A jq, ii. mwi i
It is no wonder then, that out of the five fundarre it al- "■ 
questions asked of &uta by the assembly of the hermits, at the be­
ginning of the Bhagavata, four relate to Krsna, Krsna has ten• • * * . »
referred to in every Skandha, of the Bhagavata, To wit, the
second Skandha refers to Krsna in the episode of Brahma and
Farada. In the third Skandha, the dialogue between Vidura and
Uddhava brings in Krsna, So in every bother Skandha, Moreover,
the tenth Skandha which is the largest of all, is exclusively
devoted to-Krsna.
*  # *
130 a,®
The Bhagavata holds that it has utilised all the twelve 
volumes (Skandhas) as pegs- to hang on the episodes of Krsna., ■ To 
prove this, the Bhagavata describes how It incorporates the ten 
topics, as follows^™
atra sargo visargas ca sthanam posanam utayah.
/ „  _  1/ 16*
manvantaressanukatha mrodho muktir asrayah..
Of these ten themes, the explanations of which are to be 
_  11 ' 
found in the Bhagavata itself, nine are subo rdlnated to the last
I. e . to the asraya. The Bhagavata holds that It Is for the better
understanding of the tenth that the other nine sub j ects have
■ 12 — / " 
been drawn upon., It. defines the tenth (asraya) as follows s -
abhasas ca nlrodhas7 ca yatostys,dhyavasiyate.
-  - / 13 .
sa asrayah par am Brahma paramatmeti sabdyate..
Though all the ten themes are diffused in the other 
volumes, the tenth volume of the Bhagavata Is absolutely given 
■to the description of reality, the subject vis; asraya. Sridhara^ 
the commentator, has defined the nature of this asraya at the 
introductory verses, at the beginning of the tenth volume, thus % - 
visva- s ar ga-vis argadi-nava- laks ana- laks it am*
Sr IHSrsn aidiy au par am. dhama j agad-dhaina namami tat ..
dasame da^amam. laksyam asrltasraya-vlgraham. 
kridad Yadu-kulambhod^im paranandaiE iidiryaie..
CHAPTER IX.
The Status of Krsna.
p m  ii i > m  it m iii<».i i irriiiT rr'tniw rnni T^r i —i~ " ~i r—  rrr ~tf" ~*~i I" '~i' ~P^ i— *T *■*■
(A) XCcsna - the source of all. descents*
In order to appreciate the status.of Krsna in relation 
to the various types of descents (avatars,) it is necessary to 
examine the nature of four out of /five fundamental questions? 
put to Sutay by the assembly of, the hermits* at the lialmlsararya* 
They are s-
(1) sit a Janasi bhadram te bhagavan sattvatam patiln
Devakysm. Vasudevasya jato yasya clkirsayiu.
(2 ) tasya karmaii^nadS^ani- parigltani suribhih.
bruhl nah sraddaclituiauam, lilaya dadftatajt kalah . •
(3) athakhyahi Harer cOhiman avatara~lcathah subhah*
lila vidadhatah svairan Isvarasyatnm-imyayiu •
(4) vayam tu na vltrpyama uttamah-sXoka~vilo?em e«
yac chrnvatam rasa,~ j ninam sv&du svadu pade pade *«
lertavin kila karmani Rameua saha Kesavah*
-  ‘ 16
ati-martyani bhagavan guclhah tepata-manusah* *
fliese four questions may be re-arranged in the fbflow­
ing way $-*
The second and the third questions refer to the act­
ivities of Hari (Krsna) displayed as different descents £ they 
reveal themselves through the cosmic process (Icalpavat aras etc) 
in order to maintain law and order in the world without being 
perceptible5 some of 'the desoen 1s/reveal themselves as saviour
132,
coming down to liberate humanity* The foiirthrquestion relates 
to Krsna himself when he was doing various acts , in the com­
pany of B'alarama at the end of the Dvapara eta; whereas the 
first question is about the mission of ICrsna who was born in 
this world as the son of Devaki and Vasudeva#
The trend of these questions, taken together, sug­
gests that it was Krsna who was b o m  as various types viz 
cosmic as well as. saviour descents* it further suggests that 
ICr sna-* avatar a, in the company of Balarama, is distinct from all 
other avatar as ^ had Kcsna-avatar a been like all the other 
descents, his activities could not have, been separately treated 
as they were, in the question _¥o.4. It follows that Krsna is 
the source of all other descents and^the sometime,perfect mani­
festation of Bhagavan, when we find him. upon the earth at the 
end of the dvapara era#
The view that Krsna is the source of both cosmic and
f * *
saviour descents has been demonstrated by the Bhagavata, in the
following passages s-
mat sy asva-kacchapa-nr simha-varifea-hams a-
rig any a™ vipra-vib^udhesu krtavatlhkh a
tvam. pasi nas tribhuvanam ca yathadhunesa
17
bharam bhuvp hara yaduttama vandanam te,,
Krsna, * s descents as Fish, Tortoise etc are held by the
p + -
Bhagavata to be saviour descents who have come do mi upon the 
earth to liberate the suffering beings*
133*
Again,
satfvam rajas tama iti prakrter gunas tai.li 
yuktah par ah purusa eka ihasya dhatte#
s thi ty aday e Bari - Vir inci-Ear e11- s am Jhah
/  , 18
sreyamsi tatra sattva-tanor nitnam syuh.,
Here para-purusa. is held to have manifested himself
as Brahma, Visnu and Mahesvara who control,the world. They are
cosmic descents5 whereas, the para-purusa, the source of this
19
triad, is none else than Krsna,
+ m m
Krsna is the ultimate source of all of them though
m *• *
Purusa, the first descent, is apparently traced to he the
20 ' _  
source of descents. All over the Bhagavata, we - come across
descriptions of different descents. Yet the Bhagavata is con­
cerned with the episodes of Krsna only5 for,to the Bhagavata> 
the different descents are hut Krsna,in different forms.
(B) Krsna-avatara is the perfect descent.
Although Krsna-avatara who was acting on the earth 
at/the end of the Dvapara era, and the Bhagavan whom we dis­
cussed in the first Part, as the: third grade of reality, are 
identical., yet, the distinction between the two must be main­
tained for practical purposes*
Krsna-avatara is the perfect manifestation of Bhagavan 
Krsna, the third grade of reality, whereas all the other
p *  *  • -
descents are only partial manifestation of reality* This is
the truth that the Bhagavata, asserts in the ffete cam/a-kalah
_ —  21 
pumsah Krsnas tu Bhagavan svayam"
134*
Wherein lies the p erfeeti one of Krsna- avatar a ?
Sridhara, in explaining the above passage, has laid down the- . 
criterion. He says that ICrsna-avatara is perfect (purna) since 
all potencies may be noticed as revealed in him. Other descents 
like Matsya etc, being equally the manifestation of Bhagavan, 
the-third grade, do possess all potencies but they are not 
brought into play during their mundane career. The mere pre­
sence of the potencies does not justify the designation of the '
1 perfect*. The Bengal school of Vaisnaviam has pointed out
22 ” ' 23 
that majesty, play, lute, and the exquisitely beautiful form of
Krsna have all combined together to make him the perfect rnanl-
— -24festation of Bhagavan Krsna,, the third grade of reality.
(a) Is Kr sna- avatar a a partial manifestation ?
The doctrine that Krsnar-avatara is perfect, seems 
to raise this objections The concept of avatara inevitably 
Involves, an idea, of limitation. Reality cannot condescend to 
us unless it is condensed into a limited form. Hence reality 
has to narrow down its frontiers to fit in with our limited scope 
of comprehension. Hence, Krsna, as an avatar a, cannot be perfe c t.
The answer is thlss The condescension of reality in 
the shape of avatara does not necessarily affect its per­
fection. True, the reality has come down to a limited sphere.
Still there Is no law 'that its Intrinsic potencies will be there-
_* — ~ ^  ■**"
by arrested. Avatara, as llvagosvaml has defined, means a coming,
down of reality from, the spiritual to the cosmic plane. "Coming
down" in this context, means that reality reveals itself with­
in the cosmic process in si dr a way vfes to be visible hy
135 e
ordinary- human beings5 or* to work behind the cosmic process* 
away from, the sight of the mortals, ICrsnay as descent9 makes 
himself visible to the naked eyes of human beings. But still 
all his potencies are intact and they can be brought into play 
at his will. Krsna willed that his potencies should be brought 
into play; accordingly, they played at their4 full swing.
How can the full play of the potencies b ^ /arrested simply by 
his coming down from the spiritual to the material plane ?
(b) Textual -problem as to the perfection of Krsna- 
avatara, ' “ *
The Bhagavata has described Krsna-avatara as partial
f - 26(sansa or kala) in a, number of places. How can these descrip­
tions be reconciled with the doctrine that Krsna is perfect 
and not5 like other4 descents* partial manifestation ?
We propose* on the basis of the Bhagavata* the foll­
owing suggestions as to the descriptions of Krsna-avatara as 
partial manifestation®-
(X) Bhagavah* the third grade of reality* is not exhausted in 
the specified form, which we call ICr sna-avatara, In fact * the 
form, of Krsna Is one of the infinite forms In which Bhagavah 
can manifest himself. All the forms are as perfect as Krsna- 
avataf^L But the multiplicity of forms does not disturb the 
fundamental non-duality of Bhagavah. If we call those infinite 
forms * taken together* as universal Krsna * then Krsna-avatara* 
looked upon as a detached individual among Infinite forms* may 
be described as only a partial manifestation, of reality in view 
of universal Krsna.
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(2) All the avatar as are apparently traced to Purusa. The
Bhagavata conceives them, to have emanate cl from. Purusa? just
28
as rivers emerge from a great reservoir of water* Krsna-
W *  m
avatara being an. avatara is no exception, to them;, Purus a 
serves as the medium, through which all. the avataras are mani­
fested in this world* Hence in the chain of other descents 
that ere held by the Bhagavata as partial manifestations
(amsa-kala) ? Hama, and Krsna-have been described as nineteenth 
29 _
descent. The Bhagavata has made the general conclusion that 
all the descents including Krsna-avatara? are Tamsa-lcalara
of Purus a. Yet the Bhagavata? in the same context? deblares
_  -  30
that Krsna is sv&yam Bhag&van - he is purna? the perfect.
Even in the description of Krsna? as the nineteenth descent?
—  * 31
the epithet lBha,gavaar has been used. In this way? the same
chapter describes Krsna as *amsat: and * purna* i.e. partial and 
at the same time? perfect manifestation. How to solve this 
altercation?
Our answer is that Ersna-avatara, is Fpurnaf i.e. 
perfect because all potencies are found to be perfectly mani­
fested in him; Krsna-avatara is 1 amsa1 1.e« partial? for? he 
has? like other descents? come down? to the world? via Purus a,
Sridhara also holds f the view that Krsna-avatara
-  3 2 ” 1  
is 1 purna1. In interpreting the phrase r earns a-bhagar with
relation to Krsna-avatara,? he has adduced several alternative 
meanings; but he finally says that the conclusion is inevit­
able that Kr sna- avatar a is perfect, (sarvatha par ipurnena
13?
rupeileti vi vaksi^tam.? Krsnas tu Bhagavah. svayam. ityuktatvad 
iti ).
(G) Does th e  q u e s t io n  o f  p e r f e c t io n  o f  K rs n a -a v a t ^ a  
a r i s e  a t  a l l  ? ”  * ' :
We hare mentioned before tha^Ll manifestations of
the Bhagavah? the third grade of reality? are equally per-
33 _ 34
feet* The Br.TJporxsad as well as the Bhagavata endorse their
approval to it. How can then the question as to ICrsna-avatarar s 
perfection arise at all ?
In fact ? it is on the ground of our imperfect know­
ledge 5 that we have introduced discrimination among the differ­
ent manifestations of reality. We hold Krsna as Tpurnar be­
cause we discover in 'him. the potencies at full play. We call 
the other avataras as famsar for we visualise in them; only 
partial manifestation of potencies. Our designation as temsaf' 
or ^urna* as applied to the descents? reflects the plane of 
our knowledge. It is from, that plane that we interpret reality
as 1 aims ar or rpurna*. Krsna-avatara? the p&rfect manifestation?
/ / —
also appeared to laymen as fanrsaf. Sridhara,fs observation 
35 V  ’  -  _
points this out. (amseneti prati tyabhiproy enoletam,) With the
extension of the frontiers of our knowledge? oil manifestations
of reality are revealed as perfect; and the distinction of
,amsat and fpurna! falls off.
138*
CHAPTER 111*
Eternal Krsna and avatara Krsna*
(A) The doctrine of eternal Krsna.
(a) Eternality of Krsna* s sports*.
In the context, of the Bhagavata* reality is none
else than Krsna. The Bhagavata holds that sports of Krsna
Bhagavan are eternal* Let us* for the sake of convenience,
call this Krsna conceived as reigning eternally in the region * *  *
of intellect. x eternal ICrsnaT and Tavatara Krsna* when he is
' s  . • * * -
deemed to have come down into the world* at the end of the 
dvapara eta* Ebw? the eternality of his sports is implied by 
the Bhagavata, in its reference to Narada who is described 
to have foretold the activities of Krsna* which he/w as to do 
in Matfiura.
(To) Eternality of Krsna* s abodes.
The spiritual "regions where * Krsna reigns eternally are
also conceived as eternal. Avatara Krsna displayed his sports
in three regions viz Vmdavana. Mathura*-and Dvarakal Comes-
*  •
ponding to these three regions* there are conceived three non- 
phenomenal regions which. are held’ to be eternal.
The Bhagavata has put the following in the mouth of 
Narada addressing Maitreyas -
tat tata gaccha bhadram te.Tamunayas tatam suci*
—  — 37
puny am Madhuvanam\ yatra sannidhyam. nityada Ear eh..
Here the eternal presence of Krsna In Mathura is
139.
expressly mentioned; and the eternal presence Implies eternality 
of Mathura*.
Again* the Bhagavata lauds Krsna as follows s- 
jfiayati jaya-nivaso I)e v&ki-g anma-vado 
Yadu-vara-pari sat svalr , dorbhir asyaxmadharmam...
sthir a- car a--vrj inaghnah ’su^srnita-srl-muldiena
- - ' ’ -  38
vra^a-pura-vanitanam. vardhayan kamadevam..
Here* In the first half* Dvaraka and In the second
half VrndSvana have been described. The present tense In * j ay at I*
/  *
and the suffix *satr* in Tasyan* and * vardhayan* -are very sig­
nificant. They imply that still Bhagavan Krsna Is adorning the 
family of the Yadavas in Dvaraka and Is still inspiring the 
passion of the Gopis Vrndavaha* though apparently he has long 
ago departed from, this world.
(c) Eternality of Krsna* s form..-
^  * i n » n  n i in f n iJ-rilfiT» i>Wi j.|i|in%if-|i m i»rir^n-i"t.»—'i—-*r i r i m .T-| 111 "m '"fci —
Alcrura* a, great devotee exclaimsg-
draksyenghri«padnxsm. prahltomuna H'areh.
39
ya,d arc It am Br ahma- BbavaGibh Ih suraih
r- m M
sriya ca devya munibhlh sa-satvataih*.
go - caimnay anu car ai s car ad vane
— --   - —  40
yad gopikanam kuca-laxnlmmamkxtam..
The fact that the sane feet which are worshipped by
Brahma,* Visnu and Siva i.e. are seen by Akrura, suggests that
the form. In which Krsna, has condescended has its eternal proto-
type.
140.
Thus Krsna1 s form., sports as well as abodes are 
• * *  “
eternal* This standpoint explains how* by the-grace of Krsna*
41 '
the eternal plane of Golo'ka was revealed to the cowherd men 
42
and Akrura*
(B) -Identity between eternal Krsna and avatara Krsna*
(a) Hasa-lila*
The girls of Vriidavana observed a vow (katyayahi™ 
vrata) at the end of which they solicited*-
Katyayanl mehabhage luahayoglny&dhisvari,
Fanda- gopa- sutam devi patim me kuru te namab,«
The word hue* deserves attention. It suggests that . 
though many girls assembled-together to observe, that vow* yet 
each one of them prayed for avatara Krsna to be her husband 
only. Their wish could not be fulfilled if Krsna married 
them, all| but they wished to possess him exclusively,
'Therefore * on the occasion of rasa-lila* avatara 
Krsna had to be as many as there were gopis* Yet all the forms 
were equally original and equally perfect. That is described 
by the Bhagavata.which concludes about the sport of avatara as 
follows *-
krtva tavantam ^ tmaham yavatir gofia-yosit sh 
reme sa Bhagavans tibhir "atmanamopi lilayawf *
Those forms* as the Bhagavata describes* were all
—  '
! atm an sx i*e. Infused with life equally with their proto-type*
Yet through these forms played one and the same reality viz
Krjfena. This f'act is indicated In !_sa reme1. This shows 
- * * and
that Bhagavan can simultaneously remain one/be many.
This constitutes the majesty of Bhagavan. Th.e same truth
  45
has been demonstrated also by the Bhagavata on other occasions
Just as avatara Krsna could simultaneously be many
yet remain one* so inspite ofj't lie duality of eternal Krsna
and avatara Krsna* non-duality Is never disturbed* In other
words * avatara, Krsna and eternal Krsna are perfectly identical,
This position may puzzle logic. But it Is logic which is
bound by Krsna and not Krsna by logicQ Thus the Bhagavata » » * * *
declaress-
yad darsanam. nigama atma-x^ahah-prakasam. 
muhyanti yatra fcavayo^ apaxS* yatante*
tarn sarva™vSda™vIs6tya*-pratixup&t-^I.Iam
_f   —
vande maha-purus&m atma-nigudha-bodham. 0 a
(0) 'Why e lernal Krsna descended as avatara Krsna.
Hupagosvami hats designated the perfect manifestation. 
41/
of reality as *prakasaf (manifestation).. But the question is
why should reality i „ e „ eternal Krsna manifest himself with so
much perfection as is to be found In the avatara Krsna ? What
Is purpose behind this manifestation ?
The Bhagavata has put forward different views regard- 
48 _  |
ing this fact* Ultimately the Bhagavata has declared j-
bhavelmin. klI syaimnanam. avi dyit~lcama~' fcarrnabhih,
/ _ _  ' 49
sravana-smaranarhani karisyaixnlti kecana. •-
Sridhara has remarked that Kunt I * the mother of the
Pahdavas? supports this view and as, such it should be given
some significance. However* apart from the authenticity of
had come down to us to extricate people from, the maze of 
- I d -
woxCLy life ? by introducing to this world? the perfect char­
acter of eternal Krsna? the final goal of the votaries, It 
is by resorting to the perfect character of avatara Krsna. 
that people would transcend the bounds of phenomenal existence * 
With a view to fulfil, this altruistic mission? eternal Krsna 
had manifested himself as avatara, ICrsna. endowed with as perfect 
character as eternal ICrsn&lpossesses*
(h) Variation between two Kronas*
*  «  •
To Karada? not introduced to conjugal life? it was
a puzzle how ICrsna, could settle down, to domestic life with
5 Q_
sixteen thousand wives in Dvar&ica He proceeded, to see pei*- 
sonally about this affaire In each of the sixteen thousand 
rooms assigned to each of his wives? Karada, saw Krsna engaged 
in different operations. The Bhagavata has described ICrsna in 
this context as follows s~
yaj antam sakalan devan. kvapi icratubhir urjitaih# 
purtayantamV kvacid dharmam kuparamoi-mathKdibhih 0 0
csrahtum. mrgayam kvapi hayam iruha. sainclhavan*
/__   —  51
ghnantsm tatra pasun medhyan pari tarn y adu-pumgavaih *.
It Is obvious from this description that one find the
same ICrsna was simultaneously engaged In diverse operations,.
Thus the Bhagavata, concludes
"tarn eva sarva-gehesu santam. ekarn dadarsa ha,,
m m u
(F) The i do ctxnne of -perfect rnatiifestation,
The doctrine of perfect manifestation? the theoiy of 
•prafcasa1 of the GaucLiya school, may be traced even in the
X43,
Upanisads, The Ch.Upa, declares? - sa ekadha bhavati ? triciha
bhavati? pancadha bhavatr? navabha eaxva punas caikad&sa
/ ^ / /   / 53
smrtah sat0x1 ca dasa caivas ca sahasranl ca vimsatih.,
• * »
The Bhagavata, has adduced two analogies which give us a 
glimpse of this doctrine. They* are s-
(a) tabhir vldhu t&~s okabhir bhagavan acyuto vrtah.
*  0
w ar o  cat adhikaia tats, purusah saktibhlr yathiu * ifr“  # 1 r “ i i r i r —i 1 ~~mi niii *i Tuiini ii i~hnrrtl|initf, iirfin ■ yi nn<ir-^a/ iTir i- - i n -frhm y i i t  *
(b) evam p ar 1 s van g ar varabh imar s a~
*, ■ ■ >,. __
- sxiigdheksanoddamai-vilasa-hasaih*
w  +  *
reme rameso vi’aja-sundaribhih. 
yatharbhakah sva-pr atihamh--a-'vibfiramah,. »■
(G) Avatara ICrsna merges into eternal Krsna,
•  9 ■ *  *  *
Avatara Krsna. had descended from eternal Krsna, to * * + m ~
uplift the fallen , Avatar at Krsna? again ? merges into eternal
*  ^ ♦
Krsna when the purpose of his descent Is fulfilled. So the 
Bhagavata says s-
Bhagavan pitaniaham. vilcsya vibbutir atmano vibhuh.
_  _ —  ,56*
sawojyatniani catmanam. padmaisnetre nyamllayatb,
♦
loleabhirainan. sva™ tenum dharana- dhymia-mahgalaxiic0 |  #  v  w
—, 4** _  _  _ ________ / 5V
yog&~dharanay agneyyadagdliva dhamavlsat svakarni;
CHAPTER IV*
Life of ICrsna and its final import,
(A) Vrndavana,- li la* - tlie highestq
Sri Krsna is the only avatara? amidst all other # /  *
avataras described in the Bhagavata? whose eventful life has
been dealt with? in details, from, birth till death. The
multitude of the incidents of his life may be broadly classi-
fiedjimto three heads? in accordance with the regions in
which they occured.. Events in Vrndavana may be designated
as Vrndavana-li la, while those displayed in Mathura and
Dvaraka may be respectively termed as Mathura-lila" and
Dvaraka-lila. Again? of these three sets of lllas, Vrndavana-
lila stands the:highest, for? it was here that the majesty
■of Krsna? as Bhagavan? the third grade of reality, has been
best exhibit led. In Vrndavana we find the natural element
over-arched by Krsnas supernatural activities ? which always
5 8 ....
Inspire awe into the mind of the inhabitants of Vrndavana.
In Mathura and Dvaraka? the life of Krsna discloses another
picture. There he is more human than divine. In those
regions the super-human aspect of his life dis-played only
in the background of the human*
(B;) Ananda- the final import of Krsna*s life.
We h w e  stated before the view of Kunti? about the
mission of ICrsna's descent. But the final word may be * *
expected from Brahma to whom Bhagavan had first inculcated
—  59
the central doctrine of the Bhagavata.
1 4 5 #
Brahma exclaims
prapancatn nisprapancopi vidamvayasi bhutale. -
_  ' 60 
prapanna-j anata-nanda^-sandoham prathitum prabho.. -
According to Brahma, Bhagavah ICrsna had descended*
in order to inspire divine exhilaration into the mind of his 
devotees (prapanna). In fact, a descent may have diverse 
purposes to serve * Thus , on the evidence of the hermit
the threefold purpose enumerated in the Gita viz liberation 
of theg ood, destruction of the wicked and the re«-establish­
ment of the dharma. Moreover, he may have had in view, as 
Kunti points out, the exhibition of an ideal character to 
ennoble laity. But the highest mission, as Brahma holds, 
lies in inspiring pleasure in his devotees.
The close content of the devotee* ith ICrsna reached 
its climax in rasa-lila which has been described by the
us these five chapters reads as follows; --
Bhagavan api ta ratrih saradotphulla-mallikah.
—  / —  —  / 63
viksya rantum manas cakre yogamayam upasritah*.
The a'tmane-pada, used in rcakre* is very significant 
It. is the grammarians* tradition that the atmane-pada is used 
where the fruit of the action denoted by the verb, is intended 
to be consumed by the agent* Hence we have to admit that 
Bhagavan had commenced rasa-lila to derive self-enjoyment.
Garga, ICrsna was a yugavatara and as such^bad had in view
61
(C) Significance of rasa-lilai *
Bhagavata in five chaptexb. The sloka which introduces to
But, does not this view contradict the standpoint
146*
mentioned above, namely, that Krsna had descended to offer- 
pleasure to the devotees ? The answer Is^no. The gopis for 
whose pleasure Krsna had descended may be held to be either 
identical with-Krsna being his intrinsic potencies, or, dis­
tinct from him^according to strict dualism. In the first 
alternative, pleasure of the gopis is the pleasure of* Krsna. 
The Bhagavata had in mind, probably^this point when it des­
cribed the sport of Krsna, similar to the play of a child
64. -
with his shadows. If, on the other hand, the gopis are
distinct from ICrsna, still we may hold that the pleasure
which Bhagavah enjoys in the company of the gopis, is the
same that the devotees (gopis) enjoy in his association.
This pleasure is conceived to have double forks, one of whiMx-
is sunk Into Krsna, while another is plunged into his devotees
Thus, what is to Krsna, self-enjoyment, rnay be enjoyment to -
the devotees. It is in this sense, that the Bhagavata said;-
atmaramo^yari-ramat.
—  ST
That ananda. was the mission of avatra ICrsna, Isf\ * * *
quite in fitness of things, because, avatara ICrsna is the 
perfect manifestation of external ICrsna, the Bhagavah of the 
Bhagavata, whom the Rllagavata has conceived as ahamda.
Hence Sridhara also had held avatlsra Krsna as Tprem~
avatara*, as can be seen in his remarks- liletvatire.su
 - / "—■  — hh 60
ipsitam jagefah premaspadam sri-Rama- ICcsna^dl-j anma.
TPremaT which serves as the treasure house of
the divine pleasure, found Its highest fulfilment in
Vra$a-gopis on the occasion of rasa-lilaT. That the cowherd 
women of Vraja-(Vrndavana) had set up the highest ideal of- 
*prerna* (love) may be-witnessed hy the remark of Uddhava, a 
great devotee, who exclaims:-
Bhagavatyuttamah-sloke bhavatibhir anuttama.
_ - - 67 __
hhaktih pravartita distya muninam api durlabha
This ^rerna* reached its perfection on the. occasion of
_  -  _  "
rasa-lila as the Bhagavata says
lay am sriybnga nitibatei-rateh prasadah
svaryosit am nalina-gardha-rueam kutdnyah.* v, * • '
r&sotsavefeya hhuja-danda-grhita-kantha--
_ ' I j 8 ‘
labdhasis&m ya udagad Vraja-vallavinam. . •
The pleasure which the Vraj a-gopis had derived in 
the ovation of rasa has transgressed the joy which divine women 
including Sri, the consort of Farayana, obtain.
CHAPTER V. '
Krsna1 s connection with the gopis challenged.
« « •
(A) The allegation.
LilE of Krsna with the Vraja-gopis has raised a serious 
objection in some quarters. The conduct of Krsna appears to be 
liable to be impeached. Be played with Vraja-gopis who were 
married to others. Does it not import immorality in the society? 
Of all, Krsna, the perfect manifestation of reality, can be 
least expected to violate the social principles.
Th e s am e que st i on d isturb ed king Fariks it als o. The 
whole of the Bhagavata is addressed to him-. The king objected:-
sarasthapanaya dharmasya pr&samayetasya ca 
avatirno hi Bhagavah amsena j agadisvai'ah ..
v 4 * * •*
katham sa dh arma- s ethunam vakta kar t"abh i r aks it a.* * * -
p:ratipani acarad brahman paradaxabhimarsaiiam.. *
apta-kamo yadupatlh krtavan val jugupsitsm.
__ / 69
kimabhipraya etam nah s am say am chlndhi su~vrata.• ■
* Bhagavah had descended to restore moral law and 
order. It does not behove him. to transgress them, by illicit 
connection with others1 wives* Bhagavah being; self-contented, 
how can he be conceived, on the other hand, to have lust for 
women? Do tell me, then, what is the secret of his indulgence 
in what is obviously Immoral*
(B) Answers by Suka*
The Bhagavata has proposed more than one answer to 
this question. They are ;~
X. The Bhagavata admits this omission and says that to the 
powerful, fault is without its string: -
dharma-vyatilcramo drsta isvranan. ca sahasam.
—  - _ * 70'
tej iyasam na do says, vahneh sarvs,-bhuj o ^athlu *
2. The Bhagavata denies that gopis were others1 wives* Bhag­
avan pervades equally the gopis and their husbands. Hence, he 
being the inner essence of their husbands, gopis can hever be 
others1 wives.with relation to Krsnas-
Gopinam. tat-paMnam ca saivesam exrex dehinam.
; ‘ 71
yontas carati stfdhyaksah. kridaneneha deha-bhak.. s —
3. As regains the purpose of bis indulging in what appears 
to be transgression of moral laws, the Bhagavata holds that 
Bhagavan indulged in aesthetic play in order to direct the - 
attention, towards him, of people sunk in sensuality. Hence 
this process was adopted, to shower grace upon common people, 
by cmptuiing their attentions-
anugrahaya bhutanim rnanus am deham. asritah.
_ /- 1  _ J  / _  * 79 ‘ '
bhaj ate t&drsih krida ya srutva tat-paro bhavai
This is what the Bhagavata has adduced in support
_ _  /
of the action of Bhagavan, through the mouth of Suka; the
—   /
king, Pariksih, calls it 1 par a~dar abhi-mar sana1 I.e. out­
rage on others1 wives.
(G) Srldharafs reply.
Si’idhara, has put forth 'the following in support of
Krsna1 s conduct:-
Before commenting upon the five illustrious chapters
describing rasa-lila, Sridhara lauds Krsna :~
Brahmadi-j aya-sammldha- dar p a9kandarpa- darpa-ha.
j ayati Sri-patir gopi-rasa-mandala-mandanah#.
/ —
Sridhara raises the objection that the indulgence 
in others1 wives appeal’s to speak against the tact that Krsna 
had full control over his sexual instinct. Be answers that 
there are several indications in the Bhagavata as to the 
fact that Krsna had conquered the amorous perplexity. The
150,
phrases like tyoga-^am. upasritah1 , |atma-rarorpya3:*iramatt} 
saksat manmatha-manmathahr speak undoubtedly of the supremacy
*  #  -  . i . , .  % • * *.
of Krsna over sex*. In. fact, the whole of amorous sports with 
* 0 0
the gopis is a chronicle of ICrsna1 s conquest of sex* All the 
five chapters have their final import in spiritual advance­
ment (nivrtti) under the cover of sexual enjoyment. Thus the
73"'
question of Krsna* s moral violation does not arise at all*
CHAPTER VI*
Keply by the Vallabha school.
In spite of the solutions adduced by the Bhagavata
/ —
and Sridhara, as to the question of KrsnaT s alleged breech 
of moral principles, the question has a long-drawn history of 
its own. Ifearly all the prominent Vaisnava sects have tackled ■ 
this question. We shall deal with the answers given by Vallabha 
and C ait any a schools only, as their views are most representat­
ive. The present chapter is devoted to the answer given 
•by the Vallabha school.
In order to avert the fling east upon SriKrsna from 
social standpoint, the Vallabha school has held the lilas of 
ICrsna, as merely symbolical. In premeya-ratnarnava by Balakrsna. ’ 
Bhatta, the episodes from the life of ICrsna have been inter- * 
pi’eted as follows:-
(A) BaXa-lilas of Krsna.
Birth of Krsna Is nothing but the "manifestation' of 
his bivine form (srx-murti) in the mind of the votary. ; in­
struction of Vasudeva in favour of leaving vrndavana and 
settling down in Go kill a is really the instruction of the 
preceptor to his disciples about the obstacles in the path 
of devotion* The death of putana (demoness) is the des~ 
truc hi on of ignorance whi eh binds man to external objects. •
Cutting asunder of the attachment to things other than Hari ,
/
is the death of the demon, Sakata. The visualisation of 
the world in the mouth of ICrsna by To so da is the awakening 
of the devotees, to the true nature of reality* In this 
way, all the lilas during Krsna*s childhood may be explained.
(B) Vrndavana™ !I las •
When obstructing sins are destroyed and GodTs grace 
shines upon the.votary, then listening to ICrsna-episodes etc 
(sravana etc) "kindles love for God (Bija,-bhava) which, 
heightened in Intensity, destroys all gunas* By service to 
God (seva), this love matures into a deep passion ^vyasana) 5 
and with the destruction, of the gunas, the votary visualises 
Brahman (Brahma-bhava). At this stage, the votary visions 
himself to be Identified with all that is animate and 
inanimate (sarvatma-bhavaj. Bevelation of Purusottama be­
comes m steady when sarvatma-bhava is achieved.. Consequently 
the gross (sthula) end subtle (suksma) bodies are destroyed 
and the devotee becomes endowed with a spiritual body befit­
ting the enjoyment of divine sports, and, finally enters the
75
region of eternal sports* This x^fealvation*
It Is evident from the above description of Vend- 
avana-lila that the votary crosses the portals of Brahman,*. - 
Paramatma and ultimately visualises Purusottama, the Bhagavan 
of the Bhagavata*. This description shows that Balakrsna : 
Bhatta also recognises the hierarchy among Brahman, paramatma 
and Bhagavam, This sight of Bhagavan, as described by the 
author, corresponds to the description of the Bhagavata s-
tesam avirablmt saurih smayamana-mulcha-mvuj eh etc. But so 
far sports with Krsna have not commenced*
From, what has been stated before, it"Is obvious 
that before the devotee enters into the conjugal sports with 
ICcsna in the eternal region, he has to abandon his gross
•  »  % , 'V
and subtle bodies and with ‘them all social bindiiga. This 
view is based upon the remark of the Bhagavata s~ ntam
eva paramltmSham Jara-bxidhyajSi samgatah * Jahur gunamayam.
_  77 '
deham sadyah praksina^vandhaiiahr • After the surrender of
material bodies, the votary proceeds to the spiritual region 
(Goloka), with a spiritual form, to enjoy the conjugal 
union with Krsna, the eternal.
Hence actual union, which is impeached on social 
grounds, happens in Goloka and not in this world* There the 
social laws of the world have no binding force at all*
It appears from the trend of the arguments that the; 
Vallabha school x^ecognises eternal gopis playing eternally 
with ICrsna in Goloka. With inspect to these gopis, the
phenomenal laws have no bearing. The devotees of the world,
who intend to join the eternal, sports, cannot do so, as
long as they are in this world. They have to forsake the ■
material bodies and either the eternal.region, before they are
allowed to taste the pleasure of divine sport. Then only, they
attain the status of the gopis, not before. Hence- the divine
sport of Krsna with the gopis and social laws are mutually ex*™
*  #  *
elusive. How, then, does the question of violation of moral 
principles arise at all ?
GHA.FTER, TOIL*
Reply by the Caltanya school.
(A) View of Ji.va~gosvirniU
We propose to take Jiva-gosvimi first because of 
his historical priority/ over visvanatha Cakravarti whose 
view shall be given later.
(1) The doctrine of twofold llleu 
Jivagosvami maintains that srngara (sex) is also 
designated as pure (suci). Hence there can be no violation 
of morality in the sports of ICrsna with the gopis. In fact, 
lilas of ICrsna are twofold viz manifest (prakata) and un-
w  *  •  »  '
manifest (a-prafcata) Lilas of avatara Krsna were manifest
-  ca-ccse _
beSe$*e they were accessible to all. But the lilas of eternal 
Krsna in the eternal, region of Goloka, are un-manifest; for, 
only the votaries have access to ‘diem.
In unmanifest sport, the gopis are none else than 
the intrinsic potencies of ICrsna. As the manifest 11 la is 
nothing but a projection of the unmanifest lila, the funda­
ment a,1 principles underlying urmanifest lila* cannot be al­
tered in manifest lila« Hence, even in manifest lila, the ..
gopis cannot be other than his intrinsic potencies. That they
were intrinsic potencies even in manifest lila is hinted'by :
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Uddhava. He distinguished the gopis from all goddess ess and 
bven from Lafcsmi, the potency of Vasudeva, the vilasa (mani­
festation) of Krsna. Being potencies,the gopis are identical
*  »  «  * *
with Krsna, for, there is identity between salcti and saktnn&n* 
How, identity being the most Intimate connection that may be 
conceived of, how can the gopis be others* ? Thus the gopis 
being ICrsna*s own, no question of adultery can arise at all®
(2) Why does the Bhagavata describe them as others*
wives ~ ~
The- descriptions of the Bhagavata regarding gopis 
to be others* wives, continues Jivagosvami, are significant. 
Bharata, the father of dramatic art, remarks s - vahty£ vary ate 
yatah khalu, yatra pracchanna-kamukatvan ca. ya ca mitho dur- 
labhata sa parama manmathasya ratih. ..
Hence on the analogy of the psychology of convention­
al love, the Bhagavata has described the gopis as others* 
wives in order* to convey to us an idea of intensity of love, 
for Krsna, in the gopis. The description of the gopis as 
others* wives drops a further suggestion. It gives a practical
hint to che aspirant souls. it, advises that one should .
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strive for Krsna in the same way as the gopis hankered after
*  *4" . . * , W.
him. One should aspire aftei1 ICrsna with such impetuosity 
of love that one becomes prepared to quiteall* for the sake, 
of Krsna® The Gita also holds the same views-
sarva-dharman parityajya mam, ekam saranam vraja®
- - * J  / 79 *'
ah am tvam s arva~p ap ebhy o moksayisyami ma suca.«
The use of atmane-pada in the opening sloka of 
rasa~pancadhyily 1 (five chapters describing the dalliances of 
Krsna with the gopis) suggests the above implication* It
# r  »  hr M 1  v
was to enjoy more lavishly the power of love that Bhagavah
conducted rasa-lila eith the gopis*
(3) Gp-pl s - the wl ve s of;., JS sn a,i
* » «•
Scriptural evidence proves that the gopis were not
others1 wives but they always have been the w ives of Krsna®
*  *  *■
So Gauta-mi Mantra holds s-
aneka-janma-siddiiariiiix gopinam parir eva v&Z 
Kanda-nandana ityuktas teailakyihanda-vardhanah® * 
Gopala-tapani also observes g- 
sa vo hi svimi bhavati«.
The Bhagavata observes s-
'hCrsna-vadhvah” 5 and uses it as an epithet of the
gopis.
Under the circumstance s 5 Jivago-svami concludes ? the 
gopis can never be othersT wives* The description in the ■ 
Bhagavata as nthers* wives is only apparent® Therefore ? gopis 
not being others1 wives? the question of violation of social
1 AAjLrOO 0’
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law does not arise at all.
(B) View of Vis1vanatha Cakravarti,
(1) Gopis were otters1 wives.
^  m ildew* ;«■.>»»■ *V!W'*V y * i«rtr .ciKta**
Visvanatha Cakravarti? as great an exponent of 
Bengal^ school of V&isnavism.} as Jivagosvami 9 lias opposed 
the view of the latter. He holds that so far as avatara 
Krsna is concerned} the gopis were othersT wivesa In sup­
port of this view9 he mentions that (a) Bhagavan Krsna,
himself has recognised that they were others1 wives s-
_  / 81
*bhratarah patayas ca vah..
This evidently shows, that according to Krsna himself 9 they 
were othersr wives. Hence this state of being others* wives 
(parakiyatva) is real and not apparent as Jivagosvami 
maintained.
(b) The very fact that the gopis were Others* 
wives is the foundation on which Uddhavaj the great devotee 9 
lays the excellence of the love of the gopis« Had this 
been illusory ? Uddhava* s contention, would have hopelessly 
failed. Thus Uddhava remarks s~
asam aho caraaa-renu-lusSb aham. sysm
m •  .  +  *
Vrndavane kim api gulma-latausadhinsm.,
♦  *
ya dusty eg am sva-g anam arya-patham. ca hitva
_82
bhegur Mulmnda-padavim munibhir vi-mrgyam. *■
(c) Mbreover? the question of adultery has been
raised by the Bhagavata itself by noeiess a person than
3.57*
Par iksit
Undoubtedly} then? the gopis were others* wives.
(2) Ii'ow is then ICrsna innocent ?
•  #  •
The so-called adultery cannot affect Krsna. Krsna 
being the perfect manifestation of reality, conventional laws 
of morality .do not apply to him* So the Bhagavata, observes^-
kusalacaritenaisam. iha svartho na vidyate.-
»
viparyayena vSnartho nirahamlc^inam. prabho 
him utafehilasattvanam. tiiyan-macettya^ctvaukasam.*.
Tsitus cesitavyanam. lms£ilakuea3Jnv'ayah*
m *
Had Krsna been plunged into adultery like ordinary
human beings* then the episodes of ICrsna could not have been...
■{' _
■palatable to the good people ? as the Bhagavata holds s-
tad vag visargo g anatagha-viplavo
y asm in pratisloksm ab&ddhavatyapi.
namanyanantasya yasoilkitahi. yat
srnvanti gayanti gmanti sbdhavalrah
In another context} the Bhagavata holds that mundane
merits and demerits do not touch reality s~
fcarma’ pravrttam ca nivrttam apyrtam
vede vivicyobhaya,*“lingam. *asritam„
virodni tad y augupadaikct— Karbari
dvayara tatha Brahm&nl karma narccha^i*
Hence? on the basis of these observations} ICrsna*
»  *  •
the perfect manifestation of reality9 .cannot be charged with 
adultery.
The state of being othersr wives? subsisting in the
_  _  —  ~ v -  _
gopis is a creation, of Maya? but not illusory ? as Jivagossmi
holds* MayaT? says Cakravarti? Is twofold;- (a) Binding 
principle and (b) spiritual* Tiie first kind is Avidy'sT? while 
the second helpss the divine sports of Bhagavah* KrsnaT s 
state of being the husband of gopis is spiritual 5 whereas? 
the state of the gopis being the husbands of the gopis is con­
ventional ? the creation of avidya.
According to this? Krsna is the spiritual husband
of the gopis 3 yet Krsna? not being their conventional hus-
’ 86 
band? they are also others1 wives with reference to Krsna*
Visvanatha Cakravarti summarised*
Cakravarti acknowledges the violation of moral laws 
which Krsna1 s association with the gopis involves3 yet he 
contends that the violation does not entail any fault on his 
part3 for 5 Krsna is the perfect manifestation of reality* Cak­
ravarti eases the unpleasant situatioiv^vhich Krsna is placed? . 
by admitting Krsna, as the spiritual husband of the gopis* The 
dalliances of the gopis with Krsna? as described in t rasa- pane ad- 
hy&yi? are meant for the devotees only* There ? the spiritual 
husbands plays with his divine wives# Fence the criticism of 
rasa-lila from social standpoint is unmerited* It is an. in- 
trusion of social standard the domain of spiritual life#
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Con clus ion.
It appears from, several passages of the Bhagavata 
that the gopis felt sexual desire for Krsna, Still the charge 
of adultery does not affect Krsna who was conceived as the 
perfect manifestation of Bhagavan. . On the other hand, although 
the primary motive of the gopus was affection for Krsna, yet 
this affection gradually sublimated to self-less love, by means 
of their constant association with Krsna* Eenee the charge of 
adultery, as understood in the ordinary sense* cannot be lev­
elled against either Krsna or the gopis«
*  *  #
Krsna is thus the perfection of humanity. His life ♦ < *
disclosed a compromise between spiritual and phenomenal* His 
conduct like ordinary human being had puzzled ICunti who ex­
claims-s-
gopyadade tvayi krtagasi dama tavad
ya te das asin-lcali l&rg ana~s ambfcr amafcs am „
vaktram niniya bhaya-bhavanaya sthitasya
8?
sa mam vimohayati bhir api yat vibheti*,
Xn spite of his human behaviour, he is perpetually
settled in his intrinsic glorys-
_ _ 88 
mayim yyudasya cic-chaictya fcaiv&lye sthita atmani*.
The compromise of spiritual and the phenomenal is 
done by his potency, yoga-mayaV With tie inscrutable potency 
of yoga^maya, Krsna, the converging point of material and 
spiritual, Bhagavan, the mianda-plxla, is rightly considered to
1 6 0 *
be the goal of sadhana. We worship Krsna in order to be
Krsna ourselves,
♦ * »
~  ^  k t m  r
THE THEORf Q.F DESCMTS.
Intro du cti on
The theoiy of descents occupies a most exalted 
plane In the Bhagavata* It has been mentioned before that 
Bhagavan - the Krsna of the Bhagavata, is the ultimate reality* 
The theory of descents conceives Bhagavan to be In the midst 
of us, when he feels to do so, In various shapes and forms.
The concept of descent.
In its largest sense, rdescent* means all manifest­
ations of the world, sentient and Insentient, Even personal 
God whom, the Bhagavata, calls Purusa and who is conceived to
be the creator of the world, is also deemed to be the first 
_ 89
descent (adyavatara). This concept of descent Is definitely
an improvement upon the concept of descent held out bytthe
Gita, while the Gits, accents outstanding (vibhutimat) objects
90
of the world only tenthe the manifestations of God, the
Bhagavata, Includes all, whether otis tending or not, In the
category of descents.
But, In a narrower sense, the Bhagavata means the
81
saviour descents, while It refers to a 1 descents They are 
conceived to cane down upon the world, in visible form, to
liberate the suffering beings. Sridhara echoes this view
161*
the remark that though all have been indiscriminal ely des­
cribed by the Bhagavata to be descents of reality yet some dis­
crimination should bB recognised among therns ■. thus some are
held as saictis? others sis gunavataras while still others as
92
vibhutis and so on. This is the traditional concept of descent? 
first propounded by the Gita,.
The source of descents.
Bhagavan,the third grade of reality* is the ultimate 
94
source of all descents for? descents are. nothing but earthly 
manifestations of Bhagavan. Purusa? the personal God also is? 
in thise sense? a descent of Bhagavan? as we have indicated 
above. But for all practical purposes9 Purusa? the first des­
cent 9 is held by the Bhagavata to be the source of different 
95 _
types of descents. They are held* by the Bhagavata? to emanat e
96
from. Purusa and again, recede to him. The descents sire conceived
to have emerged -from Purusa like streamlets? springing from, an
' 97
inexhaustible reservoir of waiter. This analogy suggests con-
substantiality between. Purusa and his descents. In fact? the
98
Bhagavata. holds the descents and Purusa, as Identical5 and being
identical with Purusa? they are held to possess all the merits 
99 ' ' 100 
and activities which are conceived to subsist in Purusa. In
m
short? the Bhagavata has conceived the descents to be Purusa,? 
i, ee personal' ’God? in mini ature form.
Classification of descents.
The Bhagavata seems to have broadly classified the
descents into three heads viz. (a) amsa$7(h) kalas and (c) amsa™
leal as* Amsas are ? strictly speaking, the descents of Purusa*
*  m
who are conceived as emerging from. purusa like streamlets*
1 0 1 1 0 2 __103 104
Yajha* Vlblm* Vamana end Rsafeha are all examples on this point*
The kalas? on the other hand? are* properly speaking* indiv­
idual souls (jiva) 5 hut they a.re described as kalas of God 
and so are a type of descents on the ground that they a re en­
lightened souls* In fact* they ere divas but as good as the
105 106 107
descents* Vyasa* Gaya* Datta and Kumar a belong to this group*
Lastly5 there is a residuary type which partly exhibits the
character of god and partly of man* Being a mixture of the two
./ 'l o s _
It is termed as amsa-kalarf. King p'rthu. is an illustration on- 
109 ’ “
this point*,
But the classification noted here is not very rigid
with the Bhagavata* In some context? the Bhagavata described
110
different types of descents simply as kalas*
Types of descents*
(A) Cosmic descents*
The Bhagavataj with its wealth of .descents * has knit 
the whole structure of the world with different types of des­
cents* It has assigned to them: different works relating to the 
creation* maintenance and dissolution of the world* Thus BrahmaT, 
Visnu and Maliesvara* the illustrious triad* are conceived to
be at the helm of creation* maintenance and dissolution of the
1 1 1 _ _  
world and are called gunavataras. it has conceived rvarsavataras
to rule over the world* by dividing the latter into a few 
112
parts (varsa^O . Hot only has the whole spa.ce of the world 
been divided among a few descents* but there are others also 
to rale over different spans of time. The Bhagavata divides 
time into yuga, m anovan t ar a and Icalpa* for this purpose 5 and 
the descents* ruling the world ? during these times* a re termed 
to be yugav&tara, manvuntaravatara and fcalpavatafa respect­
ively.
Accordingly* the Bhagavata conceives four descents
each, of whom rules’ each -of the four yugas and they are held to
113
be of different forms and colours* in accordance with the
colours* deemed to belong the respective yugas* Thus * In the
satya-yuga, the descent is conceived to be white due to the
114
predominance of sattva-guna end so on. Further* In every
yuga* C-fod is conceived to Impart knowledge as .siddha, teach
^the art of action as rsi (hermit) * inculcate yoga and
yogesvara* further the cause of progeny as praj apati * destroy
the wicked (dasyus) as svarat (sovereign) and destroy all as
115 ' _
leal a (time).. 'This is the story of God as yug avatar a* Sim™
ilar is the story of manvant&ravatareu as Manu and his sons
116
etc* God protects law and order| other functions are assigned’
117
to hermits5 gods etc* But these are* again, conceived to
. discharge their duties under the supervision of 14 manvantar-
118. 119 120
avataras* viz Magna* Vlblm* Satyasena and eleven others who
are held to divi de • among then selves the period of a kalpa0
164.
(B) Saviour descents*
In spite of such huge paraphernalia of different
types of descents who are entrusted with the duty of maintain-
ing the law and order in the world? the world sometimes plunges
headlong into chaos# Thus* while the wicked thrive* the good
suffer? and religion is at stake God descents to destroy the
121
wicked^ save the good and restore the decaying religion. These} 
as distinguished from, the cosmic descents* are the special 
missions that a saviour descent fulfils#
The notion of descents is a direct borrow from, the
122_
Gita* And the whole concept of descents* whether cosmic or 
saviour* who are* in some form or other* in charge of main­
taining law and order* seems to be the re-statement of the 
Vedic of rta (moral law).A *
Cosmic and saviour descents distinguished®
The main distinction between cosmic end saviour
descents lies in the fact that while the foimex' are invisible*
the latter are visible to all. To account for this visibility*
the Bhagavata has conceived saviour descents to possess a body 
123
of Maya like that of ordinary'beings. But still a saviour
descent is free from our limitations because* in addition to
that body* a saviour descent is* like the cosmic descents and
unlike the individual souls* endowed with a body built up by
y 124
pure matter (visuddha-sattva)..
Mission of a saviour- dee cent#
The mission of a saviour descent requires some
elucidation* Moved by M s  natural pity* God does not confine
himself to the human form only® His ;pity is universal and he
appears in various forms® Thus he takes' not only human but
125
also the./ of various animals* in response to their appeal.
&In human form* he appears as one of us to set an example of
ideal life to the fallen® He demonstrates through his life
the utility of resorting to scriptures and practising karma- 
126 127
yoga* tap as 9 samadhi and knowledge® He continues to spread
his unstinted fame until he is satisfied that people are
128 ^
largely affected by his exanplTe, Fully satisfied* he departs
frora this world* leaving behind the torch of his gloiy for
129
the enlightenment of posterity* All through his earthly 
career* he behaves like ordinary beings* yet his knowledge
130
is never clouded; for* his knowledge remains eternally ablaze.
The Bhagavata has thus compered a saviour descent with vwind
which pours into various cavities* but is never Imprisoned 
131* 132* 133# 
in any of them#
"v o l u m e  II
BHAGAVATA PHARMA.
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V O L U M E  XI.
B H A G A V A T A D H A H  If A,
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Nature of bhagavata dharma*
(A). Enumeration of bhagavata dharma*
The Bhagavata describes *para dharma1 as a collect­
ion of those methods which biding into play self-less uninter*-
1
rupted devotion of Adlioksaja (krsna) # What are those mbthods
that conduce to the dawning to bhakti ? In quite a good
2
number of passages* it has provided us with 13d.s of bhag­
avata dharmas* No list* taken by itself* is exhaustive; nor 
have the merits been designated everywhere as bhagavata dhar- 
mas. Somewhere they are mentioned as fparo dharmah** some­
where else as Tmama dharmah* 5 at others as rbhagavata dharma* 
and so on.
It will be seen from these 13ds* that almost all 
the moral qualities* that have been traditionally recognised 
as the processes conducive to emancipation, appear to be 
included in the category of 1 bhagavata dharmar * But the 
Bhagavata seems to have limited the word fbhagavata dharmar 
to mean strictly a few only of those merits Indicated above#
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This we gather from, the contexts of great devotees like 
Prahlada and Yama-raja, the gocL of death.
(B) Bine-fold bhakti.
(a) Authenticity of Prahlada.
The Bhagavata has recognised a few persons to be 
_  __ 3
matters of rbhagavata dharma1, of whom prahlada is one. The
Bhagavata goes the extent of conceiving him to be the re~
4
pres entail ve of all the devotees. Prahlada, conceived to be
thus a great authority ?ts referred to by Harada, in the
context of propounding bine merits, out of thirty, to be 
5
the bestfl. Asked by the father to enumerate the best teach­
ings which he has imbibed from, a teacher, Prahlada gave out
6
the nxne-fold bhakti as the highest teaching. Si'idhara ex­
plains the phrase fadhitam. uttamam* , used in this context,
to me mi that there is nothing which can supersede the nine-
7
gold bhakti in its being the highest teaching from a teacher.
Hence the Bhagavata voices the view, through the pouth of 
  B
Prahlada (raanye), that nine-fold bhakti is the essence of the
bhagavata dharma. It may be noted here that the nine-fold
/
bhakti is (a) sr&vana, (listening to the episodes of Bhag­
avan, etc), (b) kirtana (chanting of them:), (c) smarana 
(remembrance,) -(d) pada-seva (service to God), (e) arcana
(worship) (f) vandana (applause), (g) dasya (servitude),
_  9
(h) sakhjr,fl-(friendship) and (i) atma-nivedana (seIf -surrencier)
The teachings of Prahlada, are corroborated by Yaraa-
10
raja.
(C) Surrender of .action.
L-ilce the nine™fold bhakti? surrender of action is
alvso held by the Bhagavata? in very high esteem. This is
clear from, another context. King Hinii asked the group of„ 12 
hermits? described as TbhagavatottamaT and f Bhagavan~maya> 1
—  1 3about the nature of bhagavata dharmas. The hermit? K&vi?
answered that the surrender of action unto Nanay ana is the
14 *
best type of Bhagavata dharma# In another context? the
16
Bhagavata holds this to be the highest.
(D) All other bhagavata dharmas subsidiary to 
these, .
Bhagavata* s emphasis on (a) surrender of action and 
(b) nine-fold bhakti? suggests that all the other items of 
the bhagavata dharma? enumerated in different lists (see 
supra) are subordinated to these two items, The other dharma 
may either be manifested in course of the practice of the 
two items ox1 their practice may ensure their success. To 
wit? satya (truth)- and ahimsa (non-violence) may be spontan­
eously revealed in'a votary engaged in dedicating action to
the supreme. In fact? surrender of action is no other than 
, 16 
* isvara-pranidhanaT of Patargali, This equation is the view
_ i7
of the Bhagavata. The author of the Vartika? the commentary
on the aphorisms of patanjall? holds? in explaining the
— / ^  _
aphorism: f samadhi-siddhir isvara-prauidhanat* ? that the acc­
essories of yoga (yrama? niyama etc) result in samadhi? only
—  /    /  /   _____
through the instrumentality of 1 isvara-pimoiidhana. 1 Sri™
T- . - t 20
J xva-gosvami? on the other hand? sub ordinates all moral
169,
qualities to nine-fold devotita. Subordination of yam a etc? 
which the Bhagavata counts among bhagavata dharmas? to !isvara- 
■pranidlianaT or to nine-fold bhakti? suggests that the Blag™ 
avata has indirectly relegated the other moral qualities to 
the two items of bhakti a
Chanter 11.
Relation among bhagavata dharmas
(A) Fava-dha bhakti and ksrm.a-samarnanaB
\—"■ *
As to the relation between karma™samerpana and
* *  *
navadha bhakti? the Bhagavata Xsgrs down s-
'tavat kamani kux’vita net nirvidyetSt yavatsu
/’ _  2 1  
mat-katha-sravanadau va yavac™ chraddha na qayate**
“Action should be continued as long as detachment 
(nirveda) or faith (sraddha) in the listening to my fcatha 
(episodes) etc does not arise* 11
This sloka indicates that karma-yoga in the shape 
of surrender of action reaches its climax when ^addhaT dawns 
in katha-sravana etc. The katha™Havana etc? form the part of 
navadha bhakti? for? katha™ s^avana is one of the types of 
sravana? the first item of the nine-fold bhakti. This shows 
that karma-samarpana (suri*ender of action) is the first stage 
of bhagavata dharma while navadha bhakti (nine-fold devotion) 
represents the second stage*
(B) The stage of rati .
As sraddha marks the end of Inrma-saiiarpana? i0 e*
170*
the first stage of bhagavata dhama? so the dawning of rati 
(ardent love) proclaims the climax of the navadha bhakti*
Thence commences the third stage of the bhagavata dharma* The 
Bhagavata has nowhere designated it; but as this stage pro­
ceeds from rati? we are Inclined to call it ratyavastha (the 
stage of rati), This stage Is distinguished from the first 
two stages in so fax’ as the latter are sadhanavastha (the
stages of strivings) while the foxmer is siddhiivastha* (the
2 2
stagefof acc omplishment.)
Thus the first stage of Bhagavata dharma (karma- 
sarnarpana) ends with sraddha (faith) ? the second with rati 
while the third (ratyavastha) culminates in bhakti (pure love) * 
in this light? Kapxlars remark becomes understandable %-
sat am; prasaiigan m&ma-virya-samvido
*- ■ *
bhavanti hrt-fcarna-rasayanah kathah..
asvapavarga-vartmani '
/ J ' S3sraddha ratir bhaktir anu-kramisyati* *
(0) Justification of the stages.
■ i $ m  n fii m n i n n T m  it n i . iirii i m n . i iri i "  11 n *iiifii pi i i|n ' n jn n ■ 111 *■ i»,im l — > 111 ■ iiTfiil w if | n i..u,h h  tt
The law of action? as conceived by the orthodox 
schools? contemplates three types of actions viz sancita? 
anagata and prarabdha, Prarabdha is the cense of our present 
birth* Sancita Is the stored up mass of auctions which are 
undergoing the stage of f©mentation. Lastly? anagata is the 
stock of future actions, These- three types of action are but 
different stages of the seme action and make up the empirical 
life of man* . Emancipation means the destruction of these 
three types of action*
171.
I f  th e  g ro s s  b o d y  i s  t h e  o n ly  m edium  th ro u g h  w h ic h  
sad ha na  can  p ro g re s s ?  th e n  we s h a l l  have  to  keep  up t h i s  g ro s s  
b o d y  and c o n s e q u e n t ly  th e  p ra ra b d h a  w h ic h  h a s  b ro u g h t  a b o u t 
t h i s  b o d y . Now? in . o r d e r  t o  ch e ck  r e - i n f  ore  em ent o f  f r e s h  
a c t io n s ?  f i r s t  th e  in r o a d  o f  f r e s h  a c t io n s  (a n a g a ta )  i s  t o  
b e  c lo s e d ;  th e n ?  th e  e x is t e n t  b u t  n o t  y e t  m a tu re  a c t io n s  
( s a n c i t a )  a re  t o  be  d e s t ro y e d .  L a s t ly .?  p ra ra b d h a  i s  t o  be  
d e s t ro y e d ,
(D) C o -ope r a t i o n  among th e  s ta g e s *
Though th e  f i r s t  s ta g e  o f  b h a g a v a ta  dharm a p r e ­
d o m in a n t ly  c o n s is t s  o f  a c t io n ?  y e t  i t  i s  n o t  a c t io n  ohly.
I t  I s  c o n c e iv e d  b y  th e  B hagava ta?  to  be t i n c t u r e d  w i t h  m v -  
_  24
adha b h a k t i *  S im i la r ly ?  th e  seco nd  s ta g e ? th o u g h  m a rke d  b y  a
p a s s io n  f o r  th e  d e ity ?  i s  a t te n d e d  b y  th e  f i r s t  s ta g e  v i z  s u r -  
25
r e n d e r  o f  a c t io n *  I n  l i k e  m anner? th e  t h i r d  s ta g e  o f  r a t i  i s
26
in f la m e d  w i t h  th e  c o n s ta n t  f a m in g  o f  n i n e - f o ld  d e v o t io n .
T h is  c lo s e  c o - o p e r a t io n  o f  th e  s ta g e s  e x p la in s  why bh agava ta . 
dharm a I s  a ls o  c a l le d  1 parsineham sy a~dharm a1 ( u n io n  o f  a c t io n ?  
k n o w le d g e  and d e ta c h m e n t)  * E v e ry  s ta g e  o f  b h a g a v a ta  charm  a 
u n fo ld s  a t ta c h m e n t t o  p a r a - d a iv a ta  ( b h a k t i )  ? I n  e x c lu s io n  t o  
o t h e r  o b je c ts  ( v a ir a g y a )  and I l lu m in a t e d  b y  th e  c r e a t iv e  con ­
s c io u s n e s s  ( jn a n a ) ,
H ence s u r re n d e r  o f  a c t io n  s h o u ld  be s u p p le m e n te d  b y  
th e  d e v o t io n ;  and  d e v o t io n  s h o u ld  be  b a c k e d  b y  th e  s u r re n d e r  
o f  a c t io n .  B o th  th e s e  s ta g e s  a re  s u p e rs e d e d  a t  th e  s ta g e  o f  
r a t i ? i . e .  th e  s ta g e  o f  a cco m p lish m e n t?  w he re  a l l  s t r i v i n g s
cease. That Is why this third stage of bhagavata dharma is 
also described as the stage of maisicarmya (act!oralessness) 0
Chapter 111. 
Evidence of the Gital
The three stages of the bhagavata dharma may be 
traced in some standard works of Hinduism0 The contribution 
of the Bhagavata as to the bhagavata dharma lies in Its 
emphasis on these three stages? in exclusion to other re­
ligious methods.
(a.) Karma- s amarpana.,
»
• At the threshold of classical literature? stands 
the Gita which is definitely the forerunner of the Bhagavata,* 
In its twelfth chapter? surrender of action representing 
the first stage of the bhagavata dhgrma? has been cl early 
laid down as an easier alternative to jnaha-yoga#- So the 
Gita declares s-
ye tvak s ar am anir de syam avyaktam paryupasat e e
-  ’ ^  1 _  27
te prapnuvanti mem eva sarva-bhuta-hite rat ah, *
/  r —  ’ 2 8
Lies odhikaxaras teeem. •oeee.oeQoea.oso.eosa.oo
ye te. i g M i  termsgi . mayl sannyasya.mat-parah,
ananyenaiva yogena mam dhyanta upas at e.
tesam ahaau samuddharta mrtyu-sameara-s'agar'at,
—  * —  —  —  ’/ —  29
bhavami net cirat partha mayyavesita-*cetasam. *
The SI okas lay down that surrender of action leads to the
plunging of the mind Into Krsna (mayyavesita-cetasam).
173,
__ 'ct  ^\ __ _
The Gita c&llsA tvyav&~sayatmik'a bu&dhi*; it is
another name for 1 rati* ofthe Bhagavata9 when the mind
30 _  _
leaving all restlessnees becomes immersed in God# The Gita 
calls the votary 9 who has attained this state? T s th it a~ pr aj naf 
nevertheless? the Git aT has adduced several alter­
natives viz (a) practice(abhy asa ) ? (b) doing all actions for 
God (matkarma-parata) and (c) surrender of the fruit of all 
actions unto God (sarva-lcarma-phala-ty aga) ? each of which is 
held to conduce to the state of T sthita.-praj.na* . The Gita
acknowledges surrender. :of the fruit of all actions unto God 9 
32 _ 33
as the best,. The Bhagavata has also expressed the same view.
The position of the Gita may be summarised in the words of the 
Gita- itself s-
yat karosi yad a^nasi yaj Juhosi dadasi yat..
34
yat tapasyasi kaunteya tat kurusva- mad-arpananu o
(b) The second stage (navadha bhakti),
— V*-.—I11 *" 1~,T ‘ I “    «- >■- -* — I ■ rjrv‘iwintrvi^irfc^i-j, T
The second stage of nine-fold devotion (navadlia 
bhakti) may be glimpsed in s-
satt at an. kirtayanto mam: yatantas ca dr dha-vratih *
/ _  -  ' 3 5
nam&syant&s ca mam bhaktya nitya-yukta upasate.,
Here !kirtana( (chanting) and rvandana* have be eh 
expressly mentioned5 and9 the rest are indicated by the w ord 
*yatantas/ ca** The Gita designates the whole process in­
volving chanting etc9 as worship (bhajana)
mahatmahas tu mam partha daivirn. prakrtim. "asritali *
, _  c 36
bhaj antyananyei-manaso jnatva hhutadxm avyayem* *
174,
This slolca suggests that worship (bhajana) consisting
of chanting (kirtana) etc “begins when one has resorted to
divine nature (d&ivi prakrti) marked by the manifestation of
s 7 'several high moral qualities ? which are identified with the 
bhagavata dharmas of the Bhagavata,
(c) Relation between the two stages.
The worship (bhsjana) involving chanting etc has 
been described by the Gita*? as attended with bhakti (bhaktya). 
But the Gita has nowhere included surrender of actions in the 
category of worship. This suggests that the Gita considers 
chanting (kirtana) etc (navadha-bhakti) as more intrinsic 
(antarahga) to bhakti. than surrender of action. In other 
words? it considers surrender of action as the first step 
and kirtana etc as subsequent to it*
(d) Inter-Relation between the two*
Again? the inter-mingling of the two stages in­
dicated above j may hejt raced In s-
tasmat sarvesu kalesu mam anusmara yudhya ca,.
/ 38
mayyarplta-mano-buddhir man, evaisyatyasamsayam* •>
p  »
Here smarana (constant remembrance) 9 one of the it an s 
of nine™fold bhakti5 and * karma-yoga* (yudhya ca) have been 
jointly recommended for practice* The third stage of rati 
which the Gita calls the state of sthita-prajna* has been 
shorn above»
175.
Chapter IV*
Evidence of Patanjala Yoga-darsana,
Hot only the teachings of the Gita" fall in line with 
those of the Bhagavata as regards- the religious discipline 9 
hut the Yoga-darsana of p at an j all also corrohorates the same 
view*
(A) Meaning of F isvara-pranidlian.a*T,
«
The whole range of bhagavata dharma is covered by
 / _
patan|talis emphasis on fisvara-pranidhana1» In the apho/risms 
of Patanjali« the word risverra-pi"anidhana1 occurs in four
w  - J 39 -
places. They read as follows % (a) itgvara-pranidhan&d va9
_  ^ , /    „  40 j
(b) tapah-svadliyaye-svara-pranidhanani Itriya-yogah ;■ (c) sauca-
w  ' ‘ _____  41'
semtosa-tapah-svadhyaye-svara-pranidhanani niyamah; &(d)
-/ ^  42
samadhi-sxddhir isv&ra-pranidhanad.
The phrase * isvara-pranidhana? occurring in. 1 is vara-
pranxdharad^ va1 has been explained by Patanjiali himself as 
*taj~japas tad-artha-bhavanam* • Word 1 tatr refers to pranava
mentioned In the previous aphorism viz *pranavas tasya
44 _
v&cakahu1 Hence the whole of 1 taj - j apas tad- artlia-bhavsmsrn1 ? 
*
means T incantation of pranava and the contemplation of the
sense of pranava, which patanj all acknowledges as alternative
_  , 45
to practice and detachment (abhyaaa and v&Iragya,-) Thus ...
according to Patenjall? either isVara-praiiidhana or abhyasa-
vairagya leads to yog©, which the author of the Bhasya on the 
-  46
Yoga~sutras? indentifxes with samadhio. The fact that Tyogaf
means r samadhi * and * Isvara-pranidhaha* leads to It 9 ©noears
to be corroborated by the aphorism ox* patar$.ali? viz 1 samadhi-
si derail5 i svar a-pran x dlian adr P (see supra)« This 1 i svar a-
pranidhana* ? as it appears from, (b) is held by Patany all as
one of the items of 1 kriya-yoga? which 9 ace ac ding to pat fin- 
47
j all j emaciates McLe^as* (afflictions) and conduces to 1 sfmacOiir 
Thus here also we find that {1 svara-pranidhahal conduces to 
sfuiiiidhi. Lastly? the word T isvara-pranidhana1 has the same 
meaning as it has in (d) for it occurs in the same context 
with (c) „
(B) Implication ±>f * I svar a~pr an 1 dimu a (cm nito PA m i 'iiiiU "  V i 'ill I l*n~i i—n— — *• n 1riT ~1» i— ■! nhi i 11 im ra»<i~TTr
But what are the implications of f pranava-j &p ar and 
1 pranavartha™cinta*? Patanjall does not enlightened ua on 
this point, But the gloss and the commentaries on the 
aphorisms throw some light on thisr:matter,
(a) Interpretation by the gloss,*  *  i~ih v*nn i'^-iiry i^ n i ww * n»im mm m  r“ ~inirjTT . i i Ti r‘J i i ” ni— ■nriT i— ir r r - r — n —l
The Bhasya-kara explains 1 isvara~pranidhanaf as
46
(1) a specific type of bhakti under (a) ; as (2) the sur­
render of all actions or the fruits of all actions unto 
Is vara undex* (b) 5 as (3) surrender of all actions unto
48/ 49
Isvax’ct under (c) and (4) surrender of all Tbhavas* Idvara
A
under (d) •
d) Navadha bhakti»
The sarva-bliava has been explained by the Vartika 
as * sarva-vyapara* (all activites) * This obviously corres­
ponds to the T sarva-dharma* of the C4itai On the other hand9 
surrender of all rbhavasr unto Isvara corresponds to the
177.
{atma-nivedana* 9 the last Item, of the nine-fold devotion of 
the Bhagavata, And9 If *sarva-bhava* memos Tall activities* 
then all the other Items viz ! sravana9 Kirtana etc may all 
he Included in the category of sarva-bhava 9 for9 sravana etc
O.T&
hut activities of ears, mouth etc. Fence nine-fold devotion a '
may he included in the item of r isvararplta-sarva-bliava°r
Pat an j all has recommended Tpranava-japar only9 whereas the 
_  50
Bhasya-kara has extended the sense of It9by recommending the
4
Incantation of pranava as well as other things which are as 
holy as pranava. Fence9 according to Bhasya-kara* the name- 
k.irtana9 one of the Items of none-fold devotion9 may be 
easily admitted to the category of fjapa* of Pataxg all<> Thus 
1 pranava-japa* 9 which Patanjali considers as one of the 
aspects of 1 IsVara-praridhana1 9 is9 to the Bhasya-kara *ls~ 
var airpita-sar va-bhilvar # According to the Bhagavata It in- 
corporates- the TnamaQMIrtanaT 9 as well as other items,
(cO Interpretation the Vartika«
(II) Karm a- s am arp an a*
* I IK . I II I1'" iW j y  ■Ilil
On the other hand9 1 pranavartha-cinta* of Patenjali
has been elaborated by the Bhasya to mean (1) surrender of
action and (2 ) surrender of fruits of action9 as we have seen
above. The Vartika}In the light of the two maha-vskyas9 viz
Scu/s
f sarvam kh&Ividam Brahma* and 1 aharn Brahmasmi! that the
51
*pivnavRtha-cinta* consists of two types of thinking5
(a) the votary Is to conceive all phenomenal existence as 
identical with Brahman5 (b) the votary should realise that
the Identification includes himself,
(ill) The, stage of rati.sir*
The Vartika remarkss- Of the two types of thinking^ 
the first is called * up as anaT and the second rtattva-jnSiat * 
Elsewhere9 the Vartika Identifies this *tattva-Jnaha* with 
Tprema-laksana-dDhaktlT. "The contemplation of the identity
between the votary and Brahman is ^-rema-laicsana9bhaktif which 
will he referred to J?as * isvara-pranldhana"• This remark is 
important % it shows that the contemplation of identity be­
tween the votary and Brahman ,pranavai*th£L9cint3) is prema-
lak sanaQbhakti 3 while 5 on the other hand9 it considers the
5 4prema-laksana-bhakti as another name for 1 svarei-pranicOianaj
Although Pat&nj ali. has- recommended? for yoga
(samaclhi) 9 the practice of eight subsidiaries (anga) of
which nlyania is only one 9 and5 though 1 isvara-pranidhaha* is
*■
only one of the items of niyama? Jet9 even according' to
patahjall? Tlsvara-pranidhanat is the most important,
55
The Vartika also observes s- "The other subsidiaries Cyama 
etc) lead to samiTdhi ? only through the medium, of rIsvara- 
praniclhaha* \ they cannot directly result in samaclhie 
It Is with this import In mind that Pataryali has primarily 
held 1 Isvara-pranidKana* as conducive to saraadhi".
179
Chapter yQt 
Evidence of the Bhakti-sutras.
(A) Barada and Sendilya
_  _ _  /_
The "bhakti-sutras -by iTsrada and Sandilya throw-
much light upon the Bhagavata dharma cf the Bhagavata. in
the Narada-bhakti-sutra, many traditional teachers of
56
bhakti have been mentioned, But their works? if any* are 
lost to us. Of the two extant bhakti-sutras? that by 
Narada* ought to bear closer alliance w.ith the Bhagavata* 
for? in the Bhagavata? harada is held to have conveyed the 
Bhagavata, tradition to Vyas^who transmitted it to his son 9 
Suka? the narrator of the present Bhagavata. But it can-* 
not be gain-said that Sandilya was also a great teacher 
of the cult of devotion5 for? the author of the Harada- 
bhakti-sutx*a mentions him with reverence. This further 
shows that Sandlilya preceded ll&r&da who has been nowhere 
mentioned in the .^ Sndilya-bhaktirsutra. We shall however9
equally draw upon both the Sutras*
(B) The stage of rati
Both Karada and Qahdilya have accepted the viev/
 57   58. ..
that bhakti primarily means 'parama-prema* or lparanuraktif
to the supreme. The parama-prema or parahurakti is in the 
Bhagavata the stage of rati* which gradually deepenSn into 
divine love.
180,
(C) The stage of nine-fold bhakti,
nBhaktl,f may also secondarily mean the devotional '
stages which precede the stage of Tparama-prema* or tparanur-- ■ -
59
alcti1* In feet 5 Sandilya has expressly called the stage repres-
w *
ented by 4ravan^> lei rt ana. etc (navadha bhakti) as secondary
bhakti (g&unl)* He calls them secondary because, they only
60 ' _
purify the empirical self, H’ar&da calls nowhere the nine-fold
bhakti as secondary^ but, he has adduced different views
as to the nature of the secondary bhakti. Thus C4argacarya?
61
he remarksj defines the secondary bhakti as attachment to
katha" etc, while parasara holds it to be attachment to wor- 
62
shin etc* Nevertheless, apart from, the question whether
_  63
nine-fold bhakti is primary or secondary, Farada has recognised 
the devotional stage of navadha-bhakti,
(D) The stage of karma-samarpana,,
Far&da gives his o m  opinion, as to the nature of
secondary bhakti to the effect, ‘that It is the dedication of
_  64
racara( (which the Bhagavata calls rvarnasraiixa-dhaimai) i,e»
65 *
the duties enjoined by the s&stras. This is nothing but karma- 
sameirpana of the Bhagavata*
(E) Mutual relation, among the stages.
/- /
Sandilya holds that srav&na, kirtana etc are more in­
trinsic to rati (the third stage) than performance of action 
(karnianusthana) for one becomes eligible fox1 sravana, kirtana
etc only when one has achieved success in the performance of
_ /— ■ 
action* Farada supplements Sandilya on this point. He remarks
181.
that duties engoined by the sastras should be stuck to? until
the third stage of rati , marked by the stability of intellect ,
68
dawns5 otherwise the votary runs the risk- of downfall* Thus•
the first stage of kam.a-samarpan.-a should be continued even at
the second stage of nine-fo:ld bhakti, until its last item, ■ -
69 _ 70
viz atma~nivedana matures into rati, Harada further opines that
all secular activities should be continued to that stage, - It
Is only when the votary transcends the empirical life by 'the
successful performance of the last item of nine-fold bhakti,
that action ceases. One surrenders the secular (laukika) a n d -
7r  '
religious (vaidika) actions only at Hie stage of rati. Sandily
declares that even at the stage of rati, the bhakti continues,
for the self3*ess devotion-(raft) Is inflamed by the fanning of
72
the nine-fold ‘bhakti* And so, according to sandilya, nine-fold 
bhakti does not only rouse bhakti (rati) but also accompanies 
it on its progressive advancement.
Chanter VI,
The doctrine of divine grace,
(A) Grace, the motive force8_
Divine grs.ce occupies a veiy exalted place in the
Bhagavata. In fact, the Bhagavata contends that sadhanlf starts
73 . . . . . . . . .
with divine grace. How is It that a main who had been persistently.
pursuing material pleasure, suddenly turns his back against It
and feels inclined towards God ? The Bhagavata answers that the
reason behind this change of outlook lies in divine grace. 74
182,
(B) The nature of divine grace,■ —  —  - — ^ ?5? ?6
It belongs, according to the Bhagavata „ to the in- -- - -
trinsic nature of the supreme deity (Bhagavan) , It is the self-
manifestation of the absolute, with! no extrinsic purpose in -
view* Thus the Bhagavata goes to the extent of asserting that
creation, sustenance and dissolution are all to be traced to
divine grace. It Is divine grace, again, that the individual
77 ' ' '
soul soars high to the altitude of ethical life* In its op­
eration, it does not follow any law. It is the spontaneous
78
outburst of the indermination of the absolute. Disregarding 
all discrimination, it shines on all and fills every detail 
of pragmatic existence, sentient and Insentient,
(G) Heed for sadlxanal
The question however, arises; if divine grace Is so
categorical In Its operation, without being dependent upon aixy
condition, then, whyrdoes the Bhagavata advise the cultivation
79 80
of moral qualities like pity to all beings, worship of God,
81
universal fraternity, tolerance, and conviction as to the all-
sz
pervasive nature of God ?
To this question, the Bhagavata has answered as follows;
naivatmanah prahhur ay am nig a-labha-tusto
manam. ganad avidusah karuno vrnite,
yad yad gano Bhagavate vidadhita maham
_ _ ‘ _ 83
tac catmane prati-mukhasya yatha mukha-srih*,
"Bhagavan is self-contented. Hence no worship can
incur his pleasure, nor does he desire any honour from the
votary. Still the worship by the votary does not go in vain.
Ob^atrion offered unto God reverts to the votary and. lifts him 
to a higher plane of moral iife*ir
This answei* suggests that though divane grace shinds 
indiscriminately on all, yet our impure mind cannot receive 
itr Sadhana purifies our mind which, then, reflects the 
splendour of divine grace. Hence the all-comprehensive 
nature of divine grace is not inconsistent with the need for 
sadhaha.
(D) projection of divine grace.
But if divine grace enjoys its undisturbed iso­
lation by its subsistence in the absolute, it is of no avail 
to the votary. Hence, to uplift to votary, it has'to condes­
cend to him. By the touch of divine grace, the sleeping
8 4
mind is roused. Rupagosvami calls this awakening of the mind, 
at the instigation of divine grace, as rbhavai* The awakening 
of the mind is technically called r sattvika vrtti1, and
85 ‘
fbhalctif is this 1 sattvika vrtti1 accompanied by divine grace*. 
(32) Development of devotion.
As this r sattvika vrttiT, constantly purged of all
impurities by means of sadhana, becomes more and more aissimil-
86
ated to divine grace, devotion more and more develops. The 
Bhagavata has conceived divine grace as an active force (yad- 
rccha) * As this active force operates upon the votary, the 
mind of the votary improves. Bhakti, in its larger sense,
includes sraddha and rati. The Bhagavata holds that, by
. . / 86/ _ 87 8 8
dxvme grace, sraddha, rati and bhakti (ipharrower sense) ,
develop consecutively in the votary. So the whole mechanism 
explaining the development of bhakti in the votary seems to 
be as follows , s-
Divine grace, the intrinsic potency of the absolute, 
filters down into the mind of the votary and rouses f sattvika 
vrtti1, As an active force, divine grace impells the votary 
to the Bhagavata dharma. The practice of the first stage of 
Bhagavata dharma viz surrender of actions, purifies the 
sattvika vrtti * This helps divine grace which, as an active 
force, assimilates the sattvika vrtti to a point which is- 
designated as sraddha* The Bhagavata considers this as the 
first land-mark in the development of T bhakti1, Similarly, 
by the practice of nine-fold bhakti, the sattvika vrtti be­
comes further assimilated when it assumes the name rati which, 
gradually matures into 1 bhaktiT, in its narrower sense.
By this process, the climax is reached when the 
mind of the votary is perfectly crystallised by its complete 
assimilation to divine grace. This is bhakti par excellence
and in its highest soaring it reaches the absolute. It is
89
perhaps in this sense that bhakti has been conceived, by 1he
Bhagavata, as a cord which binds together the Bhag&vah and the
votary. It is the most Intimate connection between the
90
votary and his supreme deity,, At this stage, we find divine 
grace to have completed its circuit, Emanating from Bhagavan 
It penetrates through the votary and ultimately returns to 
Bhag&vah, with the votary’hooked to it.
(F) B if f ereat comiotati ons o f blialct I «
The first manifestation of divine gra.ee has 'been 
91 _ ‘ ‘
conceived as certain hankering for C4od (akulata)« This is
the bhakti in its narrowest sense. The Bhagavata9 has* again* 
92
conceived bhakti a s hankering mingled with knowledge. This is
bhakti in a broader sense., In a still broader sense, it
means sattvika vrtti subjected to the process of assimilation
to divine grace, draddha? rati and bhakti (supreme love) are
all items of bhakti, In this sense.- Hot only the sattvika
vrtti is assimilated to divine grace but raj as a aid t aims a
92/1 '
vrttis also are assimilated* This Is the widest sense of
93
bhakti as conceived by the Bhagavata*
(G) Operation of divine grace.
According to the Bhagavata, when divine grace dawns
upon the votary 5 its extern el symptom Is that the votary Is
94 ■ :
deprived of his near and dear ones* But the votary, with uii-
95
daunted spirit, confronts this disaster with a. smiling face.
He does not submit to anguish, for, he has dedicated all unto
God* On the contrary, he feels pleasure In view of divine
96 "
grace sparkling through this material, diaster. Indeed, the 
operation of divine grace is curious. It begins to cut at 
the root of the empirical life which binds the Individual to 
pragmatic existence. While the barrier of empirical life Is 
removed, the Individual soul stands face to f ace to the supreme
186*
P A R T  1 I.
Chapter 1«- 
Surrender of action,
(a) What is karma^yojya^?
v The ordinary daily life , of man means action® Man, 
as a social creature, has to perform, certain duties and ob­
ligations and in consideration of those, he is entitled to 
enforce certain rights over his fellow beings* This action
mgy be switched off to another direction which is conceived
_  _  97
to liberate our soul* The Gita calls the art of switching
off of our pragmatic duties and obligations as fImrma-yoga* ;
an equilibrium of the mind, marked by an indifferent attitude
towards failure and success, characterises the art of per- 
98 * _
forming action* The Bhagavata harps on the same idea as the
Bhagavata has put its by action action is removed (karmana 
_99
Icarma-nirharah.) *
In fact, the art of action, is, according to the
Bhagavata, surrender of action unto the supreme deity. It
is this surrender which bars the import of fresh actions from
1 0 0
pul luting the mind* Purification of the mind may be deemed
101, 102*
to be better reflection of divine grace*
(b) ICarma-yogea, stated*
In order to bring home the art of karma, in its 
v depth, the BbSgavata has conceived a picturesque atmosphere
187*
in wluch the art of action 'has been described to have been
inculcated. At the sacrifice of king liimi , there sudden tly
(yadrcchaya) appeared seven hermits, whom the Bhagavata has
conceived to be traditional* exponents of the bhagavata 
103
dharma, and who are held to have realised the truth of this 
104:
dharma. The king seized this opportunity and asked them to 
describe the nature of the bhagavata dharma. Kavi, one of 
the seven, finding the king, immersed in action, gave out as 
follows
kayena vaea m an as endr iy air va
buddhyatmana vahusr t a- svabhavat*
karoti yah yah sakalam psrasmai
’ 105
STirayanayeti nivedayet tat ..
nWhatever you perform by means of your body, speech, 
mind, sense and conative organs, intellect (i.e. volitional 
actions) or involuntary nature (instinct), dedicate all unto 
the sutpreme deity, Narayana. 11
(c) poes UcarmaSyoga1 mean surrender of all, actions?
/ — ~~X±Y' t^ vq interpretations. _
Sridhara interprets “"the phrase * anusprta-svabhavati
in two different wayss- (1 ) According to the specific duties
enjoined upon the different castes by the Sastras* and (2 jk
1 according to the urge of instinct1 • In the light of the first
intei'pretation, the bhagavata dharma means the surrender of
those actions which are enjoined to respective castes and
states *asramas)„ Thus, the dedication of the Tvarnasr sma™
dharma* Is the first stage of the bhagavata dharma.
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The second interpretation throws more light upon 
bhagavata dharma. It c-overs the most extensive field of 
action. According to this interpretation, the bhagavata dharma 
consists in the dedication of all actions, unto the supreme 
deity, voluntary as well as involuntary* This takes into con­
sideration human frailties which drag the Individual souls into 
the pit of gross materiality, in defiance of the injunctions of 
the i^astras.
(II) Eligibility for karma~yog£w
The Bhagavata declares that the bhagavata dharma is 
specially meant for people who are steeped in Ignorance:~ 
ye vai Bhagavata prolcta upay aT hyatma-labdhaye.
i06'
anjah pumsim avidusam tolddhi bhagavatan hi tan..
*  '  *■ *  p . . .  ~
In another context, the Bhagavata has laid down the
, conditions for a person who aspires to ascend the path of
bhakti (bhakti-yoga): He should somehow be ©wakened to the
fact that the world is too much for him5 he should have some^
faith in reglgloub dtidving and should feel uncomfortable with
3-07
his present state of life5 he may see through the defects
of pragmatic life, even If he cannot ever come Its alluring 
108.
attractions *
(iii) Jnana-yoga and bhakti-yoga compared.
A person, labouring under the pressure of material 
desires, cannot be expected to abstain strictly from prohibited 
actions. And here lies the distinction between jliaha-yoga and 
bhskti-yoga. Of the three types of action viz karma, (enjoined
189.
action} ,vikarma (omission of karma) and akarma (committing 
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prohibited act ion^jnana-yoga re commends karma, nay, the nitya
(dally)and nabiiittika (occasional) duties only, in excTuiikm
of kamya-karma (action with pragmatic pleasure in view).
This shows that jnana-yoga is In favour of adopting, a rigid
stoicism In the performance of action* This attitude cannot
be expected to inquire into the faults and foibles, doubts
and weaknesses of the struggling votary* The Bhagavata makes
certain allowance for prohibited action and secular action,
with the only qualification that they must be performed with
a spirit of dedication to the supreme deity*
(iv) Q onnot at Ion of 1 kjtarma!«
_  ■
The Bhagavata contends that all actions, whether
karma, akarma or vikarma, are transformed into divine, the
moment they are dedicated* Even akarma and vikarma are
©lavabed to the status of karma, by means of this process of
dedication. Thus to accommodate these Into the category of
karma, the Bhagavata has revised the definition of karma which
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traditionally me ant enjoined action only* It defines « karma!
as »any action done for the satisfaction of the supreme deity* 
112 ' .
It further1 asserts that any action, dedicated unto the supreme
deity, assumes the status of *yamas , rniyamal etc I*©, the
traditional ways of religious advance * The moment any action/is
# 113 1
dedicated, it at once becomes crowned with success. Hence,
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it Is that Bi’idhara concludesg. All actions, dedicated unto
the supreme deity, IS ar ay ana, becomes the bhagavata dharma*
(v) Outlook on the varnasram a«-dharma»
The Bhagavata seems to triumph over this art of karmas-
esa buddhimatam buddhir mania a ca mania inam*
^ ' '114/1
yat satyam anrteneha martyenapnot 1 mamrtam* «
" is — e. -
sliThis the hight of intelligence and wisdom that on©o ^ A ^
attains the supreme truth by means of evanescent and pragmatic 
actions*1*
The Bhagavata submits to the violation of the varhSTsraiBij
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dharma, under the urge of the spirit of dedication* It considers
customary morality (varnasma-dharma) as a mere discipline for
the advance of religious lif e • with the advent of sraddha,
further practice of customary morality loses its sIgnifIcance*
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Seen in this light, the remark of the Bhagavata, that there is no 
fall for a person proceeding to the path of the bhagavata dharma, 
with his eyes closed and overlapping steps, becomes understand­
able « But It must not be understood to moan that the Bhagavata 
has, under the cloak of the Bhagavata dharma, imported immorality, 
by breaking away from traditional religions for, the Bhagavata, 
by toning down the rigour of traditional morality, has only ex­
tended Its px’otection to bona fide quest for truth, but has 
not given practical suggestions for perpetuating fraud on 
religious life*
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Surrender of action and its s
(A) Nature of the surrender of action.
The action which the individual performs, really be­
longs to reality. If that is so, then how can the votary sur­
render actions* unto reality* as they are already subsis.bAher
Is conceived by the Bhagavata to be at the root of all troubles* 
It relates to the pragmatic self which may be briefly 
described to be the combination of * I* and ’Mine' (aham and mama) 
In order to brush aside the troubles * we have to eradicate 
* abhimana’ in respect of 1 ahamf and »mama1 i*e * the Empirical 
self, Hence according to the Bhagavata* the dedication of the 
empirical sdlf unto the suprme deity is the best method for 
eliminating afflications,
dedicated, Action* therefore * must be eliminated, but elimin­
ation cannot be done all on a sudden, So the first step towards 
this direction is closing the import of fresh action into the 
individual soul. This is done by the surrender of action* .Sur­
render of action means the surrender of 1 abhimana* relating to 
action* The votary no longer thinks that he is the agent of 
act ion and should therefore re ap the benefit of it, but he con­
siders himself as the agent of God, in performing all actions,
in reality? yet the individual soul* under the, delusion of
A
’abhimana’ (egolty), thinks them to be lcfc.3 oxvn* Thus, ’abhimana^
But unless the empircal self Is s ant if led. it cannot be
The surrender of action Is purely contemplative
(hhavana<»may a) * This may he evidenced from the description
of the life of Bharata who is said to have heen contemplating
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all fruits of action subsisting in God* The Bhagavata calls
this contemplation as purification of action (karma«visuddhi)«
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The Gita holds the same view*.
How action* which, is conceived to lead to bondage*
can bring emancipation? The Bhagavata has drawn upon a popular
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example to illustrate this truth* A person* falling ill by over™
co nsump t ion of * ghr t a * (clax* if ie d but ter) appr o ache s a doctor
vdio administers a reifedy pr©pai*ed with *ghrtaf * as one of its
»
ingredients. The man is cured* As the same !ghrta* by some 
method of preparation cures the disease which it has produced* 
so the action which leads to bondage, may uplift* under special 
circumstances* the individual soul*
(B) Strata of the surrender of action*
(a) The first stratum*
As surrender of action involves contemplation* dif­
ferent strata of knowledge are unfolded. The vartika* quoting 
an un-named Smrti* lays down that the first stratum as followsg-
kamat o^kamat o vapi yat karomi subhasubham 
122
tat sarvam tvayi sannyastam tvat-prayuktah karomyaham* *
122/1
The author of the Vartika recommends fkanna-sannyasa* 
to be contemplated to the effects Whatever I do* right or 
wrong* I do it as one engaged by you.
The Gita" also says % -
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isvar&h sarva-bhutaillm: hrd-des efc j una ilsthati
bhramay an ssrva-bhutani yantrarudhanl niay&ya..
'The Bhagav-ata echoes the same views-
paro madanyo j agatas tastliusas ca
otam protam. natavad yatra visvam.
• • • "
yad~amsatofeya sthitl~j anma-nasa
, 124
nasyotavad yasya vase ca lokah. *
( Justification of the contemplation.
If God goads the individual soul to all actions ,
net
then he and^the individual- soul, should also reap the benefit 
of it* In explaining this view, Sr id bar a has quoted Jaimini 
who says that the fruits of the action, which the S&stras en­
join to do, go to the -person who motivates the action. God
being the original impeller, (prayojaka) the result of all
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actions should devolve on him^ It may be noted here that the
contemplation regarding God as the original argent of all
action Is valid 'knowledge (satya-drsti) for God is actually
the original agent. Similarly, the other strata of knowledge,
which attend th^/s urrender of action, in its progressive
journey, and types of valid knowledge, The lives of Ambarisa 
126
and Prthu Illustrate this stratum.
(b) The second stratum.
When the votary Is convinced of the agency of God, 
he begins to contemplate that God is then the consumer of the 
fruits of anti on. This contemplation is an advancement upon 
the first stratum.
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The Vartika lias quoted the Kurma-puraha to depict 
this stages-
yad va phalekam sanuyasam- prakuryat paramosvare*
^ J  ' 127
kamanam apyetad ahur Brahmacpanam anuttamam.«
The Vartika explains it; The contemplation that God
is the final consumer of fruits of all actions is 1 karma-phala- 
JL28 „  _  129
sannyasa.r The Gita also holds the same view.
(i) Just if i c at 1 on of the s e cond stratum.
The above conception shows the development of phil­
osophic thoughts* In the Vedas and the Brahman as* we find 
that sacrifice is performed for theys atisfaction of particular- 
deities. Gradually these particular deities became integrated 
into the. cosmic concept of God who represents all different 
deities# This thought found a definite pronouncement in the- 
Upani sads and later on in the Gita. The Bhagavata has adopted
this view. The life of Bharata and Gaya demonstrates this 
130 
stratum.
(c) The third stratum.
Subsequently5 the votary not only conceives that 
God is the inner-controller and representative of all deities? 
but it begins to dawn ppon him that Godrs being embraces all* 
including the siacrifice (action) and th^/s aerificer (doer). At 
this state ? all- comp rehens ive nature of God soaks into the 
sub-soil of the votary* s mind. God is viewed as one who in­
corporated all# He is conceived as the supreme deity* the 
substratum of ail results and lastly the final goal* viz bliss.
The Gita designates this stage as rBr ahma-karma- •
131 ......
samadhi*. , The Bhagavata has indicated this stage as f ollows5 -
tvam kratus tvam- havis tvam' hut as ah svayam
tvam hi mantrah samid darbha™pafrani ca.
* ■ •
tvam sadasyartvij o dampakT devata
/ - * 1 3 2
agui-hotram svadha soma ajyam pasuh.. , ■ - -
It has conceived, karma as three-fold viz Vedic, TSntric
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and mixed* Surrender of action means not only the surrender of
Vedic auctions* but also the Tantric and mixed actions.' This is
then the meaning of 1 Icarrna-nivedanal in its narrower sense * as
/  —
indicated by Sridhara. On the other hand* rkarma-nivedanar * 
in its larger sense* means the surrender of all actions* vol­
untary or involuntary* prescribed or prohibitied.
The realisation of the all-comprehensive nature of
God* which is represented by the third stratum* is what sridh&ra
134*135
calls intrinsic devotion (antaranga bhakti)
(d) The nature of realisation.
The three stages are not direct vision, of God. They..—
are only contemplative (bhavana-maya)» The Bhagavata calls them
136 v
summarily as indirect knowledge i<,e. unshakable belief onlv.
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In fact* the Bhagavata recommends the practice of surrender of 
action until the conviction of the all-compr ehenvive nature of 
God is firmly fixed in the mind. It is only when this con­
viction is achieved that the vision of truth dawns at the stage 
138
of rati* But~ as the surrender of action conduces to that
stage of direct vision, the Bhagavata sings the praise of the 
formei" as followss-
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ay am hi sarva-ka^p-ananx sadhricioo nsato mama*
mad-bhavah sarva-bhute'su mano-vak-;Icaya--vrttibhiho *. • - •
•  •  •
(9) A chievements oxthe first stage of the bhagavata,- 
dharma 0_ ' ” ’*
At the colophon of each chapter * the Bhagavata has
been designated, as Tparama--hamsya-i,s8mhita,T (a, collection of
the religion of Darama-hamas i.e. great devotees). Hence the- *A ■ °
bhagavata dharma and the parama-hamsya-dhaniia mav be held to
_  " 140' ' _  ' •’■■■' '
be identical. The Bhagavata contends that paxvana-hamsya-dharma-;■
consists in the compromise of knowledge* devotion end detachment
Of these* detachment is the necessary counterpart of devotion;
for * attachment to God (bhakti) involves abandonment of all
other objects (vairagya)* Hence broadly speaking the growth
of parama-hamsya-dhaima of the Bhagavata, means the develop-
^  /  ____
ment of jnana and bhakti; Sraddha coupled with the knowledge
in the all-comprehensive nature of God* shows the development 
of devotion and knowledge at the first stage of the Bhagavata 
dharma*
196^
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The seconcL stage of the bhagavata dharma.
Chapter lc
The nature of the second stage
At the threshold of the second stage of the Bhag-
141 ' ’ " ' " ' '
avata dh 8rma? the mind centres upon the supreme deity* as may be
glimpsed, by. the awakening of sraddha in the votary. The sec­
ond stage of the bhagavata. pharma marks the further progress
of concentration when the mind along with all the senses be-
142
comes immersed in the supreme deity* The triumph of the stage
under consideration lies in purging the mind of" all subliminal.
143 _
tendencies (samskara) *
(a) Fine-fold devotion,
The Bhagavata lays down the nine-fold devotion as
follows:-
sravanam kirtananr. Visnoh smaranami n'ada- se vananx. 
arcanam vandalism d&syam sakhysm atma-nivedanam.*
iti nuinsaroita Visnau bhakti.^ cen nava-laksana.
’ ‘ ~ " •* 144
kriyeta Bhagavatyaddha tan many ecdhi tarn. uttsmam. *
As si*&vana* kirtana and smarana are all methods 
' f _  145 ? * 146 5 147„f49
for the kindling of sraddha into flames* ©raddhS has been con­
ceived by Bupa-gosvami? to develop successively into fnisthar ? 
Tructr and Tasa'ktir by the practice of sravana0 kirtana and
4 '
smarana respectively*
But 1 asaktir (urge) for the supreme deity requires
further .development* ‘before one can bring oneself to the point
of surrendering all unto the supreme deity* This state c anno tv
be attained all on a sudden. One has to comprehend the- supreme
deify in himself. Thereafter * the depth of love for the deity
prepares the ground for-self-surrender. It may be noted-here
that self-surrender in its philosophic bearing* means a state
when the votary breaks away from pragmatic bindings to make
his identification with the supreme deity complete.
—  v 3i>(3
Jiva-gosami, asserts* that each of the items of the
A
nine-fold devotion may be independently conducive to rati*
He quotes a traditional si oka to support this- views-
sri-Visnoh sravane pariksid abhavat Vaiyasakih kirtane
i V • * * ■
Prahladah smarane tad-aiigri-bhaj ane Laksmih Prthuh pu^ane,
»  t  i  *  •  >  *
Akruras tvabht Kapi-'patir dasyetha sakhyetjunah
J  151
sarvesvatiimrnivedane ffalir abhut- Krsnaptir esam param.. 
The Bhagavata does not seem to be disinclined to
this view. In fact, according to the Bhagavata, a votary -can--,
attain rati simoly by the practice of sravana; in this way, he
‘ 153.....
can also attain rati with the h&lp of other items practised 
independently. Still we are inclined to deal with the items 
of the nine-fold devotion* in successive order; for, this is 
the general method of progressive advancement in the pa^th of 
devotion; resorting to a single item* in preference to 
other* is due to some extra-ordinary circumstances and thus 
may be regarded as an exception to the general rule.-
198,
Sravana* Kirtana and Smarana.
(A)
f
Sravanao
(&) The subject-matter of sravana.
t
Sravana is the first item of nine-fold devotion*
In order to determine the subject-matter of sravana* we have 
to ascertain the object of sraddha* for* sraddha further ad­
vances through the methods like sravana* etc* The Bhagavata*
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has laid down in several contexts the subject-matter of
sravana*, pinned together * those contexts would means Sraddha
should be directed towards Bhagavan and* in order to attain
him, sraddha should be harnessed to the second stage of the
bhagavata dharma beginning with sravana.
_  ‘  ‘ 155*
To the devotees, Bhagavan Is the supreme deity.- ire
1.56 ......
is the dearest soul, arid captures their heart, by coming down*
157 ’
In the midst of them* as different descents. As descents*
he sets up Ideal character through his earthly life for the
I5S
uplift of the fallen. The first step towards this direction I
/
sravana.
(b) Variety of sravan a,
Accordingly, sravana may be classified into (1) 
 ^  ^ 160 / 161. _
naraa-sravana, (2) rupa-sravana, (3) guna-sravana (4) li la- 
162 ' ' ' 
sravana. A sequence among these four types- of sravana, may be
*  r  . r . .
suggested as followss- The first expression of awakening of 
Interest for somebody is a desire for knowing the name of that 
person. . This gives place to the desire forhmowing his gen-
e r a !  f e a t u r e .  S t im u la te d  b y  th e s e *  th e  in t e r e s t e d  p e rs o n ' 
h a n k e rs  a f t e r  l i s t e n i n g  t o  h i s  m e r i t s  a n d  th u s  becom es en­
g ro s s e d  w i t h  h i s  p e r s o n a l i t y .
d iv a -g o s v a m i h a s  s u g g e s te d  a ls o  a f i f t h "  ty p e  o f  • * .
/ _  163 ‘ - ■........
s ra v a n a  v i z  l i s t e n i n g  t o  th e  B h a g a v a ta . He c o n te n d s  t h a t  th e
fo rm e r  ty p e s  o f  s ra v a n a  a t t a c k  o n ly  i n d i v i d u a l  a s p e c ts  o f  - 
th e  suprem e d e i t y *  w h e re a s  l i s t e n i n g  to  t h e  B h a g a v a ta  com pre­
h e n d s  th e  suprem e d e i t y  i n  a l l  h i s  d e t a i l s *  as th e  B h a g a v a ta
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i t s e l f  h a s  p o in te d  o u t  a t  th e  v e r y  o u ts e t#
(c) Hama-sravana# -
9 ' A
Listening to various names of the supreme deity oe-f
cupies a very high place in the Bhagavata. The Bhagavata calls 
this oure bhagavata dharma. Sahdllya* in his Bh ak 11 - s u t r a *
use ’ * ,
mentions Jaimini as the propounder o f  the/cl octrine that 
c h a n t in g  o f  th e  names o f  Bhagavan le a d s  t o  f para bhakti#* The
B h a g a v a ta  h a s  e la b o r a te d  th e  im p o r ta n c e  o f  nsma b y  t h e  s t o r y  
o f  A ja m i la  who* t e r r i f i e d  w A th  th e  s ig . i t  o f  t h e  m esse ng e rs  
o f  D e a th *  c a l le d  out- th e  name o f '  his so n * J la ray& na* B u t 
th o u g h  h e  h a d  I n  rn in d * th e . th o u g h ts  o f  h i s  so n * y e t  th e  v e r y  
name* r n a ra y a n a r s e c u re d  f o r  him a h ig h  p la c e  i n  th e  h e a v e n .
I n  t h i s  c o n te x t *  th e  B h a g a v a ta  h a s  u n fo ld e d  th e  
m y s te r ie s  o f  nan a . I t  la y s  down t h a t  even u n c o n s c io u s  u t t e r ­
ance o f  God* s name p u r i f i e s  th e  m in d  as th e  a d m in is t r a t io n
o f  an e f f i c a c io u s  m e d ic in e  shows I t s  s t r e n g th  -w hether th e
I67//69
p a t ie n t  b e l ie v e s  i n  i t s  e f f i c a c y  o r  n o t .  Even names* d e f e c t iv e
^63g r a m m a t ic a l ly  * a re  e q u a l ly  e f f e c t iv e #
The B h a g a v a ta  h a s  re c o g n is e d  th e  resorting t o  God* s
200.
name as h i g h l y  e x p ia to r y .  . i t  f i n d s  f a u l t  w i t h  th e  t r a d i t i o n a l
m e thods  o f  e x p ia t io n  r p r  ay us c l  t t  a) w h ic h  v a r y  i n  a u a n t x t y  ■ a n d .
170 ' ' "
q u a l i t y  i n  p r o p o r t io n  to  th e  n a tu re  o f  th e  m o ra l crime-;- -m ore -'
o v e r*  th e  t r a d i t i o n a l  m e th ods  le a v e  th e  in h e r e n t  te n d e n cy -, th e
r o o t  o f  a l l  c r im e s ,  u n to u c h e d ; b y  l i s t e n i n g  t o  God* s names
171
e t c ,  th e  p r im o r d ia l  cause o f  a l l  m o r a l s in s  i s  e ra d ic a te d *
T h is  p o s i t i o n  o f  th e  B hagava ta , echoes th e  v ie w  o f
th e  a n c ie n t  s c h o o l o f  t h e  g ra m m a ria n s , B h a r t r h a r i  * i n  h i s
V & h y a -p a d iy  a , h a s  d e a l t *  a t  le n g t h , w i t h  th e  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n
.b e tw e e n  th e  name (nam a) and th e  named (n e m i)  * 'In  th e  l i g h t
o f  t h i s  v ie w *  l i s t e n i n g  t o  G o th s  nane  I s  f e e l i n g  God* i n
t a n g ib le  fo rm .. T h a t i s  w hy th e  B h a g a v a ta  c o n te n d s  t h a t
th ro u g h  th e  m edium  o f  name* God* th e  named* e n te rs  I n t o  th e
m in d  o f  t h e  v o t a r y  and  d i s p e l l s  th e  con de nse d  g loo m  b ro u g h t
a b o u t b y  s u b l im in a l ,  te n d e n c ie s  ( to rm a -s a m s k a ra )  i n  th e  m in d *
172 ‘
j u s t  as th e  m o rn in g  sun  d is p e rs e s  n o c t u r n a l  d a rkn e ss .*
S ra va n a  I s  h e ld  t o  enhance k n o w le d g e * d e v o t io n  and
173
de tach m e n t#  As th e  e le m e n t o f  d e v o t io n  a f f e c t s  th e  em ot­
io n a l  s id e  o f  man* s ra v a n a  w h ic h  im p ro v e s  d e v o t io n *  ro u s e s
■ 174 ■
a sense  o f  s a t i s f a c t i o n  I n  th e  v o t a r y .  The sense  o f  s a t i s ­
f a c t i o n  i s  h e ig h te n e d  . I f  a g a in  name i s  l i s t e n e d  to  fro m  th e  
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m outh  o f  a d e v o te e *  who speaks o f  God* fro m  th e  v i t a l  s p r in g  
o f  h i s  l i v i n g  e x p e r ie n c e .  S im i la r l y *  s ra v a n a  enhances know­
le d g e  , f o r *  b y  l i s t e n i n g  t o  h i s  g ro s s  fo rm *  th e  v o t a r y  gains-'
176 ,
I n s ig h t  i n t o  th e  s u b t le  fo rm  o f  fGod. L a s t ly *  s ra v a n a  i n s t i ­
g a te s  d e ta c h m e n t i n  so f a r  as i t  i n h i b i t s  th e  g l i d i n g  o f
K i r t a n a  i s  th e  c h a n t in g  o f  God® S t im u la te d  by- 
l i s t e n i n g  t o  th e  n a n e , fo rm ,  e p is o d e s  o f  G od, t i e  v o t a r y  
f e e ls  a d e s ir e  f o r  g i v in g  v e n t  t o  h i s  f e e l in g s  f o r  God® How 
'K i r t a n a  c lo s e ly  c o r re s p o n d s  to  s ra v a n a , f o r  t h e  v o ta r y  w a n ts  
t o  speak o u t  w h a t he h a s  h e a rd *  C o n s e q u e n tly *  l i k e  s ra v a n a *  
k i r t a n a  i s  a ls o  o f  f i v e  ty p e s *  o f  v w h ic h  J iv a -g o s v a m i w o u ld  
l i k e  t o  h o ld  Chen t i n g  o f  th e  B h a g a v a ta  as th e  h ig h e s t®
*1 y y
By k i r t a n a  th e  m in d  i s  f u r t h e r  p u r i f ie d * -  The
B h a g a v a ta  c o n te n d s  t h a t  lo u d  c h a n t in g  a b o u t God n o t  o n ly
s o o th e s  t h e  m in d  o f  th e  a u d ie n c e ,  b u t  i t  a ls o  g e n e ra te s
a  p le a s a n t  s e n s a t io n  o f  peace  i n  th e  m in d  o f  th e  c h a n te r *
The v o t a r y  fo rg e ts - *  a t  l e a s t  f o r  th e  t im e  b e in g *  a l l  a f f l i c -  
178 179
t i o n s  and fe e d s  h im s e l f  d row ned  i n  th e  ocean  o f  b l i s s *  Thus .
th e  d e v o t io n a l  f e r v o u r *  ro u s e d  b y  s ra v a n a ,  i s  f u r t h e r  a c c e n ­
t u a te d  b y  k i r t a n a .
K i r t a n a  o c c u p ie s  a v e r y  h ig h  p la c e  i n  th e  B h a g a v a ta , 
I t  h o ld s  t h a t ,  o f  th e  f o u r  y u g a s , k a l i - y u g a  i s  d is t in g u is h e d
fro m  o th e r  th r e e  yu g a s  o n ly  b y  th e  f a c t  t h a t  i t  i s  d o m in a te d
180
b y  c h a n t in g  o f  H 'a r i*
(0 )
Smarana.
D u r in g  sravana* and k i r t a n a ,  th e  suprem e d e i t y  w as
a m ere th e o r y  t o  th e  v o t a r y .  I t  i s  b y  th e  deep c o n te m p la t io n
202*-
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Co t** v
as ? dhruvanusmr t±1. Everybody, irrespective of caste and
181, 182, 183, 184 
exceed, is eligible for this contemplation of God* Seen from
another angle, smarana corresponds to xnanana and nididhySsana 
of the Upanisads, for, It starts with contemplation, but ult­
imately culminates in the vision of God#
The Bhagavata holds' that at the stage of smarana, the
185 ' ’
accumulated action (sanelta karma) is destroyed. This remark
is understandable in the light of the fact that the direct
vision of God, brought about by smarana, purges the mind, of
186
all material, impurities#
Chapter 111,
Pada-seva, _arcana,..._V8;aQa:aa and dasya*.
Mere vision of the supreme deity, achieved by smarana, 
Is not the goal of devotion of the Bhagavata* The votary is 
not satisfied with the sight of God, but he desires to make 
him his* own. Pada-seva, arcana, vandana and dasya help him for 
the satisfaction of this desire®
CA)
Pada-seva*
(i) Pada-seva® the ultimate goal*
▼ .111.1 1.1II. I  ... U*PV**V|I r.» ■ J»»l ■ n  #  Pw  i 1lW m  i. J l WrV»j^  ,w
The Bhagavata declares that all sadharia ceases when
187 188
the votary achieves what is called! ?Mukunda-pada-seval ® This
/ 3*89
*pada* is held to be Tabhayaf, rasokar mid TamirtaT*. We have 
shown In Part 1, that Brahman of the Upanisads consists of 
four grades* The votary may be said to have his highest goal
when he realises one 'by one all these grades and finally re­
poses upon the fourth grade* the nan-dual consciousnesso row? 
if pnda-seva is held by the Bhagavata to he highest of re­
ligious attainment*, then, 'pada-seva*, in. its highest sense* 
may mean the realisation of all the four grades of reality.
Perhaps in this- sense*, the Bhagavata holds 'pada-seva* to
190 _
he the highest object« Further* the Bhagavata holds that the
apprehension of TpadaT ensures fBrahma9kaivalya* i.e. re-
191
alisation of the first grade of reality* Thus it appears that 
the Bhagavata may have used !pada--sevaT in the meaning of 
realisation of all the four grades of reality* We shall deal 
with this* further on white' discussing the third stage of 
the bhagavata, dharma.
(ii) Pada-seva - service to G-ocU 
Though from metaphysical standpoint* fpadaf means 
grade$ of reality? yet the devotional fervour has conceived 
rpadaf in the ordinary sense of ?footr. Naturally*; at the 
stage when the votary has merely attained the vision of God 
by the clearance of accumulated action* 'pada^seval is con­
ceived to mean the f divine feetr of the personal God who
has presented himself before the votary* in response to his
192 o
wishes and hankerings. These feet are deemed to be divine
in so far as they are conceived to inspire bhakti* jnaha and
193
vairagya in the votary*
The devout spirit of the votary has painted these 
feet in a. picturesque fashion* They are held to be perfumed
201*
with the fragrance of sandal waste and the little leaves of 
_ 194.
T tula six plants are shinning on them,* They are marked with
the signs of rdvajar (flag)* vajra (thunder holt) etc* that
 195
are specific emblems of far ay ana*. The votary resorts to 
the divine feet of the personal C4od by virtue of the prac­
tice of smarana.
*
(B)
Arcana*
The first expression of resorting to the feet of
desired deity (1sta, devafa) * is worship (arcana)* As—to
warship the Bhagavata recognises two types of worship viz;
196
external and internal* External worship is done upon an
idol* while internal worship is performed upon a conceptual
form* The Bhagavata recognises eight tyres of form for
197
worship* of which the mental form, is one*
Sridhara points out that the Bhagavata attaches
greater importance to devotion only in preference to other 
198
methodss God looks into the heart and not apt the pomp of the 
worship*
The secrets of idol-worship are disclosed by the
Bhagavata as follows
tayatma-bhutaya pinde vyapte sampujya tan-mayah.
   _ ' 199
av&hyareadisu sthapya nyastangam mam pra-pu^ayet. *
nFirst of all * the votary ‘ should become * in con­
templation* a God-filled soul. Thus inspired* he should 
breathe life into the idol. While the idol becomes sur- 
charged with life, theii the-votary should worship it,
205«
thinking it as ray concrete fourth
This obviously shows that idol-worship is not the 
propitiaion of a dead mass* but the worship of the supreme 
deity conceived to be concretised in the shape of aiv idol*
This type of worship closely corresponds to the symbolic 
worship of the upanisads (pratikopassiia) . The Bhagavata 
views the whole thing from; a broad outlook. It contends 
that God is all-pervasive and is the cosmic soul; there­
fore* worship in any form which appeals to the votary* is
200* 201-
no thing birb the worship of God, The worship of the supreme
deity* physically or mentally* makes for the further devel-
202
opment of devotion,
CO
Vandana,
Worship is naturally followed by vandana i.e. 
singing In tfee prad.se of the supreme deity. As the Bhagavata 
is primarily concerned with instigation of devotion* It gives 
equal value to the hymns old as well as modern. The Bhag­
avata leys down s-
stavair uccavacaih stotraih paurah&ih pr&krtair api.
203
stutva prasida Bhagavan niti vandeta danda-vat,.
Though vandana forms a part of worship* yet the 
Bhagavata may have counted it Independently asf one of the 
items of nine-fold devotion* In view of the f act that vandana 
Is* by itself*, capable of bringing about the fiml emancipation 
of the votary.
206,
CD)
By vandana* the devotional fervour is further stim­
ulated and the votary* filled with the spirit of humility and 
submission* stoops down to the feet of the supreme deity; he 
anxiously beseeches his deity to /.-.rescue him. from, the affIIcat­
ions of material life* In the following strains-
204
prapannem pahi mam. Isa bhitau mrtyu-maharnav&t.,
Like vandana, dasya forms a necessaiy part of worship 
(arcana). Yet* for the same reason for which vandana might 
have been considered an Independent item of nine-fold devotion* 
dasya also might have been treated by the Bhagavata as a sep­
arate item.
Chapter IV.
Sakhya aid atma-aolvedcmaa.
60 long the votary was* with a holy humility* sub­
mitting himself to the feet of his desired deity* but he could 
not know the response from; the other side. With ecu uncertain 
mind* swinging between moments of assurance and doubt* the 
votary had been appealing to the good sense of his desired cbity s 
he can no longer carry on as before; he has become over-sen­
sitive towards the Initiations of the world. At this juncture* 
the hazy atmosphere clears up with, the mellow light of divine 
grace shining upon the votary. SaMia and atma-nlvedana. marie 
the further progress of devotional fervour of the votary who 
has come to know that God is favourably disposed to him.
207 r
(A)
Sahlmu
Sakhya is friendship. At this stage9 the votary 
feels that not only lie loves Goci? but God also loves him,
(B) "
Atma-nlve dana.
iMfcn ifw !!<■'» I 1 tit I I !■ *IM I <«—l.H|.lld>l |IF ■
This is the final stratum, of the second stage of 
the bhagavata dharma. The votary becomes so sanguine about 
his intimacy with God? that he now can depend upon it* He 
wistfully longs to get rid of the pragmatic life and all its 
afflications. Counting upon, the- love of Cod* the votary un­
flinchingly surrenders all? that he so 'long claimed to be 
his5 unto the supreme deity. To get relief from, the burden 
of afflictions which pragmatic life involves ? the votary 
dedicates 9 unto the supreme deity ? both tl.t and fminet.
The Bhagavata defines the subject-matter of atma-nivedana as 
followss-
istaiifdatt&m tapo j apt an. vrttam yae catmanah priyam.
1’- 1 * “ ’ ' 205
daf an sutan grhan pranatt yat parasmai nevedanam,.
208.
THE THIRD STAGE OF BE AG-AV AT A PHARMA 
Xntrod/uction
.WHIM ■ ■■»!» W W in r w il iM
v The first two stages of Bhagavata dharma are
mainly the stages of strivings ( sadhanah^astha)«, The
third stage is the state of accomp 11 shinent (siddliavasth’a) . 
of the votary* Rati which is the name of devotion at this 
stage, still develops in the votary as he advances to 
realise perfection which the Bhagavata calls asnrtatva*
The follo\^ing chapters are devoted to the further delinea­
tion of rati*
CHAPTER 1
Naisthiki rati
(A) Attainment of purusa-kaiv-alya
*
At ma*-nivedana (self-surrender} , the last item of the
nine-fold devotion, means, according to the Bhagavata, surrender
2o7
of 1 abhimana1 with regard to the empirical self (sham and mama). 
1Abhimana1 which P at anj ali calls 1asmita®, is, according to the
t 20£
Vartika, a condensed form of ®avidya®. Hence shaking off
* abhimana1 is dispelling 1 avidya.® • Naturally, after ’atma-
nivedana, the individual soul becomes absolutely free from the
trammels of pragmatic life by the dawning of self-realisation.
The Bhagavata describes this state of the votary as 1 purusa- 
209
kaivalya*. Though the votary had first visioned God at the 
stage of * amarana1 and his relationship with God developed 
through * sakhya® etc., yet it is only at this stage, that he 
could be completely free from the pragmatic life.*
(B) The state of jivan-mukta
But even at this stage, the body continues to exist*
and this makes the further development of rati possible. That
the body exists at this stage suggests that self-knowledge is
not antagonistic to !prarabdha karma! which had built up the
present body* The Bhagavata expressly supports this view by
its description of the life of Bharata* The Bhagavata says
209/1 " _
that Bharata had attained the stage of rati, yet the prarabdha
210
karma has been described to have been st ill persisting in him*
zm'
This state of the enlightened soul, still pursuing its earthly
career in the present body, is called by the Bhagavata the 
_  211
life of a jivan-mukta. And the Bhagavata recommends such a
212
person as spiritual teacher*
(C) The state of divinity
With the disappearance of 1 abhimana1 which the
213
Vartika holds to be the root of all troubles, pragmatic
afflictions (klesas) cease* Of the three types of karma,
only prarabdha still continues, but without its sting* The
enjoyment of earthly pleasure and pain (vipaka) does not any
more appeal to the votary# Lastly, dedication of all unto
the supreme deity closes the door for merits and demerits
(asaya)* Hence at this stage, the votary being free from
kles^, karma, vipaka and asaya becomes as pure as God; for,
Patanjali describes that purusa to be God, who is immune from
214
these four types of limitations*
(D) The state of naisthikY rati
*  *
It is conceived that the individual soul possesses 
a subtle body (suksma-sarira) in addition to the gross one 
(sthula-sarira). These two bodies, taken together, make up 
the pragmatic life of the votary* Of these two, the gross 
body has been said to be persisting In the votary in order to 
help him In the further progress of rati* But what happens 
to the subtle body, at this stage? The Bhagavata holds that 
at this stage the subtle body becomes assimilated to devotion
)i*e* the whole inner mechanism of the votary becomes tuned up
\ 215
to the cause of his growing devotion. The devotion which
thus overhauls the inner constitution of the votary is called
by the Bhagavata •naisthiki rati*1
The Bhagavata defines *naisthikl rati1 as follows 
^  *  »
  ^  ^  i -
devanam guna-linganam ansravika-karmanam* 
sattva evalka-manaso vrttih svabhavlki tu ya". • 
animitta bhagavati bhaktih siddher gariyasT*
- / -  ' -  5-1 6
jarayatyasu ya kosam niglrnam analo yatha**
fBhakti is the natural flow of the mind, in unbroken
continuity, towards divinity* This self-less devotion
directed to Bhagavan quickly assimilates the subtle body as
217
the digestive power assimilates food*.
The Bhagavata throws further light upon this process 
of assimilation* It puts into Bhagavan1 s mouth J- 
yathafenina hema malam jahati 
dhmatam punah svam bha;jate ca rupam*
_  —  t _
atma ca karmanusayam vidhuya
218
mad-bhakti-yogena bhajatyatho mam.*
**As gold-ore, blown in fire, turns into pure gold by
the elimination of impure matter sticking to it, so the mind
quits the tangle of action by the process of my bhakti-yoga, 
and, being pure, it resorts to me11*
To illustrate this point, the Bhagavata gives the 
popular example of a kind of worm (pesaskrt) which, caught by 
another insect, turns Into the form of that insect, by the
21#*
deep contemplation of that Insect, inspired by the fear of 
219
imminent death* Similarly, according to the Bhagavata, the
deep contemplation of God, turns the mind into divine* The 
_ 220 
Gita supports this view*
The Bhagavata seems to be so much engrossed in the
process of assimilation of the mind, that it dods not mind,
which particular feeling inspired the mind to contemplation.
Thus the Bhagavata says j-
kamam krodham bhayam sneham aikyam sauhrdam eva ca*
_  * 281 
nityam Harau vidadhato yanti tan-mayatam hi te*.
The presence of various types of feeling for the
222
instigation of bhakti determines the quality of the latter*
Though according to the Bhagavata, all motives, whether good
225
or bad, are equally efficient to lead to the same goal, yet
the Bhagavata has broadly classified bhakti (saguna-bhakti)
into tfamasa*, ^ajasa* and !sattvika*, according to the nature
of the feeling Inspiring it* Bridhara has carried this point
further, and, by permutation and combination of various motives
224
of man, has classified saguna bhakti into 81 types* It may be
noted here that the bhagavata dharma, according to the defini-
-  ~frt 
tion of >sattvika bhakti1, falls withA this specific category,
for, *sattvika bhakti1 is permeated by the spirit of dedication,
and, the bhagavata dharma is all through permeated by the same*
(E) The nature of the devotee
At the state of »naisthiki rati1, as described above,
#  «* *  *
the votary becomes fa-kinCana* i*e* deprived of all possessions.
He has dedicated all unto the supreme deity; hence, he cannot
but be poor* For the same reason, the votary cannot but be 
225
self-less. How can one be selfish Tiftio has no personal axe to
to grind? He becomes so much disinterested that even divine
226,
pleasure (salokya etc) falls short of his hankerings* The
Bhagavata holds that the votary has to pass through different
227
types of divine pleasure, yet he cares little for them* We
have seen before, that the votary, according to the Bhagavata,
should strive for amrtatva; nothing short of that can entice
him* Hence in one sense, the votary is selfish per excellence
228
for he is after the highest achievement; yet he Is self-less
for he had dedicated the empirical self and all that relates to
it* His mind Is settled in God and God only* The Bhagavata
229_
thus calls him fekanti* i*e. having one goal*
The Harada-bhaktl-sutra notes the surrender of the
230
Vedic and secular duties with regard to such a man. The
Bhagavata describes him as one who is beyond the duties of
231 _ 232
ordinary man (loka-bahya). The Gita also holds the same view.
233
This is the state of •naiskarmya1 of the GlLta, and the state of
fkarmana karma-nirharah1 of the Bhagavata.
With the surrender of all duties, the devotional mind
of the votary, being free from the burden of duties, marches on,
with renewed vigour, towards perfection* Thus the stage of
214.
'naisthiki rati1 give a plant to 1 gives place
to •naisargiki rati1.
.CHAPTER II 
Naisargiki rati 
Up to the stage of naisthiki rati, the mind of the 
votary had "been to some extent obsessed by the burden of pragmatic 
duties. How that he has soared higher, his mind makes an un­
impeded sally towards the absolute* This is naisargiki* rati 
i.e. natural flow of the mind towards the supreme deity. The 
Bhagavata illustrates this type of rati with examples from the
life of Prahlada whom the Bhagavata describes to have attained 
„ 234
naisargiki rati; as follows s-
yatha bhramyatyayo brahman svayam akaraa-sannidhau.
-  ■ ’ 25?L
tatha me bhidyate cetah cakra-paner yadrcchaya*.
!My mind drifts towards the supreme deity Just as
iron moves towards the direction of the magnet.1
The Bhagavata has conceived the mind of the votary
to be possessed by Krsna, (Krsna-graha--grhitltma), at this
stage, when the votary, leaving all pragmatic attractions,
236
plunges headlong into the supreme deity. He forgets all about
237
the world and rests in the close embrace of Govinda (Krsna).
•  m m
The expression of naisargiki rati
Naisargiki rati, marked by the absence of all prag­
matic restrictions, completely over^hauls the mental constitu-
-2S£.
tion of the votary* A peculiar sense of bliss, in all its 
exuberance, wells forth from the vital spring of the living 
experience of the votary# The Bhagavata describes its exhil­
arating influence on the votary as follows 
evam-vratah sva-priya-nama-kTrtysf 
jatanurago druta-citta uccaih# 
hasatyatho roditi rautl gaya-
238
tyunmada-van nrtyati loka-bahyah. •
fBy the chanting of the name of his dearest, the mind
of the votary melts with divine fervour (anuraga) and possessed
by its maddening effect, the votary, who is now beyond the duties
of ordinary man, begins to laugh, cry, wail, sing and dance#1
Sridhara explains this sloka as follows 5- f,The votary
breaks forth into uproarious laughter by the thought of God, to
have been vanquished and won over to his side; he begins to shed
tears due to a sense of grudge against God; he sings because of
ecstasy; he cries aloud, out of Intense curiosity; and gives
vent to dancing, inspired with the sense of his final triumph#u
This is the first experience of naisargiki rati as the life of
239
Frahlada illustrates.
This state of madness does not last long# Gradually, 
the votary becomes accustomed to this type of experience# Ulti­
mately, he calms down to sublime tranquillity, as his divine
_ 240
fervour (naisargiki rati) begins to flow through deeper channels*
/ 241
The Bhagavata calls this state •upasama1 (tranquillity) and the
242
living vision of the supreme deity makes him absolutely harmless.
The practice of Bhagavata dharma* as the Bhagavata tells us,
243
begins with these two qualities in the votary; but they are
realised in their perfection only at the stage of naisargiki
rati* These two qualities are the external manifestation of
244
•paramahamsya-dharma1 •
The manifestation of paramahamsya dharma 
The exuberance of the votary, according to the Bhaga­
vata at the stage of naisargiki rati, is not to be understood as 
unreasoned ecstasy*-
bhaktih paresanubhavo viraktir 
anyatra caisa trika eka-kalah.
prapadyamanasya yathasnatah syuh
*_245'
tust ih pust ih ksudapayoSiughas am*«
»Devotion, knowledge of the supreme and detachment from 
all other objects, all these three happe ^ simultaneously as food 
brings about satisfaction, nutrition and quenching.hunger, in 
the eater1 •
The Bhagavata has also given us H  glimpse into the 
two types of knowledge as follows **•
sarvam Brahmatmakam tasya vidyayatma-manisaysu 
/ / 246
pari-pasyan nuparamet aarvato mukt a-s ams ayah. •
•By means of knowledge (vidya), the votary visions
all as identified with Brahman and abandoning all specks of
doubt, he lives in peace1. This stands for the first type*
23/7) *
About the second type of knowledge the Bhagavata saysj- 
kha^ayum agnim salilam mahiif ca 
jyotinsi sattvani di/o drumadin#
sarit-samudrams ca Hareh sarlram
^  -1 * 247
yat kin ca bhutam pranamed ananyah**
*  .. *
fAll the elements and luminaries, beings and direc­
tions, trees, rivers and seas constitute the body of Harl#
Hence, being one of these, the votary visions himself identified 
with Brahman, and then he should bow down to that supreme lord.1
Isvara-pr anldhana
• *
The attainment of these two types of knowledge makes 
the i^vara-pranidhana1 of Patanjali complete# At the completion 
of the first stage of the Bhagavata dharma, the notion of God, 
pervading all, becomes fixed in the votary; at the stage of 
smarana, the third item of nine-fold devotion, he visions God 
as his desired deity; but, the all-comprehensive nature of the 
supreme deity and lastly the identity of the votary with him, 
are comprehended in direct realisation of the votary, only at
the stage of naisargiki rati. This is the final success of
— /  —  ^
1 isv ar a-pr anldhana1 of Patanjali#
GHAETBR III 
Nirguna-bhakt i
(A) Nature of nirguna-bhaktl
* m
Naisargiki rati, marked by the obliteration of the
/
sense of distinction (bheda-darsana), is, according to the
210..
Bhagavata, called ‘nirguna-bhakti1 (unstinted bhakti). While
*rati* whether naisthiki or naisargiki is merely self-less 
248
(animitta), nirguna bhakti is not only self-less but is also
249
marked by the absence of the sense of plurality. And this
latter type of devotion is attained only when the individual
250
soul realises its identity with Brahman, for, Brahma-kaivalya
is the stage when the sense of plurality is replaced by the all-
comprehensive sense of unity.
The Bhagavata defines the nature of this nirguna-
bhakti as followss**
mad-guna-^ruti-matrena mayi sarva-gunas'aye.
mano-gatir avicchinna yatha gangambhasofabudh.au. •
laksanam bhakti-yogasya nir-gunasya hyudahrtam,
• *251
ahaitukyavyavahita ya bhaktih purusottame•.
HThe definition of nirguna bhakti-yoga is; uninter­
rupted flow of the mind towards Bhagavan, at the hearing of his 
merits, just a3 the water of the Ganges flows,in un-broken 
continuity, towardsfcthe ocean; it is self-less devotion and is 
marked by the absence of pluralistic knowledge•**
Sridhara explains the word favyavahita* as meaning 
divested of differential knowledge* (bheda^darsana-rahitaf)•
Thus the gist of the definition is that nirguna-bhakti is self­
less devotion deprived of differential knowledge.
(B) Exploits of nlrguna-bhakt 1
*
We have mentioned it more than once that the Bhagavata
holds •Mukunda-pada-seva* to be the highest goal of the votary#
It has been mentioned above (pjuzo?-*) that !pada-seva* means
fservice to the feet of the personal God1, and in its widest
sense, it includes Realisation of the four grades of reality
vis Brahman, Paramatma, Bhagavan and advaya jnana1 • Nirguna
bhakti provides for the realisation of the first grade of
reality viz Brahman#
Votary - the spiritual teacher
The sense of Identification with all, sentient and
insentient, rouses, In the votary, pity for suffering beings#
They are no longer strangers to him but are felt to be his
integral part# The Bhagavata has cited Prahlada and Ranti- 
252
deva as examples# Roused by pity for the suffering beings,
Prahlada Is described to have been wailing'for the sorrows of
others; he does not wish to be emancipated as long as a single
creature In this world remains un-emancipated# Similar is the
story of Ranti-deva# Thus the Bhagavata has described how
votaries who have attained the stage of Brahma-kaivalya, have
sacrificed their life for the mitigation of the sorrows of the
afflicted# Accomplished hermits like Kavi etc# are described
to have been wandering throughout the world in order to show
253
pity to the fallen#
In fact, the attainment of Brahma-kaivalya, is the 
right moment for showing pity for others. Brahma-kaivalya Is
mb.
the stage* when the votary becomes master of Rit-sakti1 and
|maya* which, as we have seen before, have emerged from
Brahman* The votary being identified with Brahman gains
mastery over these potencies# These being the potencies
controlling the world, the votary naturally becomes armed
with these sovereign potencies# Hence only at the stage of
Brahma-kaivalya, he can give effect to his sympathies for
others; otherwise, single pity, If unattended with the power
Ur __ ____
Of putting into practice, is of no avail as Jiva-gosvami 
a
remarks: -
krpalor asamarthasya duhkhayaiva krpaluta*.
^  2 5 4
samarthasya tu tasyaiva sukhayaiva krpaluta* .
The description of the votary
Naturally, the Bhagavata has, on very many occasions
spoken of the votaries, in very high terms* The Bhagavata
255
conceives them to be sovereign teachers (parama guru) like
(  " V -
Isvara of Patanjall* They are self-less and claim nothing 
256 257
to be their own# Pity is spontaneous with them. They are 
258 259
calm and filled with a sense of all-comprehensive unity, they 
260
are always happy* They have established an Intimsfce connec-
261
tion with their supreme deity which has given itself unto
262
them, in return for the self-surrender of the votaries.
The Bhagavata has drawn upon various concepts to illustrate
263
their love for the supreme deity*
Such holy beings are naturally held to sanctify by 
264
their mere sight, for, they are blessed with the benign
221.
265
presence of God. Their association ‘brings about release from 
266
pragmatic life. They inspire knowledge, devotion and detach-
267
ment in people steeped in Ignorance. Their very association
does this wonder. The cow-herd women are examples on this 
268 
point.
Nirguna bhakti turns the votary into what the Bhaga­
vata calls Rhagavata-pradhaha1. Nirguna bhakti reaches its 
climax when the sense of all-comprehensive unity reaches its 
perfection. But this is not achieved in a single moment.
Hence the Bhagavata has classified the devotees into three 
types viz •bhagavatadhama*, Rhagavata-madhyama1 and *bhaga- 
vatottama*, in accordance with the development of the process 
leading to the disappearance of differentiating knowledge.
In this hierarchical ladder, the *bhagavatottamaf occupies the
highest place, for, differentiating knowledge is completely 
269
absent in him.
The doctrine of pity 
/ .
Brahma-kaivalya of Sankara is attained when the
plurality of the world Is discarded in favour of non-duality of
Brahman. Brahma^-kaivalya of the Bhagavata is the Integration
of all plurality into the non-dual structure of Brahman; and
as the votary becomes Brahman, he becomes integrated with the
rest of the world which then becomes a part of his be ing. One
feels affection for his near and dear ones. The world being
near and dear to the votary at the stage of Brahma-kaivalya,
the votary naturally feels for it. According to Sankara, the
222.
individual soul become a completely divested of his bodies,
t — *
gross;, subtle and nescience (karana-sarira)* Hence the soul^f 
becomes 'nirmama' i#e# without any affection; for, the soul^f 
has lost its inner mechanism which so long generated affections* 
The Bhagavata on the other hand, recognises the presence of the 
subtle body even at Brahma-kaivalya* In fact, the state of a 
j ivan-mukt a with subtle as well as gross bodies still persis­
ting, is held by the Bhagavata to continue even in Brahma- 
kaivalya#
Being still possessed of the subtle body, the votary 
can feel for others# His affection comprehends the whole 
world which, at the stage of Brahma-kaivalya, has become par t 
and parcel of his being# Thus the doctrine of pity is one of 
the outstanding features of the Bhagavata Vaisnavism* It has 
afforded a more sublime tone to the concept of Brahma-kaivalya*
CHAPTER IV 
Para-bhakti.
Backed by affection (mamata), nirguna bhakti culmin­
ates in para-bhakti# It is suggested by the Gita" that para- 
bhakti follows Brahma-kaivalya, the stage brought out by 
nirguna bhakti# It reads j-
Brahma-bhutah prasannatma na /ocati na kanksati#
' * _ 270
samah sarvesu bhutesu mad-bhaktim labhate par am..
"Being one with Brahman, the votahy attains peace and 
all his desires and afflictions cease; he becomes Impartial to
all beings and thus attains 'para-bhakti.1
223.
(A) Para-3 anti
The symptom of the advent of para-bhakti Is con­
ceived by the Bhagavata to consist of a divine peace (para- 
sant 1 )* Thus the Bhagavata reads s- 
ityacyutanghrim bhajatoSauvrtya 
bhaktir vi-raktir Bhagavat-prabo&hah*
bhavanti vai bhagavatasya raj an
_  _ 271
t at ah param s ant im up alt I s aks at •.
"A bhagavata, through the development of knowledge, 
devotion and detachment, attains the direct realisation of 
para-santi".
We have seen that one becomes a 'bhagavata1 only 
after the attainment of the nirguna-bhakti* Para-/antl which 
follows nirguna-bhakti may be taken to have been the direct 
result of para-bhakti In which nirguna-bhakti culminates*
This para-3anti Is distinguished from other types of s^anti*
At the stage of Brahma-kaivalya, positive peace begins to 
grow in the votary* This sense of peace culminates in para- 
santi#
(B) Hature of para-bhakti
The concept of pariT-bhakti is a substantial con-
trlbutlon of Bhagavata Vaisnavism* Philosophy of Sankara
stops at Brahma-kaivalya; all plurality ceases when the
/
votary attains this state* Brahma-kaivalya of Sankara is the 
non-dual existence of reality, marked by the melting away of 
the pragmatic world of plurality* The Bhagavata develops
224.
upon Sankara by acknowledging another world beyond the
pragmatic world, which Is revealed to the votary only after
the attainment of Brahma-kaivalya* This world is, of course,
non-phe nome nal (c In-may a) and divine happiness Is realised,
In all its finest shades, when the votary enters this world*
Para-bhakti opens the gate of this promised land*
That is why para-bhakti is held by the Bhagavata to be higher
272*
than moksa which Is nothing more than Brahma-kaivalya* It
gives the votary a glimpse, for the first time, of this 
273 ,
infinite world which extends beyond all creation* Thus para-
bhakti gives an Impetus for the exploration of the transcen­
dental nature of the reality, above its immanent aspect 
realised at Brahma-kaivalya* The votary discovers, to his 
dismay, that the world beyond is limitless in comparison with
the world, realised at Brahma-kaivalya, which is but finite*
274 ,
He feels an all-embracing void (maha-sunya) attended with an
ever-increasing sense of separation from reality* The vague
sense of an all-embracing void is gradually condensed, into
275 _
the concrete concept of ^arama-vyoma1 the Vaikuntha-dhama
of the Bhagavata*
(0) The end of the .1 ivan-mukti
The Vaikuntha-dhama is conceived to be the region
where all pragmatic limitations are banned* Haturally, a
276
jivan-mukta, with his gross body still persisting, cannot 
enter this region until he has cast off that body which has 
been brought about by his prarabdha karma* Hence the
225.
Bhagavata tells about Harada, who is about to enter this region, 
as follows
prayujyamane may I tam sudd ham. bhagavatim tanura.
*  ‘  ^  £77
arabdha-karma-nirvano nyapatat panca-bhaut ikah. •
“Before the acceptance of fbhagavati tanu1, the gross 
body fell off with the exhaustion of prarabdha karma11 •
It is to be remembered that, as the concept of a 
jivan-mukta involves the presence of the gross body, the stsfce 
of jivan-mukta ceases before the votary enters the portals of 
the vaikuntha-dhama* Therefore, according to the Bhagavata, 
the state of a jivan-mukta starts with purusa-kalvalya at the 
successful conclusion of atma-nivedana, the last item of nine­
fold devotion, and it continues even after Brahma-kaivalya until 
the moment comes for the votary to enter the vaikuntha-dhama# 
But.what becomes of the subtle body? The Bhagavata 
does not expressly explain* But to provide for the realisation 
of the mysteries of transcendental reality, the Bhagavata seems 
to be in favour of retention of this body which may serve as 
the ground for the generation of different phychological re­
actions at the vision of the reality* The Bhagavata seems to 
278
suggest the theory of transformation by which the subtle body 
may be held to have been transformed into divine, by the tem­
pering of bhakti*
(B) The stste after jivan-mukta 
After the gross body of the votary has fallen off, 
he is provided with a non-phenomenal body built up by pure
226.
substance (visuddha sattva)* Its luminosity makes him
279
dazzling like the sun (arka-varna). With this body, he enters 
the portals of the non-phenomenal region, the Vaikuntha dhama.
(E) Concept of the Vaikuntha-dhama
*  m
fValkunt ha-dhama * literally means !a region divested 
of all limit at ions I It has been conceived by the Bhagavata 
as followsJ-
satyam jnanam anantam yat Brahma jyotih sariatanam*
‘ / '   _ ‘ 280
yad dhi pasyanti munayo gunapaye samahltah**
HIt is eternal, consisting In knowledge, infinite,
all-pervasive, luminous, immortals The wise visualise it,
at the eradication of the gunas*w
It may be noted here that the description of the
Vaikuntha dhama Is not to be conceived to be a country or a 
* *
world like that of ours* In fact, it is no world at all, 
if understood in its material sense* It is identical with
Brahman? Sridhara also interprets the word tsva-loka1 in
281
another context, »a region identical with Brahman*
(F) P aramatma-kaivaly a
In order to appeal to laity^ the Bhagavata^* has
pictorlally described the Vaikuntha-dhima which the votary
282
enters after Brahma-kaivalya* As this region is marked by
the absence of all limitations it Is also described by the
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Bhagavata as * nirvana1. At this region reigns, the Lord of 
the Vaikuntha, the Paramatma of the Bhagavata* The
traditional designations of salokya etc* refer to the life
227.
of the votary in this region* Identity is the most intimate 
connection that may be conceived to subsist In two objects*
At Brahma-kaivalya, the votary had attained identity with 
Brahman, the first grade of reality l*e* reality in its 
immanent form* How the further progress of the religious 
life of the votary Is concerned with the identification with 
reality, in Its transcendental aspect* The first achievement, 
in this direction, happens in the Vaikuntha-dhama* Here the 
votary ultimately secures identity with Paramatma, the second 
grade of reality* This Is the first step towards the identi­
fication with reality, in its transcendental aspect*
Tradition has broadly traced five stages of the 
votary in the course of his identification with Paramatma, 
after his achievement of Brahma-kaivalya* Entrance Into the 
Vaikuntha-dhama is 1salokya-mukti*, for here the votary stays 
in the same region with Paramatma* Gradually, he acquires 
a form like that of Paramatma? this is 1 sarupya-muktl1 * 
Further on, divine majesties such as inhering in Paramatma, 
are manifested in the votary? this is 'sarsti1* With 
similar form and majesty, the votary thus approximates the 
identity of Paramatma? this is * samipya-mukti* • Lastly, 
the votary becomes absorbed in the essence of Paramatma*
This is »ssiyujya-mukti1 * The Bhagavata does not specifically 
mention all these, but summarily calls all these as 'nirvana1* 
In accordance with the Brahma-kaivalya we have preferred to 
call these collectively as 'P aramatma-kaivaly a*« Paramatma-
228*
kaivalya Is the 'Mukunda-carana-seva1 in so far as it is the 
realisation of Identity with Paramatma, I*e* the second grade 
of reality*
CHAPTER V
Para-bhakti (contd.) (Bhagav at -Kaivalya)
The ultimate goal of the Bhagavata devotion is the 
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attainment of amrta, which, we have seen before, is equal to
'anandal The embrace of Paramatma, who Is a manifestation of
Bhagavan, stimulates all the more the pangs of separation in
the votary* The votary craves for the full embrace of the
infinite of which Paramatma is only a manifestation* The
votary Is thus dissatisfied and longs for Bhagavan, as the
Bhagavata declares $ -
nalkatmatam me sprhayanti kecln
mat-pada-sevabhirata mad-ihih
yenyony-ato bhagavatah prasajya
285
sabhajayante mama pauruaani.»
wThe devotees of Bhagavan do not care even for 
sityujya (ekatmata) for they are after the realisation of the 
third grade of reality; they always indulge In the discussion 
of merits which the third grade of reality manifests.11
Thus the votary moves further on from the Vaikuntha-
dhama •
(A) The philosophy of love
It has been mentioned before, that the sense of pangs
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of separation, which the votary begins to feel after Brahma-
kaivalya, instigates his devotion* It Is by this process
that the votary had attained the Vaikuntha-dhama* With the
embrace of Paramatma, the centre of all-comprehensive void
(par ama-vyoma), his devotion is further inflamed until it
reaches a point when he cannot stand anymore the separation 
_  286 
from Bhagavan, for even a single moment* Maddened with the
pangs of separation, the votary embraces Bhagavan, the third
grade of reality. Hence para-bhakti m^hked by the most acute
sense of separation brings about the Identity of the votary
with Bhagavan*
That the accentuation of the sense of separation
gratifies all cravings of the votary, is nicely pictured by
the Bhagavata* In 'rasotsava1, the sudden disappearance of
_  287
Krsna drowned the gopis in the ocean of sorrow* Moved by 
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their wallings, he at last appeared before them* Disappointed
by his long absence, the gopis charged him with callousness*
The gopis asked him s-
bhajatohu bhajantyeke eka etad viparyayam*
/ - 288/1 
nobhayams ca bhajantyeke etan no bruhl sadhu bhoh**
"Some people respond to others* Ibye; others love,
of their own accord, without waiting for the love of the other
party; but there are some creatures who are always indifferent
to others* appeal to love* Tell us about the people who
represent these types.11
The answer of Krsna was this* as to the first type
of love, the reciprocal nature of it is based upon give-and-
289
take policy; the question of affection does not arise here?
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it Is simply businessmanlike* As regards the second type,
people may be sub-divided Into two classes*- (a) the pitiful
and (b) fathers etc* the former do It with a view to earn
291
dharma while the latter are led to love by natural affection* 
Lastly, the third type fall under four heads*- (a) self­
contented, (b) afrta-kama whose pleasures are satisfied, (c) 
ungrateful and (d) cruel to the backbone*
Conceiving the charge of ingratitude, Krsna further 
goes on *—
riahan tu sakhyo bhajatcfcl jantun 
bhajamyamisam anu-vrtti-labdhaye* 
yathadhano labdh-dhane vinaste
292
tac clntayanyan nl-bhrto na veda**
!,I put on deliberately an appearance of indifference
in order to intensify your love, just as a miser becomes
drowned in the thoughts of his wealth when he loses It*w
Thus Krsna concludes *- * * *
evam madarthoj jhita-loka-veda-
s van am hi vo mayy anuvrt t AyeValah
maya paroksam bhajata tirohitam.•
293
masuyitum marhatha priyam priyah* •
Finally, Bhagavan shows the appreciation of the love of the 
gopis by plain admission that he is permanently indebted to
231.
the gopis for their love which cannot he compensated by any 
294 
return#
This episode exemplifies the truth that highest love 
which the Bhagavata calls para-bhakti, can be achieved only 
when anguish for separation from Bhagavan rises to its zenith*
(B) Realisation of the third grade of reality
Actuated by a most poignant sense of separation, the
votary enters the region of Bhagavan. It has been mentioned
before that Krsna is the Bhagavan of the Bhagavata, and the
region where Krsna eternally lives is called vrndavana# The
concept of Bhagavan is conceived as pure and most perfect bliss.
In the rigour of profound love, the votary embraces Krsna* This
Is rasa-llla# It is the realisation of perfect bliss which the
Upanisads call •rasa1* Seen from another angle, bhakti of the
votary reaches its climax as 'rasa1*- Jivagosvami has traced
several stages of the development of para-bhakti in the region
of Bhagavan* He consIders ^prema* , 'pranaya* , |manat, fshehaf,
*raga!, ’anuraga1, lmahabhava*, fmohanaf and ^ madana*, as stages
295 _ _  _
of para-bhakti, In their hierarchical order* Jivagosvami has
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drawn upon Rupagosvami on several points, in this respect*
Krsna being the third grade of reality, the embrace 
of Krsna is no doubt, ^ukunda-carana-seva* • The Bhagavata 
has depicted thC state of the votary at this stage as follows *- 
ta navidan mayyanus anga-baddha- 
dhiyah svam atmanam ad as tat he dam.
232.
yatha samadhu munayoVdhi-toye
__ 297
na&yah pravista iva nama~rupe.#
,!They lost all sense of distinction when their mind
plunged headlong in me as the hermits lose all sense of
plurality during the course of contemplation; or, as the
rivers lose their hames and forms when they merge into the
water of the sea.H
The realisation of the third grade of reality Is
then the realisation of the identity between the votary and
Bhagavan# As distinguished from Identity arrived at the
stage of Brahma-kalvalya and Paramatma-kaivalya, this identity
298
has been described by the Bhagavata as supreme (paramadvaita) •
The identity of the votary with Bhagavan is what the Bhagavata
299
calls fatma-dana!. The votary had surrendered his lower self 
to gain his higher self# This Is the perfection of humanity# 
This fact is suggested by the conception of Kysna as a human 
being#
CHAPTER VI 
Climax of para-bhakti
The realisation of the third grade of reality makes 
the identity between the votary and his supreme deity complete. 
There is nothing more to be attained. Hence the necessity 
of para-bhakti ceases here# We have shown that bhakti of the 
Bhagavata is not simple emotionalism divorced from knowledge
and detachment, hut it is a harmonious combination of all these 
three elements. Of these three elements, bhakti attracts as 
emotion^ re veals as knowledge, and excludes as detachment* Now, 
at the stage of identity with Bhagavan, the highest point of 
attainment, the votary has nothing else which mjgty imprison his 
attraction, and nothing else against which the element of 
detachment may work* Naturally, of the three elements of 
bhakti, the aspect .of emotion and the aspect of detachment 
merge into the remaining aspect, knowledge. Hence after the 
identification of the votary with Bhagavan, what remains of 
the bhakti Is simply consciousness. Ultimately, bhafeavan and, 
bhakti as consciousness, coalesce into one indivisible whole. 
This is, in fact, the Integration of sakti and s7aktiman. The 
result Is non-dual consciousness. Thus we have reached the 
climax of para-bhakti in non-dual consciousness. This is the 
realisation of the fourth and ultimate grade of reality.
The fourth grade is ‘acyuta1, for, in spite of Its
infinite manifestations, non-dual nature of reality eternally 
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remains immutable; and the realisation of this fourth grade
is the highest type of ^cyuta-pada-seva1. Bhakti leads to
this climax when it itself becomes the climax viz non-dual
consciousness. Bhakti standing for the climax is naturally
called by the Bhagavata as the highest achievement (parama- 
_ 301 
purusartha)•
234.
Conclusion
From the metaphysical standpoint, the Bhltgavata 
has started from non-dual consciousness (advaya ;Jnana), and 
has brought it down to the state of the desired deity (ista- 
devata). Between these limits, there are described Bhagavan, 
Paramatma, Brahman & Purus a, the creator and inner-cont roller, 
in descending scale#
From religious standpoint, the first stage of 
Bhagavata dharma comprehends Purusa, thd Inner-controller.
But this comprehension is nothing but a conviction# Reality 
is realised as the desired deity, at the stage of smarana, the 
third item of the second stage of Bha*gavata dharma# At the 
successful conclusion of the second stage of the Bhagavata 
dharma, reality is revealed as the inner-controller and creator 
and this realisation culminates in the vision of Brahman, in 
whose non-dual structure the universe and the votary become 
integrated# Then comes in hierarchical order the realisation 
of Paramatma and Bhagavan# Starting from the revelation of 
the inner-controller up to the vision of Bhagavan, extends 
the field of the third stage of the Bhagavata dharma# Ulti­
mately, what remains, after this hard religious struggle, is
non-dual consciousness# For this highest achievement, Bhakti-
_  302
yoga is called by the Bhagavata a precious rarity.
Thus religion and the metaphysics of the Bhagavata
has converged at the same point viz non-dual consciousness#
235#
The whole philosophy of the Bhagavata has been summarised by
the Bhagavata itself which declares s~
3ri-mad-Bhagavat am puranam amalam yad vaisnavanam priyam
yasmin p'arama-hamsyam ekam amalam jnanam par am giyate.
tatra jnana-viraga-bhakti-sah it am naiakarmy am-aviskrtam
tac chrnvan su-pathan vi-carana-paro bhaktya vl-mucyen 
303* 
narah* *
,fThe Srimad Bhagavata is an un-st lnted Purana; it 
is dear to the Vaisnavas; in it is described the highest type 
of consciousness attainable by the practice of *parama-hamsya 
dharma1; it makes an exposition of actionlessness attended 
with jnana, bhakti and vairagya; a person, listening to, 
meditating of and reading the contents of the Bhagavata, 
attains release by means of bhaktl*u
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■ : 46. Farqiiiar, py 138; p. 20; PargltSr 'JRA3, 1912, p.,
... 47." Saitt. S.: 3“. XVI A'" 2'.' 27;' 'Tal. Xr. II. 3; Manuy III. 232.
y  Yaj. III.. 189. A ' \
. , 48. 7Maha-purana1 used;'In BO-:.' P • 12/7/- and BV, P.. IV. 131.
A  49. Bh. P. 12/13/9. ., 7 v :'-- A
7' 50. Bh. p A12/13/4A V ; : ' '
“'■51;.. Rap son,, p.. -396. <■ . ■ ' . / :
■ ■ -. ■ i '' y  .A;AJ A". . ,";:.;,p38;*.y i/yA'p^Avy
255;
• vtiy u, iwdutsjfci, vj-siju, m*amaaima anu m a g a v a c a ,  v# araiaa
pp. 910 and Raps on,:' p • 296 .’t* ' s
53.. Bh. F. V*p. etc. *' -
54* : Bh’# P. 12/1/- and also Pargiter,DKA.
55* Lassen, IndJ*. Alter, Vol. I., p . 499.
56. ■ Kir fa 1, Das Parana Panca-laksana*
57* H*P • Sastri, p. 329. \ ;
58. . Mat. P. oh. 63.
59. H.P. Sastri, p. 369-70. ~ .
60. ^oma-harsana* as a class name in Vayu P. 1.16*
61* Artha-iastra of Kautilya, 1X1. 7. p. 165.
62*. - The six disciples are Atreya-Sumati, Kasyapa Akrta-vrana,
Bharad-vaja Agni-varcah, Va/istha Mitrayu, Savarni Sornadatti 
and Susarman Sains ap ay an a .
63 . Bh. P . l/l/4.
64. ' B h . P . 1/19/37, 38, 40 .
65. Bh. P.’2/lo/lj ■ I2/7/II.'
66. 1 2/10/3-7; 12/7/11-19.
67.. " 2-10-2. .
67/.11 11 12/4/35-38. ■;
68. " 0/16/3; 5/26/39. ^
69. . " 12/3/14. .
'■ 70. ' " u ■
71. " 5/14/1-46;. 10-20/-.
72. " ..6/1/1-5.
73. 11 9/10/23,30,32; 9/11/1-15; 10/77/23-32.
74. " 9/8/12-13. ■' * : .
75. Holtzmann, Vol. IV. . .■ '
75/l. Abbott. I A, March 1892. .
76. The eleventh skandha of the Bha*gavata closely corresponds to 
the; Gita; J v. also J0RM'1939, Vo* XXII, P a r k J ,  by V* 
Raghavan.
77« -The Badma Purina goes on as /follows; ?- ; f
/Vedantani ca Vedas daT;.iria«tras ;• >fcahfcr efai\sainfeitah •'
... -da^ a "sapta Puranani safe ;« chas fcrani^sam’Iyayuh• 
da^a sapba :Burapani .Er.tva--'Safcy.a ~y a jbi-sufcah.
: . •vNa^ :tayaA';,&anas'sa--:- toa:am;~^^ ’';fehainl2't;« ’ _ ., =
^akar'a saaaliltam ^:t^ |i''r'ibrI^madVr‘-Bhagava-tim param*';
78. Ii.P . dastri>/p. 335. -
79* Bh. 1?. 1/5/9 ; 12/ 12/3
80. ; / \ 1/ 1 / 2 . v ■■■„ /, .
81. ' w ■ 1/ 1/2 .
82* N ■ / t/:l/3,
85. : U V l/l/ll. . ;
*CO » V ' 1/3/45 .
85. . • U 12/13/16-v..
86. H 12/l3/i5. ,
87,. H a M P * 4 * ■:
88. . Bh. p. I0/S0/-J ' 16/35/ 1 - 2 5 .
89. « 4/4/16; 6/14/53; 8/12/21; IO/3 0/I-4 4 ; .10/31/ 1
■ : 10/39/ 19-3,0 ; 10/41/25. ’’ '
90* Wintex*nits> p* 55d.
91 * Pargxter, p I 451 • : ; \
' 92* Vaidja, ■ 1925, p. 145*.:
93* Roy, IHC^.VIII, p. 253. /
94. ; Hazra, KI&, p. 526*
95. Vaidya, JBR&&, / 1925, p*; 154 *
96. Hari • p . 13 * v. h '
; \ 9 7 . . u :p. 25.
98 . - Parquhar, p. 257.
. 99 * H. P. dastrl, p. 329 *
100. / " ■ -V. p. 335*: T
Iq IU Hari.;p.-4* ;
' -• ' 240.
1 0 2 / Bh/ P v ' i/1/2 ; 2/ 2/8 ; . 3/4/3 ; 12/4/4 1-4 2 ; 2/9/43;
;; 2/ 1/8 ; 3/ 13/7 ; 3/8/4 ; 3/8/7 -9 . y
103;* y Burnouf', p. 1 0 5 : ^
104./' diakthankar," ppf . Ip8-*i28 * . ' /
105 .. ' G6de,^py :249-25i;.: T -/ / ■ : :
106#. Pargiter, DK&./ ■ //- . :
1071/ WInternitzp/ ;556> 1/R. V ' :' .' // // '.y ■
108 # J* Meier ,-yPeiv' Archaismus f in der Spraohe &es; bhagavata- 
,/, / Purana, Leipsig, 1931* / \
109 * ;plksitar, IH% VIII, pp * 764^767 * (Buranas - a study) * ,:
110* , Svargarohana--par va of Mfh. 5.46 & 6i97* ,
1111 Dqs. 8upta> Voll III, p. 77* / ., ' /
;112v. Farquhar, 7py; 233* ;y/
113. ^adhakrsnan, p # 706.
114. Bh. P.. 5/5/ 8 8 . / .
115* B.urnou#, p. 109; Wilson, p. XXXI. ■ '-v
- -" ■ ! ’ /.  ■■■' ■■■- / ’
116 . Bhandarkar, - 1 Vaisnavism,; daivism* etc .
117> Vaidya, 1925, JBRAS, pp *. 144 .48 I Winternitz, p . 5 56.
118. Farquhar,. p. 233. / y " .
119. Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism, Introduction.
120. . B. d* 8astri,/p* 119.
.121. By H. Sharma, pp. 190-207. / ,
122 Roy, JARS II, p.; 74. ; . .
.123. Hazra, HI A I, p. 523-524. ,
124. Roy. JARS II, py 79. . ./  ^ ^
125. Gauda-pada in his commentary on II* 46 refers to Bh. P.
10/ 14/4 .
126.' Mathara-vrtti under karik"a 2 corresponds to Bh. P. 1/8/52 
■ \  * « :«. . « 51 « . " "  1/6/35
127. .-V'. P. .III. 6.2 . ; '
" 241. -■ " ' f
X28 *
129 •
130 *
131 *
132 «
133 ♦
134 « 
135*
* 136 *
137 *
138 •
139 *
140 ♦
141 *
142 ♦
143.
144.
145 *
146
147.
148. 
149 .
This view is traditionall but <Sf. also durj ana-mukha- 
oapetika o,f Rama-krsna Bhatta* - -
Farquhar, p. 231*2. :
Sachau, Alberuni!s India, p. 131*
Bh. P. li/5/38^0« .
. »• S/4/18 & 2/7/46 .
Vaidya, JBRAS, ,1985, pp . 157-158 j Roy, IHQ, pp. 49-53.
Bh. P., I/4/2 0-3 I. ; '
Matsya Furana, 53 oh. describes the Bhagavata as follows
—  /    / "
Ambarisa Suka-proktam nityam Bhagavatam srnu. '
■ pathasva sva~mukhenapi yadioohasi bhava-ksayam*
"F r
Gatirusfa Puran*describes it thus j** r
gpanthcfstadasa-sahasro dvadasa-skandha-saimnitah. 
hayagriva-Brahma-vidya yatra Vrtra-badhas tathaV , 
gaya'trya ca samar ambhah tad vai Bhagavatam viduh*
Wilson, p. XXIX.
' Dur* j an a-mukha- cape tika- by Raina-kr sna Bhatt a; . durj ana-muklia- 
maha- oapetika by Kas i-n a tha Bhatta and dur j ana-mukha-p adma-y.' 
paduka by‘an un«known disputant#* ■ / ;
Burnouf, pp. 63-104; Wilson, p - XXXI, Oolebrooke, As .Res* - ■ 
Vol. VII, p. 467. V
■ Vaidya, JBRAS - p. 145 "
(a) Farquhar^ p. 2311 \('b) B.H. Sharma, ;AB0RI pp. 183-61
(c) K* Sastri G *H.X . p. 174*
Madhva-vijaya, IV* 49-52.
Hari* pp. 2-3 .- ■ * ,* .
Bh. P.. 2/l0/3-7. -
Hari. p. 3> ■ .
1 p. 28.
Bh. P. 1/3/28.
Hari. p-* 30. - 
Har i ♦ p . 31. 
p * 52 •
■ . 242.
150. , Hari p.* 39. • . -
"lEil . b ,^. p,,.’l/l/2.'-' . ; . •
152. Hari ♦ p # 53. ” V V . • /
155. p.; 56. ■ . ; .•/:/’ ■ * 5*' i
154. . 1 p.'.’56.: • ' >
155 . ' ” p . 56-7. ’■ . : ->■ ' , ; ■' ,
156. D. Bh.. P. p> 25. : Y' .
157.:' S. BastrT,- ABORI, pp* 241^249 . :
157/1. Farqubar, pll269l; _>■ ■-}/' . • .  /
158’. W i l s o n ^ X X X I . " \;, / . ■f : / / / '
159 . Hasra,'NIA:,'pp^ 522^23, : ;
.160. 0. Bh. P. 3/l/lS. :. \
161. Bh. P. 1/4/25.- ’ / ’ V  -V” .
162. . d. Bh. p. 1/3/ 1 7 . •' ; > ’ • / ;
165. . ’ '/ 3/6/77; 3/9/28. ;.':
164. Y-Y:Y 3/9/- . • V v:,.‘: ’ /
165 y. ■ Jones/ Golebrboke,. Weber, ?Lor'inser r Lassen. 
Hopkinsyy-Grierson, Garb©,. Bhandarkar\eto.
y.-MuIr
166 # Grierson, En.oy 01 op a © clia of 80 ligipn and Eli 
vBHakti-marga, 19G9 * " -I, : . .; : '
Liios,
167 . . ibid, p. 535-36. V ■'>,.-7y . - - r " . ;:
168* : Gbanday • pv • 165-# ;/- ' 1 1 ’ V / ■;
169 1 ,ibid> pp> 165^ *6. / -’;C _• - v'\
i
170* ,Vide 1®^ -^: 1930 , pp . 315 f f' & 437. ff 5 -C.VXIi 
343 ff and 735 ff and VXII, 19.32, pp. 64
1931, 
ff.
-171. = Ba. Brv" XII . 3 . 4*1* , ' •' ■■. / ■
172. ■'■MfihXl£i 335,276-290 J also , XII * 335 39 •
173. .Gita* 3 .4 : " *:'i//’-/;■ • ■
1741 M&i. t x i i  . . 35 2 . 2 2 1 _ ... "J"'' S,-
175 . . 9*3.-Sastrx, pp., .
V-' ■' v ’ 243.
•176. Vide a ; Kr.ishndsv ami Aiy&nger, Ancient, India, p . 407 *
177* Besnagar Inscription B, JRA&* Vo l .*, 2, 1909 . N
178. iksam Rock Inscription . (400 A*D * )■
179 * Vide- Bdaya-giri .Gave Inscription of the year .82 of the ,
7 \ Gupta Eraf also Khoh Copper-plat© .Inscription of
P a’r i vr a j aka Mahar a 3 a S ankspbha ( 5 25 A *D *) ;-
180*4 Olie" Padma-tantra ;sa^ rs :- - - 4
Surih'suhrd Bbagavatah sa^ tvatab .paja^Garkala^vit* >
: aikantikah tan-mayas'7ca;\‘.paffoa^ratr4;k^ .l'tykp.i • •
, ' A ' JRAS 1911, p. 935*
Sankara also calls the Bhagavatds as ParToa-r4.trins ! v *
- Sankara., under, II . ii . :42“45 * (Br alma-sutras).
181. Vide Roy bhowdhury, pp* IS2-53:; and also,4HIil> pp. 5-6.
182 * , Mfih. XII. 335*^76^9dp ralso/ 335. 39. 7
183. Vid«f f £ t a ^  V; .-/A- ;7‘ •
184* 7  ibid, 16/24. • • '7 4 , ■; .. ;
185. ■ Bh. P. l/2/23* , . 7. ; 7  ' .44 . 4
186. Besnagar Inscription'4 (Luder*s Ins* Hov-. 6 6 9 cyclopaedia 
7 Indica, Vol. X ,4 appendix),, Gl^ usundi•'•Tns^ jSftption 7(I>tfderts
. -V Ins * $ 0 •• '-6 )>-\Ian'a:gh-at. • Ins.*;.- (ifider^ ' s Ihs'->\. No'>; li'2)' •
187 *. Vide Mo . Or indie, p*. 201 & 140. .7 -.7 . .7
188* ■ Pan ini i IV.3 . 9 8 7 and^ 11*2.34 .■ 7 . - 7
189. Pargiter, iUIHl jp.p* 175-1827 ,7 * : 7
190 . Macnlcol, Indian 7Bieism, p* 65 * 7  .
191. Keith JRAS' 1915, pp. 842-43; : Macniool, Indian Theism, p.63*
; 192. Roy Ohowdhury , pp, 76-97 •
193 i . Vide Gita, 4/1-2 .
194. n . 4/ 1-2 .
195. Hill, p. 9. .
19 6 * D* S. Sastrl, p. 51*
197 . ' .Vide Me* Orindle, p. 201*
•; . '3 244. „ " 7  ■
4 V.-7‘ 7' .7-^ :7' 7 ’ :^7;77’ ;7 7 4 / ’ z ;A7„7,. - M
198* In the Upanlsads, 1Bhagavan* means spiritual teacher, vide 
Ch.'Opa. VII th* In the Gita*, the word has "been used in the 
same sense.
199. M$h, XII. 346.11j and, 348.8.
200. M£h. XII. 1..
201. XII. ( Banti-parva) .
202. . XIII * 1.
203* Doubtful location.
204. M&h* V. 40-45 •
205. XII. 174-367.
206. III. 1.
207. D* 8* Bastri, pp. 94-5*
208. XII. 336.9-10. (Mfih).
209. XII. 343-75. < ■ w"
210. XII. 349-80. 1
211. M$h. XII * 342-23 »
212. Mgh. XII. 352.24. '
213. v. Nanaghat Gave Inscription (Luder1s Ins* No• 112,
Kpigraphia Indica, Vol. X, App. p. 121).
214-* v. Me. Or indie, p. 201. fhis proves that Heracles was
worshipped by Baurasonai of Methora; Heracles was Krsna; 
v. Vans Kennedy JRAS 1907, p. 967-8. Hie countryof 
Burasenakas included Kuru-ksetra and the land of Matsyas 
and FancalasI for this, v.’Manu, 11.19,
215* G-husandi Inscription* (v* Re 5 186 above)
216* Besnagar Column Inscription* - u
217. Nanaghat Inscription* u
218. v. Tusam Rock Inscription (400. 4*0.)# Gangdhara Inscription
of the time of VIsva-varma, Udaya-giri Gave Inscription of 
the 82 year of the Gupta era; Bhitari Pillar Inscription of 
Skanda-gupta, Junagadh Inscription and so-on*
219. The Khoh Copper-piate Inscription of the Parivrajaka 
Maharaja Sanksobhaj the Khoh Gopper-plate Inscription‘of
, Jaya-natha etc.
. 22q * Vide Sankara*s gloss under II* ii* 42-45. (B r a h m a - sutras)*.
221* Barth, Religions of India, p. 166*
222, Hopkins, the Religions of India, pp* 388, 467* :
223 * Keith JRAS 1915, p . 841 . -
224* Keith has discarded the theory of Barth; v. JRAS 1908,
p. 171*. Hill has also refuted this theory; v. p. 5*
225. (a) Hill, p*_5; (b) Roy Ohowdhury, pp. 30-31;
(c) K.'Sastri, p. 181*
226. (a) Gh* TJpa. III#17#6. mentions Krsna as the son of DevakT
(b) Httaradhyayaha-Sutra Lecture XXil*
227* Macdbnell, in his 1A History of Sansl^it Literature*, says
that the earliest of the Upanisads can hai^dly be later 
than: 600 B*G* . 'fhe Gh* Upa., according to.his view, 
belongs to this period* Hence mention of Krsna in the 
Oh* Upa. makes him earlier'than 60 0 B.G.
228.* . Roy. Ohowdhury, p. 39; Pai’giter, AIHI pp* 175-182.
229, Bhandihkar, Seal, Bulher, Grierson,, Garbe etc; v.
Ind’.’Ant. 1889, p. 189; Comparative Studies, in Vaisnavism 
and Christianity p* 10;, -IA 1894, p. 248; IA 1908, *p. 253 
Garb©, Philosophy of Ancient India, pp. 83^85*
230* (a) Roy Ohowdhury, pp. 52-53; . (b) Hill, pp. 5-6.
231* (a) Barth, p. 168, p. 181,; > ./
(b) Hopkins, The Religions of India, pp. 465,466.
232. Tadapatrikar, pp. 332-^3*
233. The: Ind. Ant. 1908,. p. 253.
234. Roy Ohowdhury, pp. 34-5. ..
235. u p. 16.
236* Panini, ‘IV#3 .98; 11*2*34.
237 * MjSh* 1.228 .8 .
' • - _ /
2381 .panini, IV#1.99 mention's Harayanal Ba.Br. describes him,
v / 12.3, 4,1. Harayana. is the seer of the Rg.Veda, X.9G . 
Hence Harayana is older than;Vasudeva*
239, Sa. Bn, 12,3*4*1. '
240* Ivlc* Grindle, p. 201.
240 x ■
241 # ( 9.) Tax * Ar • X *1 * 6 * _^ , - _ ■ -*,
*> , (b) Date of the Tai . Ar‘. Is probably 300 .B.G# v* JRAS, 1915
p. 840* Keith*
242# M©h« 1.228.8,
243. Hill* p. 13.
244. ( a) Bau. D. 3u. 11.5 .24,.
(b) . Tax * . Ar * X*l*6.:
245* Hill, pp.. 11-12. S.
246. v* Apa. D. SiT* . and Paraskara Dharma 8utra. ^
247. (a) Anu-gita* 43-44.
• (b) M<h. XII .43 .
248; Hill* p. 1 ♦ '
249* Vana-parva* 189* 'Bhisma-stava-raja, 93-94*
250 * Tusam Rock Inscription (400 A.D.) - . • :
251. Gita, 4/5-8. ;
252. Roy Chowdhur y * pp. 104-5 .
253* go-vala Varsna is mentioned in Tai. Sarnhita 11.11*9 .3 . and
- Jai ♦ U. Br.*1.61 *Sattvata*. is to be found in Sa.Rr*
XIII.5.4 *21* . . . - /
254. (a). Gh. Upa* 111,17.6; (b) M0h. 1.109.33; . .
. (o) Bhitari- Pillar Inscription of Skanda-gupta,
l55j- JRAS* 1915-* p.,840. A
256* Roy Chovtfdhury, p. 49,
257 , M<2h. II .79 .23 . ,,
258* (a) Roy Ohowdhury* pp.39-40* (b) Hi 11 * p . 1 • f-k.
259. Ruben, p. 188. -v ; v • / 1
260. (a) Kirfel* pp. 298-316; (b) TadapatrikAr, pp. 269-341*
(c) Katre* AUS* VIII* pp. .194-216*
261* Olx. Upa, III* 17* 6. a
262. Panini* IV.1-.99. .
263* Roy Ohowdhury* p, 45*
264. . ■ 1 p* 28. .
265=* Diksitar* Indian Culture* p. 268*
247
266 . Bh. "p. 10/30/35 .■
/ _
267; Sve. Upa. 6*23; !yasya deve para bhakti1 ■ etc.
268. (a) Vide Yaska while- interpreting the word 1 in dr a-bhakti1
VII .8 * and the oomm* of Durgabarya on this.
(b) Pan ini * 4.3.94. ' , .
269. 0r. TJpa. opening,chapter.
270. / Atha* Veda* 13.4, , - /
271 * (a) Hill* p. 51^52.
(b) Parquhar, p. 230. .Bi­
te) RadKakrsnan*. p. 706. ,
( d). Das G-upta* p;, 62 fn, ;
272. ' Rg. Veda*^IIX.5; . 111*8; III. 53. 8. ,
273* (a) Sa. Br_* . , / ,
(b) Tai . Ar* ' ,
274. Ramayana* :
'  ' - V  ' • ;
(a) M£tU XII *340.101-104; XII*349 *37 ; />■ . **• - *
(b) Mil) . XII *349 .37.
275. Vide Varaha, Agni* Kurma* Vayu and Matsya Puranas . ,
276* Sattvata SamliitaT* IX* 77-833 ; /
276/1. Vopadeva* Muktaphala p. 48* 3 -
277.* Katre* AUS* X, p. 58.
278 .“ B . Bhatt aoharya * p . 31 *
• /A. —
279. H.P. Sastri* p. 337.
280> Katre* AUS* X* pp. 37-42.
281.;, Bh. P. l/3/-; 2/7/-J ■ 6/8/-; . 10/40/- and II/4/-.
282. ' Bh.. P. II/I6/3 2 .
283. v. AB0RI, XIV, 1932-3, pp. 186 ff .
284* v. Vedartha-saarigraha of Ramanuja*
285. v* Vedanta-tattva-sara (Pandit reprints pp.29*37,50 and 54)
also IB. Sharma* .p. 187. , ' ' ■... \ B
286.' Vide • Ha'zra* HI A* pp. 527-8;. v. also, catalogue of the 
library of the India Office Vol* II* Part. I* (Revised 
edition) sec. I on the Bhagavata between pp. 356-80.
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1.
- 2, :
3..
■ 4 ♦ .
‘5
6/.;
:,;v *. 
\ 8.
'■ 9V  
10 *
il­
ls * 
13- 
14 .*
. 15 « 
16. 
17- 
18. 
19-;
.20 . 
21 
22 • 
23. 
24 
25..
vREPMBNGEa TO Fart , 1. VOL •
. l/l/l. . ■ ■ v  '
X/l/2. " ‘ '
. ' . • ,
Sat J3ah », p « 213 #• . ■
Vide GoJirm • of Bala-dev a 
v Vidy¥rbhus ana oh &at. San• p ♦ 19 7•
* 'v f  ' 7  * ' " *  ¥ . * -■ ’ J I *  , ^
Lag. Bh * p. 194 • "
...Sat .SanV p. ; 162- V
:‘ ; V  ■■ ' - 7  ; ' * > -  ' , /  v  - ■ ‘ ■
Muk.7 Opa- IBth Sloka.. ‘
ibid 26thysioka.
.ibid ■/ 27th sioka. >
Mad . bpa. 2nd . stanza * . .
ibid t 3rd stanza *
ibid ; 4th stanza.
ibid 5th stanza.
ibid 6th stanza- -
ibid 7th stanza.
., 2/4/4 *7-48 . : ' ■ . . v ' ^
10/3/2 4 . .. /; '
10/3/2 4 .; ... ■
■ • • / ,
. v* Gomm- of Sankara on
th© 2nd stdn^ a-'.of.-' Man-' 'Op'a..
;; 4/ 11/2 0 . ■■;. ' .
- ■ - ’ 'i - ' '
: Sat. San > p. 50 ♦ 
n / 4/2 1 ; 3/33/3.
■; 11/4/2 . ’ . :
6/16/87-38.
10/3/3 5 . : /
- 249.
Part I. VOL. I (cont).
26 • 4/3/23..
27. La £5 • Lti. p . 24 .
, 
*CO , 
<M 4/24/60 .
29. 2/7/42." "
30. 2/7/42.
31. 1/3/1.
32.- 1/2/33.
33.. 1/3/3 .
34. ■ 8/12/7.
35 • 13/19/6 j 6/ 6/223 io/82/ 45
36* 10/2/26. :
37. 1 2/6/19.
38 . I/4/2 .
39. Gita, 2/69 .
40. - Man / Upa • 8 th . stanza f f .
41-43 . Dhya. Upa. 9-11 stanzas. .
44. 1/5/2 7 .
45.' 1/5/2 7 .
46 # Vide. Sridhai’a on 1/5/28.
47. l/5/31.
»CO v. Sridhara on 1/5/3 1 .
48/1. Man. Upa. 12th stanza.
48/2. 10/14/18.
48/3 . 4/9/163 6/4/31. • ■
48/ 4. 7/3/32; H/33/37.
48/5. 10/33/16.
49. 10/14/21.
50. v. Br. Upa. II .5 .8 .
250.
Fart I. VOL. I. ( oont) .
51* n / 4/3 .
52 • 10/4/3 4-5 .
55 * 2/5 / 1 7 ,
54 * 6/ 19/ 6 .
54/1 . Gita, 6/30.
55*
T i
3/24/46.
56. 10/4/13..
57. I/7/2 3 .
58 . 2/9/I-3 .
59, Vide' Br. Upa. II.1;
60. 11/2/37.
61 * 3/20/18. .
62. 2/9/33.
65 . 11/2/16.
64 • 1/3/32j 3/26/10.
65. H/ll/3.
66. 6/17/21.
67. 2/5/21-2.
68 • 2/5/22.
69 . 2/5/27,34.
70. 2/5/17.
71. 1/7/23.
72. 10/69/42.
73. II/24/I-4 . ■
74* 1/7/7.
75. 3/15/15.
76. l/3/l.
77. 6/9/11; l/g/32.
251.
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